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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

.
,

Language variation limits communication. For this reason, language variationis a vital, concern 'to educators, government officials, broadcasters, publishers,
writers, missionaries ---to anyone who has a message to communicate. Many ,of the
developing nations of the world face the challenge of teying to communicate with a
mulefiingual population, a population Which may include well over a huddred dialects

_'or languages. Even among nations where a single national language ii firmly,_
established, gross dlalect variations of the national language and pockets.of
minority languages sti'll exist.

.

L.."--

It may not be thought feasible for a country to initiate projects such as mass
communication, bilingual'educaeion, or vernacular literature production in every ohe
of its languages and dialects. On the other hand, if that country wishes to reach
all of its citizens, it must carry out its programs ilit languages that are both
understood and accepted by all groups concerned. The urgent need then, is for a wayto determine which specifid dialect or dialects are the moat useful in reaching It
given population. This ,thesis develops strategies for understanding how language
variation limits communication and for devising solutions which wil \ help overcome
these lim4ts to communication.

1.1 An.overview

'Chapter 2 deals with gathering the fundamental data for a stulY of la uage
variation! and limits to communication. It addresses,the question df how to mea ure
communication. It can be measured by devising tests which allOw the inveptigator to
observe how well One group understands the speech of Andther. First I describe in

.4 some detail a method of testing understanding which I used in field studies in the
Solomon Islands. Then I briefly review A number of methods wtph other
investigators.have. used. Finally I propose a taxonomy, of intelligibility testing
methods. My conclusion is that no one method of testing intelligibility is.
inherently better than another; rather the choice of method dependa on 'tde
particular situation. The resulting discussion.should serve, as a guide to the'
prospective field inveseigator fdr h4ping select .a method of measuring
communication which'is beat suited to'his goals and the oapabi ities of the :people 1

among whom he will do the testing..

Fortunately, communicating with every citizen in a. partic lar region does not
:9sually require that A vernacular language program be initiated in each one of its .

/ dialects. Chapter 3 tells how the data gathered by the methods pf.Chapter 2 can be
analyzed to determine how many vernacular language programs are eeaed , in an area
and where those programs should be centered. A majbr det rrent to vernacular
language programs is the high cost of setting them Up and keepi
techniques preselted in Chapter 3 find the least costly solu
vernacular.linguage programs in an area by finding groupinga o
minimize the number of language programs required whil
guaranteeing that all citizens will adequately understand the language of at least

them going. . The
ions'to establishing
the dialeAs which'
at /the same time



2,

one of-1.h8 programs, -2

r Chapters 4, 5, and 6 form a'unit on the topic of explaining communication. The

methods for measuring communication discussed in Chapter 2 tell us only ,whether.or

not communication can take place and to what extent. The metbods for finding

centers of communication in efiaPter 3h.allow us to take advantage of measured

- patterns of communication in finding the leaat costly solutions to communicating

with all the citizens of a region. However,-neitheir, method explains why there is

(

communication at all dr why the patterns of communication should be wpiat thex are. ,

By.. understanding why patterns of commuracation are what they are, and not just.what

they are, it 12 possible to make better proposals about language planning in an

area. Furthermore, by understanding the factors yhich'bontribyte.to,intelligibility .

in an, aria, it is possible to estimate intelligibility relations which it is not.
_

feasible to*measure.

The approach to explaining communication is one orbuilding.models. Chapter 4

concentrates on the subject of modeling it6e1f,. After a discussion'of the meaning

and idvantages of modeling, a asic model for explaining communication is jproposed.

The, model suggests that the amount of understanding between dialects depentis on two

factors: the linguistic similarity between dialects and .the social relationships'

between them.

'In Chapter 5 the factor of linguistic similArity Is considered in detail.

After a general cliscussion of various aspects of linguistic similarity and how they

, can be measured,.data fcom ten different field studies are analyzed to explore the

relationship between lexicl similarity and intelligibility. As a conclusion, a

general model for expressing'this relationship is proposed

In Chapter 6 the second factor'of the model, socia elations, is considered in,

detail. First the role of social relations in explaining communication and ways of

measuring'social relations are discussed. They( data from he island of Santa Cruz,

Solomon Islands, are considered. A more comprehensive model which embraces social

relationships as well.as linguistic ones is used to explain communication between

dialects on the' island. 'The predictions derived from 4is model af! over 90%

accurate.

1.2 .Some definitioni: iit1ligibility and dialect

Before proceeding with tile text, two terms need to be defined: intelligtbility

and dialect. 'The problem is not so much that people do not know wha`Nthey mean, but

thatthey mean different things to f erent people. Therefore,-I now define them

, in the way that they will be used oughout theettiesis.

Intelkigiralitt is synonymous with understanding and comprehension.. '(The root

Word is intelligiPle, 'not intetUence.) Dialect intelligibility nefers.

Sperically_to the degree to which sOeakers of one dialect understand tlie speech of

ano her dialect: Somq linguists who have studied dialect intelligibility restrict

the term to mean only a theoretical expected degree of Understanding of individual4

, who have had no experience with the other dialedt.- For instance, Gillian Sankoff

defiqes intelligibility in this way (1969:4339-84b). If understanding is boosted by

expAfience wit4 the 'other dialect, then .she contrasts that with intelligibility by

calling it "bilingualism". She,uses the term "incipient bilingualism" to refer to a

degree of bilingualism which does.not imply a great deal of learning.

4

0
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I dip not define ihtelligibility in this way. If a person .understands anothoWdialect, then sthat 'dialect is intelligible to him. Bilingualism and'incipient
bilingualism do not contrast with,. intelligibility; they are spe*al cases of
intelligibility. Whenever I refer to that special case of intelligibility which iS
the theoretical degree or understanding.betvteen dialects whose speakers have had no
contact, I-uSe theAterm intlprent

- Another common Usti of the term in the literature is in the phrase mutual
intelligibility. This phrase was coined in the.early studies of intelligibility inthe fifties- (Section 2.2.1). ,Those investigators were actually trying to measure
ihherent intelligibilty and they axeraged the intelligibility in both directions-between a pair of dic.ed'ts in order tp approximate a measure of linguistic
similarity whiCh they thdiAght Should be symmetric. This relationship their termedmutuali, intelligibikity. Somehow the phrase "mutual intelligibility" _became
interchangeable with the term "intelligibility" ln elle general literature. They are
not interchangeable, however. 4"Intelligibility is not usually a two-way phenomenon.(Cs intelligibility of B's.speech is a different thing than B's intelligibility of
A's 'speech. Intelligibility is mutual if and bnly.if the degree of understandink is
the same An.both directlons. It sometimes is, but asymmetric linguistic and,. social
relations 'often .make, it otherwise. Mutual intelligibility is not SyncoyMous. with
intelligibility; it is another special case of intelligibility.

The second term.that needs defining is dialet. Two popular level notions of,
dialect are that it-refers to,a funny way,of speaking or xto.a way of speaking that
differs from A stinda-d.or prestigious language. But kriAiinguistic view the term
carries no such connotations; it refers simply to a variety' of speech. Some
linguists have ttempted to define dialect precisely so As to assign "it an exa

i
place within a ieraraChy of ling4stic taxonomy. All such definitions end up bei
arbitrary, how ver, and none has received' widespread acceptance. The only
satisfactoW.definitions seem to be loose ones". , CharLes .Hockett gives a good
example p958t322):

....1
_.

,

4A language ... is a collection- of tore or less similar idiolects. A
dialect is just the same thing, with this difference: when both terms are
used in a single'discussion, the degree of similarity of the idiolects in
a single dialect is pres4med to be greater than that of all the idiole tp
in the language.

\.. ,
Throughout this thesis, when I use the term dialect, I shall be referring to_ a
c011ection of similar idiolects. I use the term ',4iAlect aroub, o'r sometimes just
dialect for.short, to refer to the group of people who speak those idiolects.

The kinds of dialects which I investigate., in this thesis, and which othtpi
investigators whom I cite: have investigated, are regi'onal-or community.dialeots,
that,is, the varleby of,speech'which is cqmmon to the'individualS in a region -or a
local -community like g town or village. Social dialects which cut .through regions;qr communities -have yet to ,be inveAtigated tieing diplect intelligibility'
methodologies. Therefore the local community actually serves as thepinimal Unit. in
efining the dialects considered in this thesis. That iS; dialeetirefers to the
variety'of speech Common to a local community or a- pore inclusiTte grouping of J.
communities. Two dialects are distinguished if their respeotive

.

speakers recokniie,
ttiat the varieties of speeoh are different'. 'The degree of difference is not- at
issue in distinguishing dialects, only the fact that there is a difference.,
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CHAPTER 2

MkASURING CO1IMUNICATION

. It is a popular notion that people who understand each others' speech speak the .same language and people who cannot dnderstand each other &peak different.languagea.(Hockett 1958:322, de Saussure 1959:203, Ivic 1974:69611J Thus it is thatintelligibility testing derives it& importanoe as. a method for determining whetheror not two ditferent speech communities,use the.sam4 language'(Voegelin and Harris .1951,, Wurm and Laycock 1962). Since intelligibility te&ting was first described ina 1951 article by C. F. Voegelin and Zellig Harris the method has been refined by anumber ;of investigators. .Thus far it has reached its fullest development.in EugeneCasid's 1974 manual, 'Wags& nte11iiDi1itv Temeirig..

In this chapter mahy different methods of testing intelligibility are ,presented. I begin in Section 2.1 with a'detailed disdusaion of how to conduct anihtelligibility survey based on the method of intelligibility testing-1 usqd in 'theSolomOn Islands. This method.is applicable in situations where the investigatorshares a common language with illiterate test sUbjedts. Where subjects aremonolingual or literate different; method* are appropriate. In Section 2.2-otherm2thods of testing intelligibility rare reviewed. The' basic outline of conducting afurvey remain*, the same, only the details abouf constructing end adminiitering thetests differ.

As a doncruiion, Section 2.3 develops a .taxonomy. testing .'.methods and evaluates the'situations in which each method is moat appropriate. It. isargued that no method IS inherently bettei' than another; rather, ihe evgluationdepends oh the situation in which the testing is done. An optimal method:is' definedas one which yields the greatest amount of-information 4th the reast &mount of 'effort. it-is ihown that different methods are' optimal in different situations.The, analysis in Section 2.3 shoU10 *erve as a guide to field inveatigateirs fo'rselecting a method c)f intelligibility t,esting. ,

'4
2.1 ConduOting ap intelligibility survey

.", Intelligibility between dialedta fa measured by observing how well apeakera ofone dialect understand a recorded text from another dialect . eTo cartif out thia'testing requires that each dialect area be visited twice, the first.time to collectthe texts, and the second time to do the testing. An iptelligibilty survey consists.of Totir steps: (1) planning the survey, (2) oolleotingthe texts, (3) preparingtest tapei, and'(4) administering the tests. . The final step of processing and.interpreting the resuas 'is treated in fliollowing chapters. This basic outline of anintelligibility survey holdsf.for. arl.the methods described in this chapter. The-specific details of oollecting, preparing, and administering testa describe themethod I 'used in the Solomon Islands (Simon* 1977a):' For oeher complete overviewsof a dialect intelligibility
survey see Linda Simon& 1977 and chapter 2 of Cased1974.

.03
3



' 2.1.1 Planning the survey

Te purpose of. he planning stage is to determine which villages must lip

visited during the int ligi4ility testing survey: It is tiovally not -necessary to

conduct a test in ev.ery village within the survey area. Rather, we need only to
.test one representative village Tor each different dialect in the area. Therefore,

it is wise 'to use any maps, census data, CF--linguistic and anthropological

- pOlications about the area toAetarmine the location and extent of each ot the

different diabgt groups within the area. Ofteri there will be very little such

material availaiile and the dnvesttgator may have to relyalmost entirely upon his

first visit into the area to gather this intormation: In this case the information

is gathered by talking to local people to gain their opinions about tfie dialect

groupings within the area. 'Through this questioning the investigator gains a rough
sketch of the dialect situation within the area. This preliminary picture is bound

to be,incomplete. The investigator must be sure to maintain a flexibility to follow
,

new leads as they are uncovered at later stages in the survey.

After all the presumed dialects have been located the investigator can plan a

route for the survey trip through the area. Ideally, he.should plan to visit one

village for each of the dialect groups turned up in this preliminary stage of the

survey. The actual villages which are visited may be determined on the basis.of the

presence of roads or trails or nearness to other villages which must be visited.

Local opinions about which villages are important ones should also be considered.

It is generally wise to visit the most remote village'in the survey area last. If

1.t is visited last there ls no need to return again. The test tapes for all the

other dialects ,will fiave been collected and prePared by that time and the

-administering of the intelligibility tests can bvin at that'village.

Another important aspect of the planning stage is a pilot survey in which the

methods of collecting, preparing, and administering thli tests are tried' out In one

,or two villages before the actual collection phase begins. This trial run may point

tb modifications needed in Ile method before it is too-late to change.

k

Cbllecting the texts

On the first trip through the survey,area the investigator stops at each of the

villages- selected in the planning itage'in order to collect texts which are to be

used in Lntelligibility testing. If a more extensive language survey is being

conducted,- one which also includes study of linguistic similarity and social

relations between dialects,,these data should also be collected during this first

'trip throujh the' area. This allows thetinvestigator to have a gocd look over all

'the data,before making the second trip. During the second trip he will then be more

aware of th'e,whole setting and will have opportunity to ask further questions about.

social relations or to lirteck up on linguistic data that may look questionable.

The informants chosen to give"the texts for the intelligibility tests,should be

native speakers of the local dialect and also speakers of a language shared by tht

investigator or his assistant. The,investigAtor should first carefully scieen the

informant- to be sure he or she is adequate. This is done by asking.the informant

where he-was born, where his parents were born, if he has lived or worked' in any

other. 'areas, the languages-his parents and spouse speak, and ottier questions which

will heip to determine if the informant is truly a native .speaker of the local

dialect., .pecial care Inuit be taken in areas where men or 'women marry into villages

other,than their own -- half the adults-in a village' may not be native to it.

Am-
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. lt is important that the.investigator clearly willitin to his in ormant whatkind of text is wanted. The text should be fairly short(4n ideal leng h is two anda half to three minutes, though texts as short as one and a half minutes.or as longas five minutes have, been used successfully. The IlUbject matter should be
,

autobiographical in nature, rather than folkloristic or Iroc dural. Folkloristicand procedural texts often contain a specialized style orl vocabulary. Also, thereis a general widespread knowledge of bothjakklore and proce ures which make themunacceptable subject mOter for intellikOit ty testing, ecause only minimal cuesto the content are needed to make all the rest a ccessible. Thus an autobiographical
text which will be unpredictable to the listenlir in its co tent is most desirable.

,Y

It is helpful for the investigator to suggest topics to the informant. Somepossible topics are: what he did yeaterday, a favokte unting'or fishing ilory, afamily emergency, or a recent trip.. If the investigator already has collleted a fewgood texts from Other.villages which this informant (.:y understand, it may behelpful to play these,for him so he may get an idea'of hat is expected ofhim.

The informant ma'y appreciate a practice run o tell his story before it is
recorded. This may help to put him at ease, allow him to organize his thoughts, andalso give the investigator an idea whether or not the story is appropriate. Theinvestigator can then ask questions about the conte t and help the informant bring
out'details in the episode which may improve the qual ty of the test. If a text isrecorded and then proves to be too S'hort, the sam kind of technique can be used.
The, investigator can ask question§ about what- his been recorded and offer
suggestions as to-how the text could(be expanded. T en the informant can be given achance to add more to the end of what has already be n recorded.

../

After a good text has been recorded it must be tiianslated into a language whichthe investigator can understand. This would ordin rily be a trade languAge,..Or the
national langudge if he is not familiar with the ve naculars in t e area. This isbest done in an ,interlinear-fashion using two ta d recorders Vodgelin and Harris195Y:328, L. Simons 1977:240). The first tape veco der is used to plar back the
original text i'n 'short sections. These sections s euld correspond,to natueal breaks
in the text. After each section, the storyteller is asked to give a teanslation ofthat section. The second tape Pecorder is left ru ning during this whole process in

,order to record-both the original text and its tOa slation. The result is like an. ...
interlinear translation of the original text. The pomplekteness and ,accuragy ,of-the

, translation can be verified by getting another tra slation of the story trom someoneelse or by administering the completed test tape to other speakers of,that.dialect,.

2.1.3 Preparing the test tapes

The first step in preparing a test tape is to transcribe the interlineartranslation tape. Unless the vernacular texts'are also needed for grammatical
analysis or comparison, there is no need to make an exact morpheme by morphemetranscription and translation of the text. /he vernacular portión of the text may

,be transcribed in broad outline only, nOting mainly the intonation contours and the
final syllables preceding pauses. The trarislation, however, shoUld be transcribed
ih full. The complete translation is then,studied to break up the text inteological
segments. When possible; these segmenti should be defined both in terms. of their

,content and of having.tinal.intonation contours. They should be long enough. so that
queitions can be -asked about the content of the segment, but not so long that a
listener wdUld be likely to forget what took place at the beginning of a sementbefore he reached the end. Around fifteen seconds is an optimal length foe a

e"--\



segment..

, The actual test tape conbists of two parts. In the firSt part,'the first one

olr two minutes of the text are copied without a break. In the second part tfle

entire text is-copied in the short segments defined above. The purpose of the first

part of the test tape is simOly to allow the listeners to-tune in to the speaker's

voioe and to the new dialect which they are about to be tested on. The:second part

of the test tape whicb ie divided into sections comprises tile actual teat. In the

testing situation this form of the text is played back segment by segment,, and after

each segment listeners are asiled to make'a responsd.

The' test tape is made using two tape recorders. In one, the original

vernacular text is*placed; in the other, a blank tape which will be the test tape is

placed. To,record the first part of the test, the'uninterrupted sectlon of text,

the transcription should be studied to find a logical.breaking point which is one to
two minutes into the text. If the text is short, this first part of the test mS7
include the' whole text. If the text is long, it will savl time in the testing to

cut the text ihort for the first wt. The,blank tape-is then set to recprd while

the ori;ginal text is played and this.lirst section is dubbed onto the blank tape.

At the selected breaking point, both tapes are stopped and'the original tape is

rewound. The second tape is allowed to move forward about ten seconds.in order to

make a blank space .between the first and second parts of the test. Next the

original text is dubbed onto the test tare segMent by segment. The segments should

already be marked off in the transcription of the text. As the investigator makes

ithis test tape he follows the broad transcription of the vernacular text to be able

to determine where each segment ends. At the end of each-segment, the original tape

is put on "pAuse" while the test tape is allowed to keep running in order ttnsert
a blank space of about five seconds between segmentg. This process is continued

until the whole text is copied onto the test tape, segment by segment.

Admfnigtering the tests
p.

The ftrst step in administering the tests is deciding which Cest tapes should

be played in each of the villages visfted on the second round of the survey. If the

survey area includes more than half a dozen different dialects it becomes impossible

to administer every test tape in every village. In general one should no,t

administer more than five tapes to any one individual or group, due to fatigue of

PA
both the subjects and ):Me investigator. The investigator, therefore, must, guess

which tests will give the mOsOinformalion at any given village. If it is

:absolutely necessary that a large number of rapes be tested in one village, it ,can

be done by-plAying one det of tapes to some subjects and another set to others!

To determine which dialects to test at a given village, the investigator must

rely on the data which haVesalready been collected from the area either .in the,

planning stage or in the tollecting trip. u, according to information already
available, it is already'apparent that the siMilarity between two dialects is very

. high, then in general ,there is no need to test their 4,ntelligibility. 'By tfie'same

token, if.similarity is known to be extremely low, there generally will not be a

need to test intelligibility. Also one can rely on opinions that have been

collected during the first round -- the opinions of people in the villages as to

what languages they' can or cannot understand. The purpose of the intelligibility
testing at this point is to fill in the gaps in the information, to cohcentrate on

cases where the investigator is not sure from dther evidence whether he can expect
4 understanding or hot..

-
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The investigator may also be guided in his4choice or which test tapes to
- administer by the characteristics of the dialeal or village from which the tapes
have come. Where .the goal of the 4nrvey.is-to det mine _centers of communication
for use in literature programs then the i vestigator may want to concentrate
testing efforts op the villages or dialects whi vmight best serve as centers. This
notion of centrality. is based not onlk on'flng411s.ic And intelligibility relations
Ina, also on geoeaphy, accesaibility, population, economy& politics, and the
facilities (such° as- stores, schools, churchei, clinics, airstrips) that are
available in a plade (see Sections 6.1.2, 6.1.4, 6.3.2; also J. Sander's 1977).

The intelligibility tests can b4 administered to groups of people or to
) iA ..

individuals. Group 'testing can be used when the investigator can assume a
homogeneity across the population as to multilingual experience; a sampling of
individuals is tested' when he cannot. The assumption of homogeneity or
heterogeneity can be based on resulps at other viirages in the survey, and on the
opinions of local people. '(The topic of group.testirig versus.individual testidg is
discussed in more detail in 'Seotion 2.3.2.) When individuald are tested, they
should be isoliated (which .can be done m th. earphones) so that other potential
subjeops will not be disqualified by hearing the test and the answers. The
iovestIgator should screen the subjects to ensure that they are native speakers of
the dialect, as was done' for the storytellers '(Section 2.1.2). The screening
questfons 4111 also reveal if a subject has had a'degree,of contaat with some 'other
dialects which is beyond the ordinary.

-
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When a whOle group is tested at once, it is raither awkward to go around the,

whole group and screen the subjects first. In this case the screening can be done.,
As the testing progresses. .In group testing, a spokesman for the group will
generally,emerge. When- questiohs or translations are asked of the group, the group
ds free to discuss and dome up with an answer which the spokesmaft will pass on tb
.the investigator.- If it becomes clear that the spokesman or another individual is
'dominating a particultir test, screening questions shoUld be asked to determine if
that person has had close contact with the village-being tested for. If so,
different individuals from the group should be asked directly for their responses to
remaining segmentS in the test.' This allows the investigator to get a sample of the
understanding of the whole group. /

The first tape played to afiy group is the test tape made of their own 'dialect,
which is called the hometown test. This test.gives the listenerS the practice of
taking the test without the added obstacle 'of dialect differences to oVercome.
During this hometown test, not.only do the listeners have the chance totpractide the
test format, but also the investigator has the chance to evaluate the subjects Is to
their suitability for testling. It is during this hometOwn test that the
iAvestigator may discover deficiencee in the abilities of the group or an individual
Isubject in translating into the commo% language. 'Thus the hometown test acts not
only as a practice te'st for new subjects, but also for a control on their bilingual
,abilities in the common language.

When adpinistering a test, the first pkrq of it, the one or two minutes of
continuous text, is. played without interrtiption. Here ttie listeners are given Ehe
opportunity of hearinl/the new dialect. The investigatqr may choose to withhold the
identity of the diale t and see if the listeners can identify it after hearing thii
first 7.ection When this fiPat'part of the teat comes to an end, the investiigator
stops the tape:and eiplains bhat now the entire story will be .played from the
beginning one segment at a time. At the end of each segment the investigator stops
the tape during the pause and the individual subject 'or someone from the group is
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asked to translate that much of the stor sin'tp ttie comMon,language. If he hesitates
the investigator may ask leading 'uestions to'get him stirted. If an important ,

point. has been'omitted from tile, tra slation the
* investigator may a4 specific

westions to find out if tjhe.0oi t was actually not understdod or if it was just
overlooked in the sublject'str&nsia ion. If none of the subjects can' translate. or. a

answer any question6, fask'if t.hAj understood authing, if there were any words.or,
phrases they rac4nized. ti */

(.-
The responses to each indiv dual segmeht of the text should be. recorded in a

booklet. A converAent way do this is'to estimate the fraCtion of the segment
whichwas undefstood,-that is, record a one if all of it was.understood,. a- zero if
none of it .vhis.unda.stood, one-half if half was understood, and'so dn. If only a
word or a phrase was Widerst od, that word or phrase may be written down. At the
end . of the test the respo es .are relliewed and t6 listeners' understanding of the
test tape is summariqd as eing one of the four levels of intelligibility ,in the
scale below. If a gr up is tested-, theil the understanding of the population
(assumed to pe nómogeneou ).is summarized as being of a singlalevel. However, when

).1
it is found that an indiv dual is dominating the answers', and then a sampling of the
i'roup is obtained to cou teract, it may be reported that a few with extra experience

.

understand at one level while the majority understand at anOther. If individuals
are tested, then the u erstanding of the population is reported as the distributron
of the leVelS of understanding among individuals. The four levels of
intelligibility are a follows:.

.

3 . full intell gibility - The listeners understood everything. At most Ghey
missed a few det ils of the story. In some cases a group may have difficulty
responding to.the first few sections, but after that they adjust to the new dialect
and translate all remaining segments fully and correctly. This should be scored as
full intel.ligtbil. ty.

4
.

: 2 = partial intelligibility 2 The listeners understood the main points of the'
story .but mis ed many details. This level of understanding is characterized by
incomplete unde standing of segments throughoutrthe story. 'The listeners understood

- enough, though .that they would_need only to'ask a fevkquestions of the sPeaker to
fill in the m sing details. This is a level of potential full intelligibility.

1 = spo dic rdcognition - The listeners underst000d Only isolated words and,
phrases, per aps even occasional sentences, However, -they did not know what was
happening i the story.

0 = n
recognize
Jbetel nu
phrases,2

,

understanding .L The listeners understood nothing. Perhaps they
a,common word like 'man' or 'house', or an ipportant cultural *tem like
; however, there was no consistent recognition of isolated words or

No e that only the relative ordering betweenthe levels is defined, not the
reiati e distance between them. Thus, level S represents more understanding than
level , and 2 more than 1. However, ehe distance between f 'and 2 is probably
grea r than that between 2 and 3.

A summary of time requirements for the method
4e

.Thektmethod requires twov hours for.the preparation of each test tape. When
?tests are administered to a group, it takes only one hour to conduct trlie te4t,s in. a



articufar viHkge. Thus the method requires three hours per villa n the survey.
This, compares favorably to the amount of time needed- for a conventional
rexicostatistic survey. Hociever, if' 'tests' are administered ,to a sample of
individuals, then the testing phase will take considerably longer as is,detailed
below.

4

The preijaration of the test tapes for any dtalect consists of\ the follpwingrour steps: (1) elicit'the text, (2) roughly transcribe the text, (3) decide how
to divide the text into segments, (4) prepare the test tape. The elicitation of the
text generally takes one hour with an informant. This includes the time required to
explain what is wanted, play it back for the informant, get an interlinear
tranlation of the text,'anetalso play that back.

The remaining three steps generally require another hour. The following time
figures are based on records kept on MI6 preparation of eleien test tapes for the.
dialect survey of Santa Cruz Island (Simons 1977a). Transcribing one minute of tert4
took from five'and a half to eight minutes, with an average of six and three-quarter,
minutes. This time inclUdes'makinthe rough transcription of they vernacular.texts
from the interlinear translation tape' and then an exact trinscription of the
translation fon each porti4n. Thus, to transcribe the ideartextof three minutes'
length took an average af 20 minutes. After the transcription was finished, it took
about ten minutes to read it over and decide where to make the breaks between
segments and what leading questions could be used to prompt subjects when their
response was not immediate. It took another 10 minutes to set up' the two tape
reCorders and 'dub the test tape. Finally it took about 15 minuted to type up the
transcription of the translation of the text with gaps in that transcriPtion
correspondieg to the breaks in the test tape, and with leading questions typed into
the gaps. This is a total of 55 minutes. An advantage of the method is that all of
this test preparation is done without the aid or informants. Therefore, it need"not
be done at the test site but can-be done at an9ther place where the investigator may
have set up a campy, ,

When the tests are administered during the shcond trip to thb dialects, the
hometown test and the four or five other test tapes can be administered to a group
in one hour. If tests are administered to individuals, the process will go faster
without group 'discussion time. About 45 minutes are required for an individual
subject. That comes to three hours ror four subjects, six hours for eight subjects,
or seven and a half hours for ten subjects. To do a thorough job ot testing'
,ihtelligibility over a complete cross sectjon.of the pcipulation reay require SO to 40
subjects. Tipically, testing in such depth would be done in only one or two
villages WIC of the entire survey area in order to get a feel for the homogeneity or
heterogenefty of;multilingual abilities within the village populations. The
depth studies would point out the factors, if any, which explain differences in
understanding (for example, sex, age, or schoolirlg) and would give a basis for
interpreting results in the rest of the suvey where only, a small number of
individuals were tested. .,_

When telts are administered to a group, thisjnethod requires three hours' work
by an. individual investigator for Aach dialeet. This is-not much more time/
consuming than a conventional lexicostatistie survey. The essential difference is
that the" intelligibility survey requires that each village be-visited twioel''first
to collect the test tapes, and secon4 to administer them, whereas the lexicostatisic
survey requires only one visit. However, a two.pass lexicostatistic survey can-give
much more reliable results than a one #ass survey. This is because the investigator
has the opportunity to compare the word lists after they are all collected And then

-



in a #:)conci visit to re-elicit items which appear to haye been elictted in4orrectly.

Therefore- this intelligibility approach fits very-tficely with a lexicostatistio

approach for the'initial linguistic survey in an 'area. Actually, once comparabive

Word lists.are collected, analypis of phonostatistics, phonological.correspondences
between dialects, and lexical and phbnblogical isoglosses can be made without .

collecting any additional data. When a computer is available, thin added wealth. Of

information is almOSt free in terms, of the investigator's time (Simons 1977b

describes a set of/computer programs which can-be used).
7

Provided,there is not more than three hours' traiel time between test points it
woyld be possible for a *ingle- investigator to conduct the study of linguistic
comparison and intelligibilityille two test points in a single day. With a two man

team the work becomes even easier, with one member concentrating on the linguistic
side of the study and the other concentrating on the intelligiWity side.

2:2 A revdew of intelligibility testing methods

This review of ihtelligibility testing methods is made in chronological order.

First, in Section 2.2.1, the early studies in the 1950's are considered. Then Hans

Volff's 1959 critique of these early studies fs.reveiewed in Section 2.2.2. This

critique led to refinements in the method by a group of investigators from the
Summer Institute of Linguistics ip Mexico. Section 2.2.3 treats their method.

Finally,. Section 2.2:4 presents other recent methods.

2.2.1 The early studies

The method of intelligibility testing has its origins in a 1951 article by Carl
F. Voegelin and Zelltg Harris. They proposed intelligibility testing as a means of

measuring diale 4.tierences, in hopes,that it could help define the border between
dialect and lafguage. Their main interest was in classifyi!ng languages rather than

-

in communic ion tsblf. They discussed four methods -whJsch could be used to

'distinguish languag from diglect: (1) ask the informant, (2) count samenesses, (3)
structural status, an0 (4) test the informant. It is their '.'test the informant"

method which has developed into the intelligibility testing techniques discussed

here. Basically, their method' was this: make a tape recording in dialect A and see
how well sPeakers in di4lect B can understand it. Voegefin, and Harris suggested

measuring understanding by noting the aCcuracy with which speakers ot dialect B

could translate the text.

Hickerson, Turner, apd Hickerson (1952) were the first to use the Voegelin arid

Harrismethod of testing the informant in a,field study: Theyr.refined the sketchy
outline of the method given in the original paper to determine relationships among

seven Iroquois languages of North America. A second intelligibility survey was

conducted soon afterwards by Pierce (1952) among Algonquian language* of North

America. Later Bigis (1957) conducted a similar survey among the Yuman languages of

North America.

All three of these surveys used basically the same Method. The investigators

obtained a translation of the original text and then scored the subject'b
d
translation of that text to arrive at a perCenlage oLitems which were correctly
understood and translated. In the first study, the 'investigators took down an exact
translation of the text from its teller, and scored section by section translations

of. the text by subjects as incorrect, one-third, two-thirds, or fully correct.



Pierce (1952) used what he called a "standard grading translation". Rather than.
trying to obtain an exact_morAeme by morpheme transcription and translation, he
obtained i running translation into English from the person who told the story and
from two other speakers Of the same community. He then compardd these three
translations,to construct the standard grading translation which listed the iaain
semantic *its in *each Sentence of the text. A subject's translation of'the text_
was scored as correct, incorrect, or half correct for each unit. Pierce also
recognized ithe importance of the hometown test as a mdasure of a subject's abilities,'
and was the first to suggest that it could. be used in adjuating
scores to control for differing subjects' abilities. Biggs (1 957) was the first to
administer tests to groups of subjects.

In these three studies, as well as itOrthe original proposal of Voegelin and_
Harris, the main emphasis or perspective was language classification. They were not
interested in.the intelligibility scores as a measure of communication as much as
they were, interested in using intelligibility to measure "dialect distance" (Pierce
'1952.Biggs 1957) -- the degree of relatedness between speech groups. Because of
this they took the asymmetry out of intelligibility test results by computing what
they cased a percentage of "mutual" intelligibility, which averaged the amount of
Oformation flow in'both directions between a pair of dialects.

2.2.2 Wolff's critique

In 1959, Hans Wolff wrote a criticism)in which he questioned the validity of
using intelligibility testing to measure "dialect distance". In his paper he makes
the following criticisms of the method (this list follows Yamagiwa 1967:14-_15):

(1) The method seems to measure primarily the subject's ability to translate.
While ability to translate obviously esupposes some type of, intelligibilty, the
reverse is nOt necessarily true.

(2) The translation is made into a third language, thus introducing an"
additional uncontrolla le factor.

'1 ^

(3) The subject may dislike the notion of having to produce a translation.
,

(4) The subject's reaction to hearing speech from 61. lifeless box rather than in
a normal sociolingdistic situation constitutes another uncontrollable variable.

is

(5) The subject's paychOcultural reaction to a different form of speech and
possibly to the people who customarily speak it may enter into the testing.

(6) D.ialect dAstance can be teste*d effectively only if the non-native dialects w.
have not been learned.

(7))The test does not permit us to distinguishltetween intelligibility due
linguistic proximity alone and that which is due to some kind of learning process.

41
(8) The teat yielda little useful information when we are faced with the

baffling phenomenon of nonreciprocal intelligibility.

Wolff went on to discuss the cultural factors involved in communication between
different dialects, illustrating with four examples from Nigeria. He concludes that
although linguistic proximity may play a limiting or,boosting role in communication,
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the decisive factors are cultural. Thus intelligibility tests couldpot te a Nalid
means ot measuring linguistic proximity.

While all of the point made by Wolff are basically correct, he made a few
averslghts which render many of his criticiSin vacuous. In the first four points he
spoke of uncontrollable factors which affect Jthe reqults of the intelligibility
tests: .the subject's ability to transla e, the subject's proficiency in'a third
language, the subject's dislike for havirj to produce a translation, and the

subject's reaction to hearing speech rr a lifeless box. Here Wolff's'use of the
word "uncontrollable" is incorrect. What he means is "unmeasurable". It is true
that the subject's translation ability, his bilingual ability, and his attitude
toward the test situation cannot be easily measured. However, these measures can be
controlled for and an attempt to do so was made in the early intelligibility
stlepies.

.Thp hometown test (the test on the subject's own dialect) was used in the early
'intelligibility tests for this purpose. Pierce (1952:206;7) goes tp some length to
explain how the hometown test can serve as an experimental control for these

unmeasurable factors. Presumably, an informant should score 100% tpderstanding of
his own dialect. Any difference, between the observed' score and 100% can be

attributed to the factors above: a lack of ability in the translation language, a
lack of skill in translation, or a reaction against the test situation. Pierce .

suggests we 'can assume that these same kinds of deficiencies which affected the
subject's translation of his own dialect will also affect his translation of the

other dialects. pierce goes on to say that if all of a subject's scores are divided
by his score on his own dialect, the unmeasurable factors cancel each other out. As

a result the score on his own dialect will be raised to 100% and all other scores
will be raised by a proportional amount. All such scores between different
informants are comparable because the effects of differing levels of subject ability
have been compensated for. As Pierce shows, we may not be able to,measure exactly ,

the ,effect of translation skill or a third laRguage skill in the test results, but
the fact t-hat we divide the one score by the other cancels out their effects and
what remains is the measure of intelligibilty. Thus Wolff failed to recognize the

significance of the hometown test as ap experimental control in the intelligiblity,
test design. ,

The eighth point above, that the-test yields little useful information when we

are faced with the baffling phenomenon of nonreciprocal intelligibility, is.not a
criticism of intelligibility testing itself, but rather is a criticism of the (04ay

the early htudies interpreted the results of the test. Pierce (1952) and Biggs,
(1957) disregarded-the asymmetry in intelligibility relations. Since "dialect
distance", the relation which they were trying to\measure, is symmetrical, theY
chose to compute a "percentage of mutual intelligibility" as a meVaure of dialect
distance. This percentage was the average of the score in each direction between
two dialects. The fault here was not in their method of measuring intelligibility
but in their assumption that it should be "mutual" when in fact, it is not%

The remaining three criticisms are again a criticism not against the method of
testing intelligibility, but against the way in .Tdhich the original investigators
interpreted and applied their results. Wolff was arguing that intelligibility
scores not only tell us something abou)t the linguistic distance between two dialects
but they also tell us something about the social relations between the dialects.

This relation cguld be manifest in attitudes which would result in...a negative kind
of reaction against the test tape (point number 5), or in favorable" kinds of

relations that could result 'in the learning of different dialects (points 6 an0 7).

2?



With four examOles from Nigerian languages Volff goes on- to show that
intelligibility measures both linguistic relations between dialects and social
rentions. Wolff left off his Argument at that point. It follows, however,'that if
the investigator can demOnstrate that.the social relations between dialects are
absolutely nil, then the measunoof intelllgiblii.y can be viewed as reflecting only
linguistic relatlons. In such a case, inielligibility 'ecore9 may have value as
offering a, composite measure of phonological, lexical, grammatical, and semantic
relations between dialects. It was such an understanding that motivated Biggs
(1957:59)- to screen his subjects and discount any Aubject who had had extensive.
prior contact with the language being tested.

An analysis of Wolff's criticism of irltelligibility testing as it was practiced
in the 50'3 indicates that he actually made no legitimate criticism3 against the
method that was being employed to measure intelligibility, only against the way the
results were interpreted. The real value of his paper is in demonstrating with some
very good examples that intelligibility measures not only linguistic relations but
also social ones. Thus we must be extremely cautious in interpreting
intelligibility scores as a measure of dialect difference.

2.2.3 Casad's method -

In the early 60'3, John Crawford began adapting the methodslof intelligibility
testing (Casad 1974:58 ff). He agreed with Wolff's criticism of the way the early
intelligibility tests had been administered and interpreted. However, he reasoned
that'if the actual testing technique were improved, intelligibility scores could be
used as quantitative measures of the amount of information transfer between)
dialects. His interest was not in dialect distance, but rather in how widely a
dialect could be used in vernacular literature and education programs, Papers by
Bradle, (1968) and Kirk (1970) are initial reports on Crawford's refined technique
and its application in a number of projects by the Summer Institute of Linguistics
in Mexico. They took his ideas and continued, to refine the techniques of
intelligibility testing while conducting field'surveys of various language groups.

.Three workA which have -recently come out of thatt project give extensive
coverage.of dialect intelligibility testing. Casad (1974) has written a thorough
manual otl how to conduct a survey and how to interpret the resdlts. In addition he
gives historical and critical reviews of 'the method and discusses alternative
techniques. .His- book is an invaluable source ori the topic of dialect
intelligibility testing. Stoltzfus (1974) treats the problem of designating certaln
dialects as centers for -indigenous literature programs. 'and then supports the

. discussion with analyses of &ix dialect surveys conducted in Mexico& Grimes (1974)
concentrates on the methods used to analyze the survey data 'and convert them to
decisions on dialect groupings and centers. P

In this appeoaoh, Wolff's major criticism, that Antelligibility scores are n
valid measures of dialect distance, is bypassed by yiewingthe scores strictly 1
measures of information transfer, not dialect distance. Here the investigators are
intereated in determining the extendability of vernacular literature produced in 'any
given dialect. The social factors which affect ptelligibility, such as negative
feelings that ,limit Communication or good relations that boost comMunication, are
also likely to limit or boost the extendability of literature.in the same way. Thus
intelligibility, taken as a composite measure of both linguistic and social
relations, measures exactly what they were looking for.

3



These investigators also tried to combat the other aspects of the original test
design Which Wolff criticized. -Wolff crittcizeiLthe method becaupe.it tested a
subject's ability to translate as much at it did hisiffhderstanding. Thue the method
was changed so that subjects are not required to translate a passage, but to answer
specific questions about the ntent of a passage. As a codvention, a text is
divided Into tem segments and a question'is asked for each one. Moreover, 'Wolff
complained that the subjects wpre required to maka a response in:sa third languilge.
In this refined technique the questions and the subject's andwer to these questions

...are given in hi8 own vernacular. Again, Wolff felt that the\subjeot's reaction
against .the test sitaation itself and against Ole methods and 'equipment of the
investigators- could introduce an uncontrollable variable into the teSt results. In
this refined.technique the first tape which', any subject listens to is an
introductory tape in his.own dialect. This tape first introduces the investigators
and explains their purpose, then it explains how the testing will be done and gives
a short sample test in which questions are asked and the correct responses are given
for an eixample. This introductory tape is peant to relax the subject and
famdliarize him with the irivestigators, their techniques, and their equipment.

-Casad summarizes the steps in preparing the test tapes for each dialect as
follows (1974:100):

The survey team must complete the' following series of steps at each
test point: (1) elicit and transcribe an adequate text, , (2) formulate a

set of questions from the translation of that text, (3) translate the sets
of questions for all the test tapes into the local dialect, (4) prepare an
introduction tave, (5) submit the translations of the uestions to a
pre-test panel of speakers of that.dialect in order to detect nd correct
translation errors, (6) make subbed copy of a hometown text,for
constructing the hometown t st tap , and (7) record the translated.
questions and the introducti n tape. .. Thi8 preparation entails a day's
work.

4

To administer the tests requires another day. The tests are administered to
individual subjects and as a convention, Casad suggests that ten subjects be tested.
About 45 minutes are required to administer a set of test tapes to a single subject
(Casad 1974:24): ?hat. amounts to seven and a half hours for ten subjects.
Furthrmore, 'the method requires a survey team of two members (1974:3). The total
requirement for each test point is then two investigators for two days,. or four
man-days.

- 2.2.4 Other recent methods

In this section, four other'rvent methods are considered. In each case these
investigators studied intelligibil4ty toem about communication between speech
communities and not tt estimate dialect'idistance. Thus they_sidestepped the brunt
of Wolff's criticism. In the first three thfthods .the investigators 'used written
tests to increase the efficiency 'of data collection. In the seCond, third, and
fourth methods the investigators used trans14te4 texts to control for variation in
the difficulty and subject matter of the test:materials.

Yamagiwa (1967) studied intelligibility among Japanese dialects by
administering tests to sixfY-five.university students and graduates. Because of the
academic sophistication of his subjects, he Was \able to have the subjects make
written translations of the,texts they heard. The students heard short portions of
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speech twelve t'o twenty seconds long recorded in ten different dialects. They heardthree repetitions of each dialect sample and were asked to write out a translationof each. These traqslations were compared to a standard translation to soore the
amounrof understanding'. The advantage of this written translatton method iStwofold: tests can be administered.in a classroom kind of setting so that a large
number of subjectS can be tested at one time, and each subject transcribes his own
translat.ion so that the investigabor is4bot left with recordings that he must later
transcribe and score. The effect is that the investigator can collect many timesmore information in much less time than is possible by the methods in Sections 2,1,2.2.1, nd 2.2.3. Of course such a Method is limited to a very restricted kind ofsubject.

4.

The next two studies come out of the "Survey of Language Use and.LanguageTeaching in Eastern Africa" project. They are the study of intelligibility amongthe Sidamo languages of Ethiopia by Marvin Bender and Robert Cooper (1971) and testsconducted'.with speakers of two Bantu languages of Uganda by Peter Ladefoged (1968,
Ladefoged and others 1972). Bender and Cooper studied intelligibility among sixlanguages. Six separate stories about:everyday topics were translated-into each of
the six languages, eying thirty-six passages. These were then spliced into sixtat tapes, with one Story per language on each tape. The order of the languages
was different on each tape. The tests were administered to sixth grade schoolchildren in the classroom.*----441 the test tapes each story (averaging 175 words) was
followed by three questions with-four multiple choice responses each. The questionsand their alternative retponses were-printed in test booklets in Mnharic. Thestudents heard each story with itp questions and responses two times before marking
the response in the test booklet. Before the actual testing began there were threepractice exercises. Bender and Cooper report that it took 45 minutes to administer
a set of six tests, including practice. That is, they were able ,to test a wholeclassroom full of literate subjects in the same amount of time that one subjecl can

,be tested by the methods reiriewed in-preceding sections.

The use of translated stories has the disadvantage that the investigator candot
insure the natVralness of the texts. On the other,hand, it has the' advaptage thatone .can exprimentally oontrol for the differing difficulties of theitexts. They
translated six stories into six languages, or thirty-six passages. These werearranged in six test tapes including one passage for each language. ,Students to
take the tests-were divided into six groups and each group heard a different testeape. The result was that each group heard a different story from the-same
language. The sum of responses for all six groups on a particular language is a sum
'over all six stories. The total responses on each of the six languages are a sumover the same six stories, and.therefore the intelligibility totals are based on
identical texts and questions. This is not true of the Other methods considered sofar. This parti9ular kind of experimental design is called 4 Latin Square design.Coupled with the tatistipal method of analysis of variance, it can be used to. test
hypothesis concerning the relative effects which different groups of subjects,
different stories, different languages, and the ordering of the tests on each tapehave in explaining the obssrved differences in intelligibility.

Ladefoged used basically the same metAod as Bender and Cooper with translated
stories, Latin SqUare design, and written tests among schoolschildren. His testswere simpler in that the stories were shorter and the subjects were required to
answer only one multiple choice question on what each story was about. Each
question had three possible responses.

Gillian Sankoff (1968:151-5) used translated, texts to test intelligibility
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among the Buang of Papua New Guinea using an oral method. She made tests for six
languages. First, she composeil six short stories having tedo with daily life in
the village. The English text of each was about 100 words long. Then each story ,

was translated and recorded on tape in each of the six languages, resuLting in
thirty-six taped stories. Each iubject then heard a different combination,of texts
in the different languages,.though the order of the languages was kept constant. In

administering the tests, an indi i idual- subject listened to a story once. Then the
investigator personally (rather'thh a on the tes,t tape).asked,three questions about '

it in the vernacular, The questions were phrased so as to-have brief answers. An

answer was scored 2 for completely correct, 1 'for partially correct, and 0, for
wrong. The result on a test ranged from 0 to 6. In the three dAalects she tested
16, 20, and 48 subjects. A drawback of 'the method was that subjects tended to

forget items which they actually understood, as evidenced by the fact that subjeots
,

averaged 70% understanding of their hometown dialect test.

A second part of the test Was designed to measure.cOmprehension of vocabulapl
items inthe texts. Ten content words were selected from each stilry for the test of
vocabulary items.. After the subject had listened to the story and answered the
questions the text was played againl stopping,the tape.at the ten selected' words.
The subject was then asked to translate the word into his own dialect. A response

.was scored as correct (2rincorrect; thus 10 points were possible.for ttihe test%

2.3 A taxonomy and evaluation of intelligibility testing methods

The methods of intelligibility testing which have thus-far been presented are
nowcclassified according to six dichotomies. The alternate ajaproitChes within the

dichotomies are evaluated in terms of optimality and relation to the investigAtor's
goals. As a-conclusion the relation between the abilities of the potential subjects_
and the methods of testing is considered. The results show that no one method of

testing intelligibility is inherently better than another. Rather, the goals of the
vinvestigator and the capabilities of the subjects work together to define a metpod
which is belt for a ituation. It is hoped that the follpwing discussion will serve
as a guide to thos o must plan 4 dialect intelligibility sUrvey.

2.3.1 A taxonomy of in411qibility testing methods

Methods of intelligibility'testing can be classified according tb the following
six dichotomies:

(1) Language of respOnse = (Vernacular,. Coffithon)

(2). Mode of response ='(Orai, Written)
(3) Format of test (Question, Translation)
(4) Scoring method = (Quantitative, Qualitative)
(5) Source of te*t = (Elicited, Tranalated),.
(6) Sampling metho0 = (Troups, Individuals)

that is, (1) subjects may'be asked to respondin tAeir vernacular language or in

some language such .as the national languageor -trade language which is common to
them and'the tnvestigator, (2) sUbjects may be asked.to speak their responses or

write 'them, (3) the test may be formatted O that.subjects are asked'io respond by
answering questions about the text or by translating it, (4) understanding may- be

saored 'quantitatively (as a percentage, for instance) or qualitatively (as being

adequate or not, adequate, for instance), (5) the texts for tests may be 'elicited
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narrative or mill be translations of pre-written('tIxts, and (6) 'the subjects mayl:le
sampled as a grow or as dndividuals. Figuee 2.1 sets obt a table in which the
-,methods discussed thus far in the chapter are classified,as to, their-vlues eor each
of 'the sixAichatomles.

-.41.

2.3:2_ An evaluation of intelligibility testing methods

There are many possible i4ays to test intelligibility. The methods classified
in Figure 2.1 are waya that have been used; dther combinations of the gig variables
could be proposed. In this section I argUe that ao one*method is inherently better
than another., This observtition is borne out in Section 5.5 where it is shown that
,the many different methods give essentially the same result. The choice betweenmethods is therefore based on restrictions caused by, the abilities of the subjects
(see Section 2.3.3) and by thinvestigator's goals. Where choices still remain,
the decision is;based on a criterion of optimality. I define an optimal Method as
one which allows the investigator to gat'her.the greatest amount of information
possible with the least amount of effort possible. Each of the six dichotomies
now considered in turn,

(1) Language of response - The subjects can respond in their vernacularkv
language or in a common language, such as the nationall.a4guage or a trade language.
In a question approach, the same language will also be used to formulate 'qpestions.
'Where a common language can be used (that is, where the subjects are adeqdately
bilingual), thelkalmon language approach is optimal. Th4s is because it requires
the-least amount dr effort to prepare test tapes. In a vernacular apprdach, such as
Casad's (Section 2.2.3) it is necessary sto construct A new test 'tape- for each

, village where a text will be tehted. The text remains the same but .the questions.
,that go with it mist be translated into the local dialect and dubbed in to create a
new test tape. Otherwise the difficulty of understanding the- questions themstlYes

'-compounds the difficulty of understanding the text.. With the common language.
apprqach, however, the same test tape is used in every village where a particular
dialect 1 tested. This saves time as well as increasing coksistency since subject&

, in different villages hear the same test tape instead of different versions of it.

One of the problems associated with selecting a common language approach is
insuring that the subjects are adequately bilingual in the common language. When a

4ommon, language approadh is used, the hometown test serves ab a control for
bilingualAbilities. If a subjebt's score on the hometown test does not near 100%,

-then It .may indicate:that he is not 'sufficiently bilingual to take the test.
However,' if a'subject does score nearly. 100%, then his bilingual abilities are not
At. issue. Thus the hometown test serves to validate the assuMption that the
subjects are sufficiently bilingual to be tested in the common language. 'However,
if:. it Clams out that many potential subjects' are disqualified from further testing
1.because they, cannot respond adequately oh the hometown test, then 'the uae of' the
common language may bias the° results.- If the Investigator still wants to use a
common language Approach, then it may be'necessary to do an in depth study in one or
twe/illages with aLliernacular method to see if a common language approach tor the
en ire survey °would be valid. For instance, Gillian Sankotf (1968:168-9) used a
vernacular approach to test 48 individuals from Mamhpmp village, Papua, New Guinea,'
on their understanding of related dialects and' on three languages of Wider
hommunication (including New Guinea Pidgin). She found that although women scpred
significantly-lower than then on the Pidginqest, there was no significant difference
in their soorea on related dialects. Thus.I would suggest these results indioate
that in this Area one coula use a Common language approach with Pidgin' which testedCr

tr



'Figure 2.1 Methods of testing.intelligibility

Language of Mode Of Format Scoring
response response of test method

Source -

of text
Sampling
method

Nickerson and others Common Oral Translation Quantitative Elicited Individuals
1952, Pierce 1952

..piggs 1957 Comon Oral Wanslation Quantitative Elicited Groups

Casad 1974 Vernacular Oral Question Quantitaiive laicited Individuals

,

Simons 1977a Common Oral Translation Qualitative Eli.Cited Groups

Sankoff 1968 .).Vernacular Oral Questiop Quantitative Translated Individuals

Yamagiwa 1967 Common -Written Translation Quantitative 'Translated Individuals
.

Bender and Cooper-1971,
ladefoged 1968

Common

-

Witten, Question Quantitative Translated , IndiViduala
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only men, and not bias the results by excldding women from the sample.
lbw

Another way in which a common slanguage apprpach is optimal 13 that it does not
require that the investigator be familiar with the vernacular language. Casedsuggests that for his method one of the investigators should speak at least one of
the dialects in the language area under study (1974:3). A method with that
requirement means that intelligibileiy -cannot be tested \in a new linguistic area
ontil someone has spent a number of months, perhaps a Crew years, learnirig a
language. Joseph Grimes (personal communication) feels that until'there is such an
investigator, intelligibility is too fine grained a phenomenon to measure. I do notthink go. There should be methOds of testing intelligibility (some are suggested in

4 Section 2.3.4) which allowea team of survey technicians to go into any new area andsurvey the intelligibility situation (aa well as the linguistic and social
relations, Chapters 5 and 6) so-that wise decisions about'language planning can be.madi before per4onnel are actually assigned to in depth study of languagea in the
area. The in depth study may later suggest iome changes in strategy, but they willnot be as drastic as they would have been had initial decisions been based onlinguAstic relations alone. A common language approach, where it 13 applicable,means that the intelligibility,situation can be measured immediately without having
to wait months or years tor the investigator to gain proficiency in the local
vernacular. Where the common language approach cannot reach all of the populationbut yet a gizeable p-ortion of it, then it is' still valid to use it with the
understanding that it givea better results than no survey would, and that a
vernacular approach will be.used at a later time to refine the analysis of the
dialect situation.

(2) Mode of response -' The subjects may respond by speakfhg or by writing.
Where it can be used, the written approach is certainly optimal. Bender and Cooper(1971) could simultaneously test all of the students in a classroom on six written
tests in 45 minutes (Section 2.2.4). Cased (Section 2.2.3) and myself (Section2.1.5) could administer such a battery of oral tests to only one indivudual in thegame amount of time; Where the level of writing skill is high enough not to f6arm abarrier lof itg own, written tests yield a much higher return for a given amount of
effort than oral tests.

(3) Format of test - The test.may be formatted so that subjects can resp4pd byanswering questions about the content of the text or by translating it. In this
case, we cannot really claim one'method is optimal over another; this depends on the
other methods being used alongside it and the investigator's goals. A translationapproach is optimal as compared-to a question approach in which questions are dupbed ,into the test tape because it is simpler to prepare the test tapeslrorthe a, :.
translation test. On the other hand, it is much much eaiier to score a question
test quantitatively -*than it is to score a translation test. In the case of themethod I suggeat in Section 2.1, bhe translation appproadh turns out to be optimalsince a qualitative ethod of scoring is used. There is.a tradeoTf here between tbe ,two aspects of opt =lay:. information and time. A translation approach measures
understandini of every item In the text, not just selected points of content, andthus yields more information. A question approach, on the other hand, yields its
information with much less effort since it does not require iteta by Atem comparisonof translations:-

The choice-:between translation and question approaches ls partly one ofsampling. In a question approach, the investigator ig aampling frdm the text. He
is concentrating on .a'few pointp.of dontent 'amid trylng to generalize to the whole

A text. The problem'is essentially, "What is*-gthe likelihood that the subject's't
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responses to the selected questions are a good indication of his understanding of
the whole te t?" The accuracY with which the questions reflect the- whole text is

involved her. The-questions may happen to hit only items which are similar between
the dialect or only items which areNdissimilar. The more.questions that aro
asked, the l ss'likely the sample will be biased.

The ph asipg of the questions will,also affect the responses. That is, a

subject may have understood something but the question does not bring out that fact.
In a stud conducted by my wife and me among dialects of the Biliau language in
Papua New G inea (L: Simons 1977:250), we found that the most often misped questions
were "why" uestions The second most often missed questions were "hbwh -questions.
The third ost often missed were questions where tho answei- was rather far from the
end of the egment of text. We thus found that questions can be simple 'or difficult
depending o how they are phrased and where their answers are found with respect to

the gap i the test tape. These phenomena are independdnt of the subjects'
understandi g of the text. However,.they will surface in the responses given-by the
hometowh di lect.. These factors can be controlled for la adjusting all of a test's

scores on t e basis of its hometown score (SectDen 5.2.4).

_When a
This avoid
measures un
serious sam
can .be 'su
understandin
language?"

translation approach is used, understanding of the whole text is tested.
the sampling problem oT how well understanding of the items questioned

erstanaing of the whole text. However, it still ,does not, avoid one

ing problem yhich affect all methods of intelligibility testing. This

(
ed up in the questi n, "What is the likelihood that a subject's ,

of this text is a good ,easure of his understanding of the whole

(4) Scor ng method - A subject's understanding of the text can be sawed
quantitativel qualitatively. In a quantitative method, the number of items

' correctly tra slated Cr the number of questions correctly answered is added up and

the resulting umber is the score. These scores are generally converted to

percentages. in a qualitative method the investigator does not count the

understanding; ather, he ju4ges it along some discrete scale of levels, for

instance, adeq ate or not adequate; "full intelligibility, partial intelligibility,
or no intelligib kiby. Again we cannot pronounce one method optimal in all cases.

With translation approaches the qualitative approach is optimal in the sense that it

requires less e fort; however, a quantitatiVe approach opens up a broad range of
statistical metho s that can be used in the analysis :Sits results. With question

approaches, the qu.stions may not provide a large enough sample of the teSct to allow

a qualitative jusgment. For instance', the written methods of Bender and COoper
(1971) and Ladefoges (1968) presented in Section .2.2.41 used only three questions and
one question reSpec ively. It would be impossible to base 4ualitative judgments on

such small samples.

Of all the m thods classified in Figure 2.1, the method I suggest in Section
2.1 i$ the only one w ich u$es a qualitative method of scoring. Since such a method
,of scoring has not apseared widely in the literAture it would be good to discuss it

here. Qualitative scoring is of advantage because the scoees have an interpretable
meaning in,the real morld. Also, qualitative scoring avoids one of the problems of

quantitative scoring, overprecision.'

When the investigator scores intelligibility qualitatively, he knows what the
scores mean and how they should be interpreted ,ih applying intelligibility 'test

results, For instance, if intelligibility is scored on a simple dichotomy as
adequate or not adeqUate, the investigator knows which intelligibility relations are
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adequate for establishing dialect groupings and which are not (Chapter 3). When
intelligibility is scored quantitatively,'however, the step of interpreting scores
for applying results still lies ahead. Whaf does it mean if subjeots score 70%
intelligibility? In the early methods (Section 2.2.1) it means that a subject was
able to correctly translate 70% of the text. 'in Casad's method (Section 2.2.3) it
means- tha,t on average, le subjects answered 7 out of 10 questions correctly. -In
Ladefoged's method (Section 2.2.4) it means that 70% of the subjects answered the
one question correctly. To go from these measurements of 70% to what they mean in
terms of ,levels of communication adequacy'for a vernacular language program (Section
3.1) still requires a step of subjective interpretation. - When scoring is done
qualitatively thil subjective interpretation occurs 40. the test site as the test is
administerled rather than weeks or months later when theresults are analyzed.

A potential pitfall of quantitative scores 1for the'unwary investigator is that
they are overprecise. That is, the percentage scales which have customarily been
used appear to discriminate 100 degrees of intelligibility. In actual fact they do
not. Statistical tests of significance show that even 10% differences in measured
intelligibility need not be significantly different. In an appendix. to Cased's
manual (1974:167-173) the standard deviations as well as the,. means for
inttelligibility scores from the Mazatec survey are reported, A one-tailed test

Ows at Tenango's hometovIn score of 95% (6,71% standard deviation) is not
antly greater at a 95% confidence level than the score of .87% (12.69%

standard deviation) which'another test point, TE, scored on Tenango. TE's score of
46% on the Jalapa test is not significantly greater at.a 95% confidenCe level than
MZ's score of 35%. On the other hand, TE's score of 90$ on San Jeronimo is
significantly greater at a 95% confidence level than HIL's score of 76%.

4Ar
These tests of significance are actually testing the hypothesis that one

group's score, On a test legreater than another,group's score on the same test.
They are not testing the hypothesis that one group's intelligibility of,a dialect is
greater than another's. To test the significance of the difference between a
group's score on one test and its score on a second test may not even be 'possible
since the tests are different. We would have to know how the, two tests compared
with respect to a language sampling distribution. The significance tests made above
take into account only the variation in subject sampling: To make inferences about
intelligibility, not just test-scores, we would have to take into account variation 1
in language sampling as well. Unfortunately we have no way of.mekstsuring this.

Cased, in an appendix (1974:173), suggests that we might do better to state
results in terms of range estimates rather than point estimates. Grimes, in i
footnote (1974:262), suggeats that decisions ooncerning intelligibility test results
"should ultimately be based on.tests of the significance of the differenoes between

,two ranges rather than on the .simple greater-than, lesa-than relationship between
two numbers." Both are correct; unfortunately, theSe'suggestions have yet to be
implemented in field studies.

The use of qualitative scoring techniques offers a way out. On a qualitative
scoring scale, all the levels of intelligibility are significantly different since
there are so few levels, generally fewer than five. When there are no significant
differences in the distribution of4ntelligibility within the whole poOulation, then
the qualitative level 9f intelligibility is. reported, and there is no range or
distribution to report. If there are significant differences in the distribution,
then that distribution is reported; for instance, half of the popplation understands
at a level of partial* intelligibility anA the other half understands at full
intelligibility. Such a statement iyeisier to interpret than one with a percentage



and standard deviation; for instance, the average degree of understandinir in the
population is 75$ with a standard deviation of 20%. Of course, with such a reduced
number of levels on a qualitative scale the problem of borderline cases can arise;

'that is, cases which are simultaneously not significantly .different from two
adjacent lev.el. In these cases, we should,probably not treat them as diff ent

from either level, but as occurring in both, for analysis purposes (Chapter 3).

Note that using a qualitative scorinf techniqu4 doea not give the same result'
as using quantitative scoririg and then reducing the results down to a four %or five
point scale. The latter method -depends on finding discrete breaks in the
distribution of teat scores or simply r9und3 scores without regard to breaka; the

formai' method relies oh everything (the investigator knows about a situation
(including where the particular test might occur in a language sampling
distribution) to make the judgment. The qualitative method would probably overlap
in the border regions if compared to strictly quantitative results.

Although qualitative scoring scales have an 'advantage in terms of
interpretability, quantitative scales ,are more advantageous in another aspect:

their amenability to statistical methods for modeling purposes. I discovered this

advantage of quantitative scores while working on Chapters 5 and 6. In Section'8.3,
intelligibility is measured on a four point qualitative scale and the functions
which predict intelligibility are step functions. Statistical methods iike

correlation and regression are not appropriate for the data. In Chapter 5,

percentage measurements of intelligibility are used and the scope of statistical

methods available for the analysie is very broad.

Both quantitative and qualitative soores have their 'advantages and thus we
might do best to record both. After an investigator has firii3hed gathering
quantitative results on a test, he could make a qualitative judgthent ncerning the

degree of understanding. Theae judgments would.be used in the ana1y3t stage to

give meaning, to the percent icores for the sake of interpretation.

The results in Chapter 5 illustrate something of the paradbx surrounding the

use of quantitative versus qualitative scores. In Section 5)4 the relations
underlying percentage of intelligibilit, and percentage of lexical similarity are
very nearly the same in eight out of ten field studies. 1111s gives credence to the

origlnal yse of percentage measurements. However, in Section 5.6 (Figure 5.8), when
these data are pooled, the standard error of estimate for predictions of per cent
intelligibility is plus or minus 13%. This amounts to plug or minus 26% for ,a 95%

confiden6e band (see Section 4.4). This wide variation, in turnsuggests the
desirability of a discrete qualitative scale.

(5) Source of text - The intelligibilityitests may be based on texts which are
elicited kree narrative or on trarislations of predetermined texts. In terms of time

and effort, the elicitation method is optiMal. It is easier and faster to elicit a
free narrative than it is to elicit a correct translatiop:- Another advantage' of a

free narrative is: that the investigator can be reasonably sure that the syntax,

vocabulary, and semantics are natural. 'With a translated text he cannot. However,

the use of translated texts does have the advantage discussed already in Section
2.2.4. With translated texts the invedtigator can use a Latin Square Aexperimental.
'design to control for variations in language samkling. Although he Still cannot

ensure, that intelligibility on the texts adequately measurea Intelligibility on the

whole langilage, he can ensure that all the measured between different dialects test
the same sampling of language.
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(6) Sampling m thod - The subjects can be sampled as individuals 6r a group.To administer the.t sts once to a group is optimal in the sense that it can be donemore quickly. To administer the tests to'a number of individuals isioptimal in thatit yields more information. If written tests are used, subjects would always besampled as individuals. In the case of oral tests, the decision is based on thegoals or assumptions of the investigator. 'If the investigator wants to knoW only,dbout the potential for understanding or if he can assume that the population ishomogeneous in 'its multilingual abilities then a group method can be used. If hewants to know about how a particular community varies in its ability to understand,then an individual method is necessary.
.

c\,0,0/2 Biggs (1957) 413 the first to use a group testing method. In such a method adumber of subjects ar'Ortested collectively rather than individually. There isgenerally a spokesman for the group who makes the resporibee to the investigator.
The members of the group are allowed to converse in their vernacular language beforetmaking their responses to the investigator. In using this method, Biggs argued that`the scores obtained would be near the u er limit for intelligibility between thedialects. Allowing discussion betweenfsubjects allows their best responses to comethrough. There re, a group respondin together is'likely to score higher than the

t
average of al the subjects responding.individually. It allows the bjects toscore nearer th ir potential. The result-is perhaps more like what individuals
would score if they had an hour or a day to listen instead of just two minutes. Thedanger is, of course, that a few individuals who have learned the other Oialect will
dominate the viole test while those who do not understand remain silent. If the
investigator -Senses that this is happening, he must aak other specific individualsto respond in order to get a sampling of the group. yhen.this is done e
investigator can actually record more than one score for the 1 singl te hgsituation. He can observe that the majority understands at one level, whi a fewupderstand at another higher level. Also the investigator may note the group's

' response to the story. Are they attentive? Do they laugh when it is humorous?
When a qualitative judgdknt is made, the investigator need not rely exclusively onspoken responses.

Group testing may hide variablility in the population. When a group 6st isused to sample a population, one cannot observe muoh more than that some understandat one level while other* are at another, More exact methods of sampling arerequired in order to make more precise statements about different levels ofunderstanding throughout the population. When some individuals understand another
dialect better than others, it is because not all individuals have had the sameamount of contact with the other dialect. If investigations have shown no reason tosuspect contact, if contact can be assumed to be uniform (for instance on the basis
of preliminary tests on individuals), or if the interest of the investigator is in
the upper potential, tklen group tests are appropriate. If the investigator wants toknow precisely how the population varies in its abilities to understand the other
dialect, then he must Use tests on individuals. The results of such tests can be'compiled into a Oofile of multilingual abilities in the community. Gillian Sankoff
(1968:169-173, 1969:846) has done this for the Buang of Papua New Guinea. In thtee
different plots she shows how the Mambump community's understanding of othei Buangdialects and of national and regional languages varies with sex, age, and level ofschooling.

When a dialect's intelligibility abilitiea are not homogeneous and individual.testing is used to discover what the composition is then sampling becomes animportant issue. Sankoff tosted 48 apeakers in order to build the profile of .the
Mambump dialect's multilingual skills. When the goal is to see how intelligibility

r")
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varies with different factors in the population, it is necessary to get a good
stratified sampling with .respect to those factors (Miller 1977). For instance, if
differences tn the understanding of men and women are to be compared then ideally
equal .numbers of men and women should be tested. If age differences are to be
investigated, then'eval numbers in each age bracket shodld be tested. The sample

chosen should representee cross section of the whole population:

In Casad's method, where ten subjects are tested, the size of the sample is not
sufficient to .make inferences about the profile.of.the population. It can only
establish whether or not there is variability. Unfortunately, none of the
intelligibility surveys on which CaSad reports have taken advantagesof the fact: that
ten subjects were tested in order to conclude sqmething about the variability in the
population. Thus far they have considered only the average of the ten acores.
Cased does compute some standard deviations to illustrate a measure of variability
in an appendix on statistical measures (1974:170). In the set of thirteen scoret,
the standard deviations for scores above 90% (including hometown scores) range fiom
6% to 6.5%; and for scores below 90% they range from 12% to 20%. Before any
inferences can be made about how-large this variation actually is, the standard
.deviations must be adjuited to account for the deviations in the hometown test (see
Sections 2.2.2 and 5.2.4 (or adjustment of means). If,there is a scatter in the
hometown 'results amounting to an 8% standard deviation, then we can.assume that
whatever factors caused this scatter will cause at least that much scatter in other
tests, Whatever causes scatter in the hometown test is not intelligibility; all
subjects should theoretically score 100% intelligibility on their.own dialect with
no deviations. Adjusting non-hometown standard deviations in the above Mazatec
example would .cut them down by About half.

Cased (1974:171-3) goes on to show how the standard deviation is used to
compute' the standard error of the mean and then to construct a confidence interval,
or range estimate; ipr the mean. When the intelligibility for .a population is
reported as a rangellestimate, it is saying that the average intelligibility for the
population lies between two vklues with a given degree of confidence. It occurs ,to

me that this treatment of the results is actually hiding the variability which it
seeks to account for. It is.assuming that what we really want t9 know ig the
average intelligibility, so it accounts for variability by saying that the average
ries within a range.

What the language planner needs to know is not the average nor its range, but
the distribution of intelligibility. The planner may be interested in how well
those at the low end of the distribution scored, or he may be more interested in the
upper potential indicated at the high end. He may want to define the level of
intelligibility for a population as a median (rather than a mean) which says 50%
understood better and 50% understood worse, OP he may want to pick some other
percentage. For instance, he may think it better to characterize the population by
a level which has 80% of the population understanding that well or better and 20%
understanding beloi that level. He may be-iftterested in the differences between
sexes or he may want to concentrate on the nesponses of e certain age group. All of
these possible applications%of survey results require a method that is sensitive to

the distribution of scores within a population.. Thia area may prove to be the next
frontier in the refinement of intelligibility survey methodology. Thus far the-work
of Sankoff (1968:164-176; 1969:846) seryes as our only model.
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2.3.3 Subject profile and optimal methods

The Aoice ofowhich intelligibility testing meehod is optimal for a particularsituation has a lot to do with the capabilities of the potential subjects. In thissection, the relation between the subjeots'and the choice of an optimal method isdiscussed.

Potential subjects can -be classified according to two.-diiillotomous variables.First of all they may be classified according to language proficiency as monolingual
or bilingual. Specifically, bilingual means fluent tn a common language like atrade language or national language'which the investigator also speaks, monolingual
means that they share no such Rommon language. Skd, the subjects can be
classified according to reading (and writing) protioiecyo literate or illiterate.
These dichotomies are summarized as follows:

Language proficiency = (Monolingual, Bilingual)
Reading profiency = (Illiterate,-Literate)

In actual fact these are not dichotomies, but continua, and the two values
given are the,end points. The investigator must evaluate where the subjects as a
whole fit on the continuum and decide, for instance, if they are bilingual enough to
use a bilingual testing method or if they require a menolingual one. This point is
considered in more detail below.

The abilities of the subject will pa tly dictate the method of testing used.These two aspects of subject abilities interact directly with two of the testing
variables, language of response and mode of response. That is, monOlingual subjects
require a vernacular approach while bilingual ones could use either a vernacular ora common language approach. Furthermore, illiterate subjects require an oral
approach while literate ones could use either an oral or a written one. The optimal
method for each of the four poasible combinations of the subject capabilities are as_ .follows:

Subjects: Monolingual, Illiterate
Possible methods: Vernacular, Oral
Optimal method: Vernacular, Oral

Subjects: Monolingual, Literate

Possible methods: Vernacular, (Oral, Written)
Optimal method: Vernacular, Oral

Subjects: Bilingual, Illiterate

Possible methods: (Vernacular, Common), Oral
- Optimal method: Common, Oral

Subjects: Bilingual, Literate
Possible methods: (Vernacular, Common), (Oral, Written)*
Optimal method: Common, Written

When the subjects are monolingual and illiterate then only one method is
available, a vernacular and oral method. If monolingual subjects happen to be
literate, then,a written approach would be possible as well. However, it would not
bie an optimal method in the case of a nOrmal intelligibility survey. A vernaculan
written approach would require that a different set of test booklets be printed up
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for each dialect where teata are conducted. It would take leas time to administer
tests orally to a sampling of individuals, than it would take to prepare the test
bookleta and then test all subjects at once in a olassroom sort of situation. The
exception to the optimality of an oral approach for monolingual literates would be
if the goal of the survey were not so much to test intelligibility between the
dialeota in an area aa to compile a detailed profile of the multilingual abilitiep
of a few dialects. In this case the investigation would be more like a census than
a survey and the printed test booklets would pay off.-

When the subjects are bilingual, then common language approaches 'are always
optimal. The reasons have been already been discussed in the preceding section:
the test materials are prepared only once and the investigator need not invest

months or years learning the local vernacular. In actual fact, the investigator may
.find that the potential subjects are only partially bilingual or that only some of
the subjects are bilingyal. 'In the first case, the hometown test servei as a check
on the bilingual abilities of a subject. If he can perform to satisfaction on the
hometown test, then,his bilingual- proficiency is not at issue. In the second case
of only a portion of the potential subjects being bilingual, the investigator must
decide if the bilinguals offer a good sample of the population or if they do not.
For instance', Gillian Sankoff's study of mUltilingualism among the Buang of Papua
New Guinea shows that the men understand New Guinea Pidgin significantly better than
the women, bdt that on tests for other dialects of Buang men and women d9 not differ
significantly/(1968:169). This is evidence that among Buang dialects a common
language approach using Pidgin which tested only.men would not bias the results by
leaving out women.

When the bilingual subjects are illiterate, then a common language oral
approach is optimal. When the subjects are literate, then a common language written
approach is optimal.' The written approach is optimal in-this case since the test
booklets need be prepared only once. ,In the tests it is then possible to test a

whole group of subjecta individually in the suit) amount of time that one subject or
one group collectively can be tested by an oral approach.

The choice between testing subjects as groups or as individuals may be
influenced by who the subjects are, in particular by what their culture is like. In

_American culture, for instance, individualism is stressed and individuals do not
know most of the people that are near them on any given day. In Melanesian
cultures, however, the group is stressed and everyone in the village knows everyone
else. My vii.fe and I found that a method of group testing in.Melanesia was more in

tune with the culture. Whenever we entered a village a large group of people
gathered around us. To isolate an individual subject with earphones while the

remainim3 subjects waited their turn never aeemed quite eight. Sankoff.reports the
same kind of situation; however, she developed a strategy by which individual
testing obecame appropriate (1968:177-8). After arriving in a village she chatted
with the welcoming group for a while but then explained that she was tired from the

walk to the village and flaked to be excused so that she could rest. Upon arising
most people were out of the village at work in their gardens. Thus it was possible

for her to walk through the Nillage and find some people to interview and test in
relative privacy.

2.3.4 Summary of optimal methods

The discussion in the last section concluded that for monolingual subjects, the
optimal test.method was a vernacular language oral method. Of the methods listed in

3
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Figure 2.1, Casad's and Sankoff's methods are the only ones whioh are appropriate.
For opilingual subjects that are illiterate, the discussion indicated that Oommon
language oral approaches are optimal. The early methods (Seotion 2.2.1) and the
method suggested in Seotion 2%1 ftt this designation. Another alternative would bp
to modify Casad's or Sankoff's method to use common language que$tions (L. Simons
1977:241). For bilingual subjects that are also literate, the discussion indicated
that a common language written'approach is optimal. The methods of Yamagiwa, Bender
and Cooper, and Ladefoged (Section 2,2.4) are appropriate here.

One aspeot of the definition of optimality was time and effort. -A method which
yields the greatest amount of lpformation with the least expenditure of time and
effort is optimal. A deteN.ent to oonduoting an intelligibility survey or to
completing one that has been started (of the 20 surveys Cased lista as having been
conduoted in Mexioo, only 5 are listed as having been 100% completed, 1974:162) is
the time required to conduct the sruvey. For the common language methods, the, time
required has pretty well been brought down to a minimum. In Seotion 2.1.5, I showed
that the method I used in the Solomon Island* required one hour with an informant to
collect a text ,and another hour alone to prepare the test.tape. The early methods
described in Section 2.2.1 might haVe taken a little longer sinoe .they made exact-
transcriptions and translations. The written methods with test booklets (Section
2.2.4) would require a little longer to 1;repare the booklets. For testing, one hour
wa-s required to test a group on a battery of test tapes. For the early methods in
which the subject's translation was recorded, it would take no longer to administer
the tests, though it would require additional time at a later date to listen to the
recorded responses and score them. For,the written methods, a whole classroom of
school children were tested,Andividually in the time I oould administer the tests to.
'one group collectively. For these me.thods, the time. needed to prepare'the test tape
for a dialect is about two hours. Testing n one dialect could take as little is
one hour when group testing is.used..

In oontrast to these, Casad's method for testinA monolingual subjects requires
two days per dialect by a two man team (Section 2.2.3). The preparation of the test
.tapes take$ the first day, testing'ten sdbjeots takes up the second day. The method-
of preparing a test tape begins.in the same manner tft the other methods by eliciting
a text andltransoribing it. What takes so much longeris translabing the set of
questions that go with the test into each of the local dialects in which the test
will be adMihisbeit.ed. After questions are translated they must be checked for
accuracy with a pre-test panel and tfien dubbed into the test -tapes. In addition an
introdwtory-tape is translated into' the local dialect. In other words, a test tape
must be redone for every dialeot in which it will be te$ted. In the common language
approaches a single Utt tape is made once and for all. This is the essential
difference which makes test preparation require only tw6 how's by a one person team
as against one day by a WO person team.

.4
4Sankoff's method of testing orally.in the vernacular would require only a few

1re by a one person team to prepate a test tape. This is because she OA all'the
questioning personally rather than recording the questions on the test tapes. Thus
she made test tapes once and for all rither.than remaking them for each dialect.
Although this method is optimal in, termS of test preparation timer( it has a major
drawback in anotfier sense. It requires several months, or lifter, of preparation
time spent in language learning for the investigator to achieve sufficient facility
in the various local dialects to do all questioning personally.

I am aware of two methods for testing monolinguals in the vernacular which may
help here. They have not reoeived widespread attention in-the literature, but they
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may -redube the time scale for vernacular intelligipility tests to a level comparable
to that for the common language tests. They will do ao in two ways: only a few
hourA would be required by one person to prepare test tapes, and -learniag .of the
vernacular would not be necessary. One coulpargue that these methods would yield
results that were not as precise. However-, I bave already argued that the results
of methods which yield percentage scores are already too precise for the level of
statistical significance that can be attached to the i-esults.

The first method is i sentence repeat method which was tried by Crawfoiq in a
pilot intelligibility survey in Mexico. It was abandoned in favor of a content
repeat test which was subsequently developed into Cased's .method for testing
intelligibility. The sentence repeat test was as followt (Cased 1974:60). A-free
text was elicited for the basis of the test. Every third sentence out of a portion
of -this text was extracted and played back to a subject one at a time. The subjeot
was asked to repeat the sentence. Cr.awford evaluated the responses on a five-point
seale. He observed that for_h;thly Latelligible dialects the sentence repeat became
so easy that 'a subject's response seemed more _like mimicry than a test of
intelligibility (Casad 1974:61). HoweVer, this need not be ,viewed as a liability.
It simply indicates that the test IA not sensitive enough to distinguish between
different degrees of high intelligibiliTy. In most cases we do not need to do that
anyway.

Crawford observed that the results of tfte..,sentence repeat test showed little
cOrrelation to the resUlts of the content repeat 'test. It was therefore dropped in
subsequent studies. Cask', however, has suggest* that it might be reinstated
(1974:88). He credits. Gudschinsky as saylng that recent research in
-psycholinguistps has demonstrated that ability to mimic sentences of a different
dialect is dependent on one's knowledge of both the grammatical structure and the
phonological structure of that dialect. Frolkmy perspective, a great advantage of
this kind of test is that the test tapPcan be4oristructed very easily and the one
tape will then serve for all tests on that dialect.

A sentence repeat method could probably also be used by a survey technician who
a god4 phonetician but not a speaker of any 1o6al vernacular. He could rely on

bilinguals in the village or dn a bilingual traveling companion to explain how the
testing would work. In scoring responses he\Would use the clues of immediacy of
response, speed and timing of response:Fpitch coAtour of response, and phonetic
similarity to the segmental phonemes of the utteesnce.4 A phonetic transcription of
the utterances could secve as a standard against wAich to scpre.

A second simple method for testing intelligibility among monolinguals has been
used by Robert 'onrad in the Sepik region oi%Papua New Guinea (L. Simons 1977:250):

This test consists of a.number of simple queations such as, "Where is
your father?", "Who is your brother?", and "How far away is your garden?"
To construct a test tape a series of such questions is translated into the
dialect of ,the reference point and recorded on tape. A test is

administeted by playing the questions one at a time to an informant at the
test point. The subject is permitted to respond in whatever way seems
most natural to him. If the subject answers the question, an appropriate
response is taken to indicath understanding of the question. It, on the
obher hand, the subject prefers to translate the question, his translation
is scored as correct or incorrect. The percentage of questions to Which
the subjeict \gives an appropriate _response is the measure- of.
intelligibility.
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Again, this method of testing requires that the test tape be created just onoe for
all dialects. This method gives an interesting twist to the question approach. In
the other question approachea, the subject hears a portion of text in the tetst
dialect and is then Asked a question about it ip a language which he is sure to
unlerstand. In this approoch, the text and the question are onp and the same.
Administering tests with this method would be bound to take half as long as in a
text and question' approach. With only the qUestions in the test, there is only half .
as much to play back. This method and the.sentence repeat method deserve -serious
consideration as alternative methods to testing intelligibility among monolinguala.
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CHAPTER 3

FINDING CENTERS OF COMMUNICATION

A 4-The previous chapter 'presented a number of ways in which intelligibility
between,dialects can be measured. This chapter tells what to do next:, examine thepatterns of communication to find groupings of dialects whioh can be served'by
common vernacular language programs. This chapter offers practical suggestions onhow totapply the results of intelligibility testing to language planning in an area.
The analysis techniques presented offs& answers to-the questions of how many
vernacular language programs are needed Wan area, and where those programs shouldbe centered.

A vernaculai language program is defined as any program which seeks to
disseminate.intormation by means of the vernacular language of a specific region.
The medium of communication can be broadcasting, tape recordinge, word of mouth, or
literature. Literature programs.are probably the most common. *Materials produced
in' a vernacular literature program might, include curricula and text books for
primary and secondary education, translations of the Bible andAiturgical paterials
by the church, or general and.oultural reading materials for adult education; Suoh
projectS ban be coatly.in terms of both money and effort. The stritegy of' themethods presented -in this chapter is to find sautions which involve the least
possible cost.

Basically, the problem is one of grouping together dialects which agn.be served
by the same vernacular language program. Section 3.1 discusses the main criteria
for making such groupings: 'adequacy and least cost. Section 3,.2 'presents a simple
inspection method which cap be used to find groupings of dialects .which fit, the
adeq4acy and least cost criteria. Section 3.3 gives a step by step description of
the grOuping algorithm which could be translated into * computer program. Finally,
in Section 3.4, a similar mithod developed by Joseph Grimes is reviewed.

3.1 The criteria of adequacy and least cost

Many of the developing nations of the.world face the difficult challenge ot
trying to communicate with a pultilingual population, a population which may includo':.
well over a hundred dialects or languages. -Even among -nations where a, nitional
language is firmly' established, gross dialect variations of the natinnal language

,

and pockets of mindiiity languagos'still exist. It may ndt be thought feasible for a
country to initiate vernacular leriguage programs in very orie of its languages, and

. dialects. On the Other hand, it that country wishes to reach all of its oititens,
it must carry out its programs in,languages that aro-both understood and.acoepted by
all groups ooncerned. Fortunately, communicating wi-th every oitizen does not,
.uquolly require a language'progrim in every 'dialect. intelligibility tests, swill:4as,--
those described .in Chapter 2, show where oommunication oan take plioe'toross dialect
bOundaries. The need then is forkoriteria by which we oan.join dieleots into larger'
groupings that oan .be served, by a siigle vernacular language.program. The two
criteria.suggeeted are adequacy and least cost (Stolque 1974158-60).

/ON 33
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The task is to define groups of dialects such that all dialects within a group
can be served by a' single language program, centered in one of these dialects.

Since communication is the'purpose behind the language program, a possible criterion
for grouping is that all the dialects in the group understand the central dialect.
Intelligibility . itself is not a strong enough criterion, however, since it can span
such a wide range of degrees. The criterion Ad adequacy states that a dialect can
be'grouped with a central dialect if and only if its speakers understand the central
dialect' at a level which is deemed adequate for the intended purpose. Note that the
level of adequacy 16-not fixed; it depends on the nature of the information to be
communicated. For instance, lf the purOose of the'program were to broadcast news of
current events, then the hearers would not be required to have as deep a comMand of
the central dialect as if the purpose were to communicate about emotions, morality,
or eternal vatues in a program of religious instruction. Note also that the
criterion af adequacy says nothing about mutual understandidg, put only about
one,way 'understanding. That is, for a dialect to be grouped with a..central dialect,
it matters only that the former dialecb.adequately understand the central dialect.
The degree to which the central dialect understands the other one is not relevant.

Ties adequacy criterion, when (used to interpret intelligibility relations in a
region, will designate a number of possible central dialects and a number of
possible groupings around them. By itself it is not strong enough to sullgest the
best grouping among the possible solutions. To do this, the second 'criterion ls
added. The criterion, slit _least cost states that the best grouping is one which
minimizes the number of central dielects. A major.deterrent to vernaculat language
programs is the cost involved in studying the dialect, writing or translating the
materials to be communicated,-and then printing, recording,.>or broadcasting them.
The total cost of vernacular language programs in an area is proportional to the
number of central dialects in which specific programs are carried out. Thus if the
grouping of dialects which requires setting up the least possible number of language
programs is found, the least costly solution is normally also found. If the two
criteria of adequacy and least cosr are applied together, then such groupings will
be found. The 'remainder of this-chapter tells how this can be done.

3.2 An inspection method for analyzing patterns of communication

Patterns of.communication can be diagrammed by drawing arrows onto a map of the
test area. Simply by idspecting the pattern of arrows on the map, it is often
possible to see a least cost sOlution which fits the given pattern. The .method is
basicalry this: (1),Oraw the patterns of communication on a map by representing
each relationship of adequate understanding as an arrow :from .hearer to speaker,
(2) find the, dialebt which As understood by the greatest number of other dialects
and designate it.as a center, (3) draw a loop which encloses,all dialects- that ire
reached by (that is, point to). that central dialect, (4) for all dialects remaining

. outilde the loop, repeat the process beginning at step 2 and dbntinue until all
dialects are accounted for.

The procedure is now illustrateff with sample data from-Santa Isabel in the
Solomon Islands. Seven dialects are spoken on Santa Iaabel (Whiteman and Simons
1978; the data, are -adapted from Tible 4). These dialects are, from nOrthwest to *

southeast:- Zabana., Kokota, Zazao, "Blablanga, Maringe, Gao, and Bugotu. The-
comMunication patterns are Set out in Figure 3.1., The dialects listed along the
left hand side of the table are those.of the hearers while the dialects listed along
the top of the table ar4 those of the speakers. A "yes" in the body of the table
indicates that the given group ofohearers understands the dialect of the.speakers.

4;-)
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In fact, in this case they claim.to have command of the dialect whicAllows them .to speak as well as hear it when communicating cwith sodeone from that region., This
is defined as the level of adequacy for this andlysis. A "no" indicates that the
hearers do nOt understand the speakers at that level of adequacy.

:Figure 3.1 Intelligibility on

Dialect of

Santa Isabel Island

speaker:

4RAB KOK ZAZ BLA MAlir GAO BUG

Zabana yes no no no no no no
Di'alect 'Kokota yes yes yes yes yes no no

Zazao yes no yes no .yes ,no no
of- Blablanga

Maringe
,no
no

no
no

no
no

yes
no

yes
yes

no
no

no
no

heareri Gao
. . no no no no yes yes yes-

Bugotu. . no no no no no no yes

In the first step of the process, the patterns of communication are drawn onto
a map. In this map all the instances of "yes";i4 figure 3.1 are represented by an
arrow pointing from the hearers td the speakers. This map is shown in Figure 3.24

The second step in the process'is to find the dialect which is moat widely
understood. This is found by locating th2 dialect which has the most arrdws
pointing to it. In'Sahta Isaberthis is Maringe (MAR).

The third. step is tomap the extendability of the dialect just seleoted as a
center. First the central dialect is underlined to indicate that it is a center.

'Then a loop is drawn which encloses all dialects that can understand the central
dialect, but excludes all that cannot. Figure 3.3 shows the state of the analysis
Olus far.

Finally the second and third steps are repeated for ill of the dialects which
rqmain ungrouped. In the Santa.Isabel example, only two dialects remain,'iabana and
Rugotu. No arrows lead away from either of these dialects. Therefore, the only way
in whioh they can be reached by a, vernacular language program is if these two
dialeots themselves are centers for such programs. Thus we conclude that two
additional centers-aro required, one at Zabana and another at Bugotu. :These two

'dialects are underlined in the map and loops drawn arOund them to show the
extendability of their language programs.

For the final dap of the least cost solution, all extraneous arrows cah be
omitted, that ia, omit all arrows which do not point to central dialect. Figure
3.4 gives the final least cost analysis for Santa Isabel. Note that the inclusion
of three dialects 14 ambiguous. Kokota and Zazao could be part of either the Zabana
or the Maringe program and Gao could be part of either the Maringe program or the
Bugotu program.
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Figure 3.2 Patterns of cOMmunication on Santa Isabel
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Figure 3.4 Three vernz&Ular language pro4rams for
Santa Isabel
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Some data from the Northern Mixteco of Mexico are now analyzed to demonstrate
an extension of the method. .This is the\analysis of data over successively lower
levels of adequacy to develop a contour-like map of possible dialect groupings: The
data are set4out in Figure 3.5. . The values in the table are percentages of
intelligibility. The periods represent relations that were not measured. The table
is takeh from Grimes (1974:264) with three adaptations: the values in the table are
percentages of' intelligibility rather than intellAgibility loss, the matrik is
transposed, ind three dialects (CC; CO, and.AP) are omitted since they were not
tested and have no effect on the grouping.

The patterns of communication are'analyzad at successive levels of. adequacy.
First we might try 90% intelligibility as the level of adequacy. For the Northern
Mixteco data, most of the hometown scores are not even 90%. There are no groupings
at this level, so nine centers are required. Next, 80% intelligibility is taken as
the level c of adequacy. .Any INflations with 80%. or More inqlligibility are
considered adequate, ahd any with less are not. Besides the hometore scores, only
two relations are adevate at the 80% level, JE's understanding of CH and CS's
tinderstanding of CH. Thus at the 801 level, seven 'vernacular language programs
would be reqdired, one in CH to serve JE amd CS as well, and Ahen one in each of the

"14
ist",

Ar-
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Figure 3.5 Intlligibillty in Northern Mixteco

Dialect of speaker:

CZ JE CH CS CG XB CU

CZ77 4 . I

JE
. ..

.81 83 . 32 74k .

Di'alect CH 15 t. 89 20 56 .

CS . 81 91 30 75 . ..

of CG . 21 '. 81 19 ,
XB . . 78 . 17 84.

heare*4, CU 66 . 23. . 86
ZP . 73 16 '37
PT. . . 76 21 61 .

CZ = Cuyamecalco Zaragoza
CH = Santiago Chlizumbef
QG = Sta. Maria Chigmecatitlan
CU = Sta.. Ana Cuauhtemoc
PT = Petlalcingo

p.

ZP PT

.

. .

. .

. .

. .

. .

.

75 .

84

JE = San Jeronimo
CS = Cosoltepec
XB = Xayacatlan Bravo
ZP Zapotitlan tlalmas

other aix dialects. When the level of adequacy is lowered to 70% intelligibility,'
the program at CH will extend to three more dialects, XB, PT, and ZP. The remaining
three dialects still require their own programs. At the 60% level, a new group is
possible: CU understands CZ at 66% intelligibility. Thus far, CO remains isolated.
Only if we lowered the level of adequacy ,to 21% inte1ligiility would CG join in
with the CH group. However, such a level of intelligibility,is too low to conceive
of as being very adequate, so the groupings are taken down only'to the 60% level for
the final presentation of Tesults. ,

The results of the Northern Mixteoo grouping are shown as a map in Figu're 3.6.
The loops showing the extendability or the dialect groups are shown as before. The
only difference ,is that loops.for different levels of adequacy are superimposed on
the same map; the result is likeea oontour map. The loops are labeled with two

items of information: the minimum percentage of intelligibility which is the level
of adequacy for the enclosed group, And the name of the dialect utloh is the oenter.
The labeling of loops by the dialect which is the center is an alternative to

indicating centers by drawing arrows as was done in Figure 3.4. When locps are
drawn at successive levels of adequacy, then arrows will cross loop lines and more
than one arrow from a dialect may be required since a dialect can shift to new

center at lower level's of adequacy. When relations become complex, labeling loops

is a clearer way to indioate oehters than drawing arrows.

have chosen to simplify the map by drawing only the loops which establish
more inolusiVe groupings. A complete contour display would draw a loop around each
dialect or group for egoh level. For instance, the CO dialect would be surrounded
by ;our doncentrio circles, one for each of the intellilibility levels of 90%, 80%i
70%, and '50%. The large CH.group would have two loops around it for 70% #nd 60%.

41.!
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Figure 3.6 Dialect groupings in Northern Mixtec8

60
CG

)((ET--
70 (CH)

80 (CH)

JE . CH
CS

PT

ZP

It

141\en all of the contour lines are drawn in, the relative distance between dialepts
cah,be found by Counting the number of-contour lines (divided by two) which separate
them.

A hypothetical set of data typical of a dialect chain 13 now prmonted as 4
. warning that the sinipie procedure described in-the first paragraph of this secIstion

will not always yield a least oost solution. (In Section 3.3 a more complex
procedure whicil always does ls presented.) In Figure 3.7a the patterns of
communication for the hypothetical data are shown as arrows. Figure 3.7b shows the
first solution One is likely to arrive At by following the simpie -procedure:
dialect LE .in Figure 3.7a has the most irrows pointing to it so we designate it is a
center and draw a.loop. Only two dialects remain outside the loop, AA and II, and
they do not understapd each other 30 we'set each of them up' as the cienters for
wire.e language progrims. This result with three language 'programs i3 shoWn in
Figure 3.7b,

ci

.

This result is not the least coat solution, however. Figure 3.70 !Aoki that if
dialeots 88 and HH are made centers', then'all the dialects are reached with only two
centers. In Figure 3.7b we went wrong by assuming that the dialect with the
greatest number of arrows pointing to it had to be a center. 'Thus step 2 in the
procedure, "find the dialect which is' understood by the greatest number of dialects



Figure 3.7 Hypothetical data

(a) Patterns of communicaEion
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and designate it as a center," is not foolproof. However, it does turn out to be a
handy rule of thumb which usually works. The least oost solution can be found by
tracing the arrows which lead from the possible centers that were Rosited in the
second pass over the data. In the first paas, EE is posited as a center. AA and II
remain. Rather than just accepting AA and II as centers, we must see what points
could serve them as centers as well. This line of inquiry points straight to
dialects BB and HH and from Figure 3.7a the investigator oan see that all dialects
understand one, of those two dialects.

3.3 An algorithm for finding all possible least cost dialect groupings

The procedure presented in Section 3.2 is simple and works well when there are
not many dialectsveinvolved. However, if the investigator is not careful to trace

4011
out all the alternatives it y not yield the least cost solution, as was shown with
the hypothetical data in igure 3.7. As the number of dialects increases and the
complexity of thit pattern of arrows increases, this possibility, becomes more likely.
In this section, an algorithm for finding all possible least cose'dialect groupings
is presented. The algorithm is written in a prose format. However, it could be
translated directly into a computer program which would determine least cost
groupings autoMatically.

3.3.1 The least cost grouping algorithm

The algorithm is-listed in Figure 3.8. It is to be read as-a series of ordered
steps. After each step is completed, the next step in the sequence should be
performet unless there is a specific instruction to go to another step. Each of the
steps is now discussed in turn.

(1) The only input data to the algorithm is the matrix of intelligibility
relations as measured by testing methods described in Chapter 2. The algorithm is
repeated for different levels of adequacy. First a level of adequacy must be
selected. Then the matrix of intelligibility relations is transformed into an
adequacy matrix: all intelligibility relations which are of an adequate level
become l's in the adequacy matrix and those relationa which are inadequate become
O's. If there are values of intelligibility which were not meaaured and which havenot been 'estimated by means of a peedicting model (Section 6.2), then these also
must be recorded as O's in the adequacy matrix. The matrix of intelligibility
relations from Santa Isabel in Figure 3.1 is already an adequacy matrix: "yes" is
equivalent to 1 and "no" to 0. The intelligibility matrix for Northerm Mixteco
(Figure 3.5) requires transformation. Groupings were computed at four different
levels of adequacy: 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90%. For eaoh adequacy level, a separateadequacy matrix must be computed. For instance, if the 70% level were being
computed, all values of intelligibility gteater than or equal to 70% would becomeMa in the adequacy matrix, and all values less thah 70% or missing would become
0 s.

It

(2) Two variables are maintained durihg the algorithm. The first, ja, is setequal to the number of dialects which are speakers in the intelligibility and
adequacy matrices. The second, a, representa the number of centers in the solutions,
Which are currently being tried. Initially this is set to one. strittgy is
this: first all possible solutions with one center are tried. If pot all the
dialects can'understand any one of the dialeots adequatell, then.all the lo14tions
with two centers are tried. If no two dialeota can adequately reach all the
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Figure 3.8 Least cost grouping algorithm

(1) Select a leVel of adequacy, then transform the
intelligibility matrix into an adequacy matrix as
follows:

Set all adequate values to one.
Set all inadequate and missing values to zero.

(2) Set n = the number of dialects. Set c = 1 (the lowest
p;iissible number
_f centers).

(3) Try all possible solutions with c centers. These
possible solutions are all of the possible
combinations of the n dialects taken c at a time.
The number of such combinations equals ril/(cl(n-c)1).

(3a) Test eadh possible solutiqn by taking the
logical or of the adequacy matrix vectors for the
c centers as speakers.

(3b)If the logic'al or contains no zeros, then all
dialects under-it/And at least one of the c centers
at an adequate level. Write down this -so,lution
(but keep looking as there may be more).

(3c)°Return to step 3a and test another possibility
unOl all possible combinations of c center6 are
exhausted.

(4) If any sqlut ns were found, go to siep 6. Otherwise,
add 1 to C.

(5) If c = n4,..then go to step 6rthe solution is that tiach

dralec '.ntist have its own program. Otherwise, go to ,

ste

(6) The least cost solution (or solutions)
-* level of adeqUacy has been- ...d

levels of,adequacy have been
Otherwise, go to step 1.

so

for the given
If all desired

4 then quit.



dialects, then all possible solutions with three centers are tried. Thfi continues
until a solution.is found. Since the search-begins with the least possible number
of centers, one, and works up, the solutions reached are guaranteed to be the ones
involving the least possible number of centers.

(3) The third step is a complex step made up of three substeps'. This step is
the heart of the algorithm; in this step the possible solutions are tested to find
the least cost solutions. A possible solution with a centers is any oombination ofa dialects. The total number of such possible solutions is the number of possible
combinations of the a dialects taken a at a time. This number'is defined by the
quantity n1/(c1(n-c)1), where at is read Jal..factorial and equals the product
(n)(n-1)...(2)(1). For instance, the total number of o8mbinations of 7 dialeota
taken 3 at a time is:

711(31(7-3)1) 2 (71(0151(4t(1)2)(11
(3)(2)(1)(4)(3)(2)(1)

= (T)(6)(5) = 35
(3)(2)(1),,

I.

Thus for 7 dialects there are 35 possible combinations of 3 dialects that could
serve ella'Zenters. \

For an example, all the possible solutions when there are four dialects, called
A, B, _C, and D, can easily be enumerated. *In the list which follows, the braces
enclose sets of dialects which serve as centers. Each-set is a possible solution.
Note that the ordering of the dialects within the sets is immaterial:

Solutions with,one center 2 4 popfbilities:
{Al; (8); (0; Or (D)

.

Solutions with two centers 2 6 poisibilities:
(A,B); (A,C); 03,0; 141,D); or (C,D}

Solutions with three centers 2 4 possibilities:
(A,B,C); (A,B,D); (A,C,D); or (B,C,D}

Solutions with four centers 2 1

(A,EwC,D)

7

(3a) Each possible solution is tested by taking the logical at of the adequaoy
- matrix vectors for the a centers as speakers. In the matrix for Santa Isabel,
Figure 3.1, the vectors for the centers as speakers aro the columns; the column for:
a dialect tells which other dialects -understand that dialect adequately. ' An
acceptable solution ,is one in which each dialeot understands at least one of the
centers adequately. An easy,way'to determine if all of the dialects understand at
'least one center is to Compute the logical at of the speaker vectors. The operation
of logical at yields zero if all its operands'are zero; it yields one if it least
one of the operands is one. The logical at of the speaker vectors for the three
dialects which comprise the least cost solution for Sinta Isabel is as follows:

e
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ZAB

1

1

MAR

9,
1

1

o

.1

1.

o 1

o 1

o o

BUG Logical. Or

The fact that 'all diale6ts Understand at least one of the centers is indicated by
the fact that all elements in the result vector are onea.

Any-other combination of three dialects on Santa Isabel yields an unacoeptable
. solution. For instance, the combination of ZAZ, BLA, and BUG leaves out two

dialects:

ZAZ BLA BUG Logical Or

0 o - o o
1 1 0 1

1 o o 1

o. 1 o 1
o o o o
o o 1 1

o , o 1 1
,

(3b) If the logical sac veátor contains no zeros ! then all' dialects understand

-at least one of the oenters at an adequate level. That set of zoenters is
, therefore an acceptable solution to be written down, One should not stop here,

/ however. All Of the remaining possibilities with centers must be oheoked to see

if there are other solutions. If the logioal-at lieotor does cAtain a zero,

however, then, proceed without recording anything. NOte that as long as. the

acceptability criterion is stated as a result vector that contains no zeros (rather

than one that contains all ones), the operation of addition can be used as readily
as the logiéalgt. In'that case, the result veotor would tell how many of the '

centers each dialect understands adequately.

(30) Return to step 3a and test another possible solution until all possible

.combinations of 42. centers are exhauated.

(4) If any acceptable solutions were recorded in step 3b, then all of the least ,

coat solutions have been found fork, that level of adequacy. Jump to step 6.

Otherwise, add 1 'to sk in order to searoh for possible solutions containing one ,
Additional center.

(5) If .s1 equaleja, the number of dialects, then the only solution is that each
dialect must have ita own language program eor that level of adequacy; proceed to

step 6. Otherwise, go book to step 3, and test all possible solutions with ihe

inoreased number ofcenters. .

(6) The least ooat solution (or solutions) for the gOen level oflidequaoy has

been found. If all desired levels oradeqUacy have been analyzed, then quit the

5 2
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procedure. Otherwise,. go to ptep 1, select a new level of adequacy, and repeat the
procedure.

a.3.2 Deciding among multiple least cost solutions

. When more than one solution with a minimal number of cehters is found, there
are at leidt four strategies that can be used to deoide among possible solutions.
Each of the strategies involves applying a principle of least cost in some other
sense.

0 a strategy is to oompare competing solutions for overall information loss. .Info ation loaq is defined as the complement or intelligibility. Thus if
intel Agibility is 85%, then the informatiorrloss is 15%. The total information
loss for eaoh solution is computed. The soliiiion which results in the least overall
info mation,loss, costs the least in that respect. In computing total information.

.50P

loss, be sure that each dialect is counted only once; if a dialeot understands more
tha one center adequately, then group it with the center which it understands best.
This will minimize the information loss. The'computation of information loss can be
refined by computing the average information loss per individual.in the region.. In
this way large dialects will carry more weight"in the computatiortff than small ones.
To compute the average information loss per .individual, aum the product of
information losa times populatIbirfor each dialect. Than divide iby- the total

,populattan of the region. 1 ,

A second criterion i

language program requires th
from an administrative hea
assigned, to each center.- Fo
expensive td travel to woul
be compared for"logistic cos

logistic cost. Establishing a center,for a vernacular
transportation of personnel; equipment, and supplies

quarters to the dialect area. A logistic oost could be
instance, the oenierwhich was the most difficult and
be the moat costly. The possible solutions could then
by summing the costs of their individual centers.

-

A third dimension of leapt cost is sociocultural. Conters-can be defined' in
stems other than intelligibility adequacy. In Section 6.1.4 the social side of
centers in dialect systems is discussed. 'For instance, geography, population,
economy, and politics can define centers. So can linguistiq similarity. In Section
6.3.2 many of the different Criteria whioh define the center of the Santa Cruz
dialect system are listed. Ideali , the centers revealed by the analysis of
communication Patterns should ooinci with the sociocultural olnters'in the retion.
If Ifiey do not, the materials wh oh eminste from the language program may not be
accepted by the people.' Thus the\ solution_ which best fits the pattern of
soolocultural centers may coat the leist in terms of Unaboeptability.

A fourth aspect of least cost is stapility of groupings. It is posaible that
-groupings at different levels af adoquac be used in the.same language program.

' "or instance, written materials for the'beginning reader should be as similar as
possible to his hometown dialeoti' whereas experienced readers oan tolerate more
variation and useAliterature with.* Wider extendability.''If igroupings are stable
oviir, many levels of adeltady and.if the.loops on a map are always concentric pather
thiin orisso cooing, then the grotipings lend theoselVes well to a atrategy of
hierarchic:a \i/holusions for materials at differentlevels. If *enters shift and
dialects re o'p for different levels, then'preparation or materials at different
levels is o e Costly. 'When evaluating oompeting solutions for a given level of
adequacy, the álutions tor the level above and below should be oonsulted. ON.,"
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3.3.3 Computattonal refinements to the algorithm

The algorithm presented in Spction 3.3.1, beoause it will eventually try all
possible solutions if neoessar, oan be a time oonsuming one. This section
describes some shortouts that r duce he time required to analyze matrioes,
especially by a computer programl

In the best case, that in whiW one oenter is adequate, only ja,solutions are
-tested (where i is the number of dialects). In the worst case, that in whioh every
dialeot requires ita own language program, the number of Solutions whioh are tested
before finding this out is 2 to the nth power minus 2. If there are 5 dialects,
then this number is only 30. If the'r are 10 dialects, this number is 1022. If
there are 20 dialects, over one million possible solutions have to be- tested --
1,048,574 to ,be exact. Clearly something needs to be done to prevent testing
impossible solutions (whioh most of them ire).

Taking the logioal .42E. of a set of vectors is the easiest-way tb'find out if a

solution-is acceptable; however, olin most oases there is an easier way to find out if
a solution is not aooeptable. .We could(save many fruitless vector operations by
first making a simple test to see tf the ourrent solution is even possible.
Plausibility can be measured by noting the total number of l's in the veotors being
considered. If the number of l's is less than 11, then those dialeots as centers
oould not possibly be an adequate Solution. The advantage of using the number of
1/3 is that it need dot be'counted every time; rather, the number of l's in a-vector
oan be oounted once and for all at the beginning and stored.with the veotor. To
test the plausibility of a' solution involving a set of ,s2 poSsible centers, the
()aunt% for those .dvectors are summed. If the total is less ,,than, J1, then the
veotors are not Ixed. It is much faster.to sum numbers, than to &ma. vectors of

These refinements can be added to the algorithm in Figure 3.8 as follows: A
new instruction is added to the end of step 1, "Count and store the number of 1's in
each vector for the dialects as speakers." Step 3a becomes, "Teat the plausibility
of the solution by summing the counts for the sl vectors. MiesS thanu, then go to
3o. Otherwise, take the logioal se of tbe vectors."

We oan take this refinement even further. If in step 1 the matrix vetotors are
rearranged in the order of the oounts foe the vectors, then it is possible to know
.that when the Current combination fails, certain of the remaining combinations will
also fail. For instance, whentesting for one ()enter, if the,first vector fails-the
,plausibility test, then so will all remaining vectors since they have an equal or
fewer number of l's; it is possible, to -jump directly tp teating. the possible
solutions with. ,two centers: Likewibe, if the sum of counts for the first two
vectors fails the plausibility tett, then processing .can proceed straight to

'three-center possibilities.

The complexities in this .refinement come in deterMining what to do after a
plausibility test fails. For instance, if two-center solutions are being tested.and

.the first combination to' fail the plausibility test is the first with the fifth'
vector, then there is no, use' testing any more solutiOns with the first. vector.
However, it is necessary to begin testing solutions with the second vector. It ;is
still possible that two with ,three, two With four, and three with four wouid.be
solutions, but never beyond the fourth. The.method is to'baok up imd advanoe the
vector preceding the one whicli failed. 'When all the vectors are adjacent, and the
plausibill,ty test ffils, then nirkre solutions for that many oenters need be

54
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tested. -An-algorithm fdr just this aspect of the plausibility testing is beyond the
scope of this discussion.

rScl

These refinements speed up the computation 'of least cost solutions, but it:is
not yet clear just how muoh. Earlier it was stated that the total number of
possible solutions to test in the worst case of each dialect seas own Center is 2
'to thegth power minus.2. For large valueszoca this number takes on astronomical
proportions. However, this holds only for the algorithm in Figure 3.8. When the
Algorithm is refined to order the vectors for the number of 1's they.00ntain ahd tOP
make a plausibility test, only plausibility tests will be made in the worst case,
because all vectors contain only one,l. The-first plausibility teat forsevery value
of g less than g will fail. Thus kn the refined algorithm, the Ileet case of one
.center and the worst case of Ja centers, require processing time an the order of,n.
For, cases in between, more prooessing,ds required. At this point I do not know what
the maximum and average processing times for the refined algorithm are.

-,

3.4 Grimes's optimization method for grouping dialects

The ideas, and. method presented in the first three sections of this chapter
.grow 'directly out of Joseph'Grimes's work on "Dialects as Optimal Communication
Networks" (1974). In this section I.review 'his optimization method.

If
k 0

The optimization metho4 is based on a principle of least coat. The method is
,.,

widely used in the field of economics where the principle of least cost is well
understood. A typical edo Omic problem ot this sort involves a mandfacturer who

e`ak!Aa_to distribute his produ t to consumers in a wide'geographical area. .He would
phrase the qUgstion of least c st something like this:

In this geographical\area, what is the most inexpensive way to supply
every potential consumer with the product so as to assure greatest profits

- fpr the company? r,
For the manufacturer th most inexpensive approach could be one of several

alternatives. It might be to h ve one central manufacturing plant and to distribute

,
the products by truck. Or it m ht,be less expensive to build small manufacturing, .

plants in each of the citie Where the product is to be distributed. The most
inexpensive solution would probe ly involve a combination of assembly plants in
primary centers with trucking lo secondary centers. The configuration of the 'mobt.,

$'economical solution is based on compromise between
.

the one-time cost of Oilding
factories, the cost of operatfng them, and the cost of trucking. The economist can
assign a dollars and Ants valu4 0 eaoh poasiblity in, order to determine the
solution whilch is the least xpensive overall and wiil thus yield the greatest
prorits, ,

A

Grimes (1974) applied this pr nciple of leist.cost to the analysis of patterns
of communication.. For the analysi of dialect groupings, he defined the question of .

least post like this (1974:261):

, In a geographical or soc\ial area, what is the smallest set of speech
communities such that adequate communication at a given' threshold level

. can be established with ever individual in the area by using the speeoh
of at least one of the communi ies?

In Grimes's analogy, to the e6noMics problem, the cost Of building and

\
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operating a factory_ corresponds to the -Pcost of establishing a center for .a

vernaoularfrlanguage program; the cost of trucking, corresponds to the cost of

communicating with the,dther dialects. The' cost of communicating is 'meaeured by the

amount of information lost; the cost of establishing a center is controlled by a
fixed cost value which is activated any ti 1. dialect is a-center. The fixed cost

makes it uneconomical to.use more than al number of centers. The fixed cost.

is-actually stepped through a series of values, called threshold levels, to yield a

series of groupings at different. levels bf adoquaoy. When the threshold level
(fixed cost) is low, then it is feasible"to have many centers; when it is high, then
only a few centers can be afforded.

In Figure 3.9, the algorithm for Grimes's optimization method is written out in
a step by step prose format. Detailed instructions with example:, on how to use the

method are given in three sources:. 'Casad 1974:36-45, Grimes 1974, and Arden Sanders
1977b.. Therefore I will not repeat those detailed instructions and examples here.
Rather, the listing of the algorithm lerves as a point of reference for, the
evaluation of the method which now follows.

The optimization method has four hidden pitfalls which its user must be aware
of: the interpretation of thresholds, the definition of Lilest cost, the treatment
of missing values, and degenerate solutions. The first two problems can be treated
by reformulating the optimization method in the way I suggest in the following
discusston. It should be noted that Grimes has accepted these suggestions and now
uses the reformulated version of Ihe optimization method. The least cost algorithm
of Section 3.3 also aVoids these problems. The third pitfall of missing values
affects both the optimization method and my least cost method. The final problem,

of degenerate solutions is avoided by using the least cost algorithi.
lr

(1) The interpretation of thresholds - The interpretation of the threshold
level has been incorrpct. Grimes (1974:262) interpreted the 4pre8holds as follows:

For any communication effort (intelligibility loss)" that is greater
than the threshold level, the fixed-cost function erenders it more
economical to create\another network,than to add the test point concerned
td Jan exisiting network. But f9r any communication effbrt that is not
greater than the threshold level, the fixed-cost function renders it more

, economical to include the test point in an'existing network than-to create
a new netliork with its own additional fixed cost. 4h ,---f

f.

0
Likewise, Casad (1974:46, 83ff.) speaks of an intelligibility threshold of 80%

corresponding ta a communication cost of 20. He-suggests that 80% intelligibility
is about the level of adequate intelligibility and thus that optimizations at the
fixed cost level of 20 give groupings for the 80% level of adequacy. This is where
the interpretation of thresholds goes .astray there is not a one to one

correspondence between fixed cost and adeluacy or communication effort.

In the first place, the fixed cost, or threshold, value is sensitive to the

differences between intelligibility measures, not to their absolute values. This is
seen in the Northern Mixteoo data (see Figure 3.5) which ire optimized by Grimes
(1974:265). At the threshold level of 10, the dialects jE, CH, CS, XB, ZP, and PT

are assigned to ihe CH dialect as center. 'The coMmunioation efforts (or

intelligibility loss) for these dialects with CH are 17, 11, 19, 22, 27, and 24,
respectively. Ihese correspond to intelligibilityspercentages of 83%, 89%, 81%,
78%, 73%, and 76%, none of which is greater than- 90% as the, interpretations of

Grimes and Cased would suggest. In each case, the communication effort is greater
( ,ft
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Figure 3.9 Grimes's optimization algorithm

IP
(1) Transform the intelligibility matr into a cost matrix by changing

each intelligibility score to a measure of information loss. (85%
intelligibility , 15% loss).

(2) Select the fixed cost (threshold) level.

(3) Initially assign each test point (dialect of hearer) to 0 center. The
initial center is the reference point (dialect of speaker) which it
best understands (lowest information loss). This is generally
itself. Throughout the analysis, any reference pointrwith at_ least
one dialect assigned to it is a center; if no dialects are assigned
to it, it is not a center.

(4) Step through the cost Matrix comparing,all possible pairs of refererce
point vectors. First compare the.first with the second, the first
with the ehird, and so on to the nth. Then compare the second with
the third, with the fourth, and 63 on until all pairs are compared...,

(4a) Compute the cost for the two reference point vectors. If the
first reference point is a center add in'the fixedhcost; if the
seCond reference point isa center add in the fixed cost. For
all the dialects assigned to either reference point, add in the
information loss. If the cost is zero (neither dialeat is a n

center) then repeat step 4a on the next pair of reference iooihts.
Otherwise, continue.

(4b) Now try one of the following three things.in an effott to minimize
the cost for the .two reference points: (1) take all dialects
assigned to the stcond reference point and reassign them to the
first one, (2) take all dialects assigned to the first reference
point and reassign hem' to the second one, and (3) take all
dialects assigned to either of the reference points-and reassign
them to the one which results in the lowest information loss.
(When both reference points are.cepters, the first two option*
may reduae the cost by requiring one less center, while the third
option.may reduce it by mlnimizing inforMation loss.)

(4c) Recompute the- cost for the two vectors for each of the three
Possibilities. .If one of the three reassignments yields a lower
cost than the original cost from step 4a, then shift the
assignments to the least cost configuration. If there.is a tie
for the leadt, Cost, the first (*ion has first friority, the
second has next, and the third last,

(4d) Go back to step 4a and process the next pair.

(5) During the whole pass through the matrix in step 4, if no assignments
.were shifted in step 4c, then go to step 6. Otherwise) return to
step 4 and make another pass.,

(6) The optimal (least cost) solution for the given threshold value has
been found. tf desired, go back to step ;and optimiqe for anoeher
.threshold. Otherwise, quit.

st
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than the threshold level of 10, but tHe fixed-c93t eunction finds it most economical
to include the test points in an sxisting network. The error is in assuming that
the threshold level is compared to the communication effort. It is not; it is
compared to ther4ifference in communioation effort between two possible solutiond.

The example given in Tables 2 and 3 of Grimes (1974:264-265) illustrate this
point. The example i3 reproduced here in.Figure 3.10. Before optimization, the XB
dialect is assigned to itself as center (designated by the asterisk). The
communication effort is 16. If XB were-assigned to CH, the communication effort
would increase to 22. 22 is greater 'than the threshold value of 10,, so the
int:erpretation in the above quotation would suggest that XB cannot be assigfied to CH
at this threshold level. However, increasing the communication effort .from 16 to 22
is accompanied by a decrease of total fixed cost factors Irom20 to 10, ainoe one
less center is required. The overall effect is a decrease in cost and thus the
solution with one center is optimal for a threshold of 10, even though the
intelligibility loss is 22. XB was joined to Atte existing, network because the
difference in comMunication costs was less than the threshold value.

Figure 3.10 Threshold corresponds to differences,
not actual cost

a. Before regrouping

Test points
Fixed Total

CZ JE CH* CS CG X8 .CU ZP PT"cost cost

-Reference CH 96 17* 11* 19 79 22- 77 27 24 10 , 64
point XB 999 26 44 25 81 16* 999 63 39 10

4

b. After regrouping.

Test points
Fixed Total

CZ JE CH CS CG XB CU ZP 'PT t3st cost

Reference CH 96 17* 11* 79 22* 77 27 24 1.0 60
points XB 999. 26 44 25 81 16 999 63 39 0

This quirk in the method doea not apRear in Casad'eexamples because in every
. ease be.uses matrices in which the raw scores are adjusted 'to raise hometown scores
to 100 (a cost of' 0). Therefore when.a regrouping would shift a dialect from
itielf to another dialect as center, the difference in communication coats is the
cost with the'other dialect minus zero. In other words, in this special case, the
threshold level does correspond directly to the communication' cost. When raw

5,4?
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intelligibility scores are optimized, and the threshold values are interpreted as
4corresponding directly to intelligibilitydevels, then the raw scores are actually
being isubjeoted to an implioit oonstant adjustment for sublect abilities (Section
5.2.4). That is, it is as though the difference between the hometown score for the
subjects and 100% has -been added to all intelligibility scores for that group of
subjects.

Whether communication cost is biksed on raw or adjusted.intelligibility scores,
there will not be a Qorrespondence between threshold level and intelligibili.y leyel
when regroupings involve shifting more than one dialect it a time. In Figure 3.11 a
hypothetical .example is given. Suoh situations do arise in field data (Arden
Sanders 1977:302 points out an example in the Mazatec data). However, the point is
easier to see if a minimal example is constructed. The example shows two reference
points Ithe speakers) and three test points (the hearers). The optimization'ip for
the threshold level or 20. In Figure 3:11a, AA is the centbr for itself,and BB is
the center for BB and CC: Sinoe two denters arerinvolved and the communication oost
of CC grouped with BB is 5, the total cost for this configuration is 45. Figure
3.11b shows the attempt to reduce the cost by using one center instead of two. To
shift all the dialects-to-AA as the center looks plausible since the communication
effort for BB with AA and for CC with Ak-,is 15. This is less than the threshold
level of 20. However, since two dialect's are going to be regrouped this amounts to
a total information loss of 30. The.total cost including thePfixed cost value is
50 and is higher thian the solution using two centers. Therefore, ill of the
dialects would grodp together with one center at a level of 85% intelligibility, but
not at a fixed--cost threshold of 20.

The conclusion is that the'threshold value does not correspond directly to the
intelligibility level. It corresponds to the difference in summed commuhication
cost for two possible solutions. Thus it is difficult to assign a meaning to
threshold values which is both meaningful when applying results in the real world
?nd is consistent. ,

(2) The definition of least coat - It is in the definition of least Cosi that
Grimes's original analogy to-the transport problem, breaks down and leads to the.
Misinterpretations just-discussed. We saw this in the last example where the
threshOld level of.20 blocked the regrouping of two diaLects with a communication
cost of 15. The 4uestion we must ask is, "Are two fifteens worse thanAne twenty2"
In economics, 'losing two fifteen dollar checks is certainly worse than losing one
twenty dollar check. In Alpe economic transport problem, the units by which the oost
of tuilftng a factory and the cost of trucking goods are computed and compared are
the same -- dollars and oents. This is what makes the optimization-algorithm work.
However, in the intelligibility analogy, the two kinds of oost arq(not comparable.
Communication coat is measured in terks of information loss while establishing
centers for vernacular language programs is measured in terms like personnel,
t'ransportation, equipment, and supplies. The analogy further breaks down when the
,meaning of information'loss is exaMined. Is it worse for each of two peolile to lose
15% of the information in a message than it is for one:person to lose 20% or 25%? I
yould think not.

The definition-s, of the criteria of adequacy and least cost I presented in
Section 3.1 are the same as Grimes and CasadMave in mind when they describe the
optimization method. They define the problem as being one ot finding the smallest,'
possible set of centers (least cost criterion) capable of estanisning communication
at'an adequate level (adequacy criterion) with the entire area Wrimes 1974:261,
Cased 1974:37.). In Figure 3.11 we saw that the optimization method does not

5
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Fi§ure 3.11 Threshold corresponds to sumsr,
not individual costs

a. Before regrou6ing

Test points
Fixed Total

AA BB BB cost cost

Reference AA 0* t5 15 20 45
points BB 30 0* 5* 20

b. After regrouping

Test points
Fixed Total

AA BB CC cost cast,

Reference AA .0* 15*, 15* 20 50

points BB 30 0 5- 0

1//aotual y do this, if we try to interpret the threshold levels in terms of levels of
adequacy. A

The optimization method oin be reformulated tis follows to find solutions which
fit the two criteria, of adequacy and leapt cost defined in Section 3.1. The
.reformulation is expressed fs 'changes to the algorithm in Figure 3.9'. Ih step 2,
the threshold level beoomes the level of adequacy. Fixed cost is given a different

meaning in step 4. The sadequacy level ia.used to determine if dialeots oan be
shifted to'a new'centgr. If their understanding of the new center is adequate, they -

can; if it is not, they can o In step 4a, the total cost is defined in a

different way. The fixed cost associated with establishing a center is an

arbitrarily high oonatant at a 1 levels of adequacy. It is so high that the sum of

information lose for a center will never exceed it (m timea 100%, for instance).
The total cost for two referenceipoint vectors is then computed as before. In step

4b, for each of the three options, dialects whioh understand the potential new
center at an adequate level (that ia, information loss equal to or less than the

threshold value) are shifted. Otherwise, dialects'cannot be shifted. In Step 40,

that of finding the least cost configuration for the two vectors, the, arbitrarily
high fixed cost ensures that a configurAtion with one oenter will always ooet less

than one with two centers. When comparing configurations with the .same number of

centers, the one with the least overall information loss costs less. The

modifications then are these: the threshold equals level of 'adequacy, the fixed

cost is an arbitrarily .high constant, and dialects can shift to a new center only

when tho information loll is within the level of adequacy.

6(I
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(3) Treatment of missing data values - Grimea lilts one of the advantages ofthe optimization method of dialect grouping as being that.it.giVes ',useful results
from matrices that can be filled in only paetially" (1974:2b1). 'It is.true that the
method will give results'from incomplete data, but using incomplete Aata oan lbe
hazardous to the unwary inveitiga%or. This is true not.only of the optimization.
method but of the methods I presented in Sections 3.2 and 1.1 as well.. It is
important to understand the effeots of missing data.

The grouping algorithms do'hot actually operate on matrices with holes in them.The investigator does aotually fill in'all the holes created by missing data. Inthe case of an adequacy matrix for the method of Section 3.3, miSsingAValues always
transform Nto zeros. In the case oC a coet matrix, missing val'ues always transform
to arbitrarily high amounts of inforMation loss, The result is that when there ia a
miiseing value, it is never possible for the dialect of the hearers to group with.the'

dialect of speakers for which it was not tested.

One effect of this- is seen in" matrices rwhich are not square. Casad
(1974:44-45) Nitllustl-ates the optimization method on data from the.Oootlan z'apotec
area of Mexico. In that intelligibility survey, 7 test %apes were Used but theywere tested in 10 dialects. The published matrix has.7 roWs and 10 col4mns:
iherefore, there are no hometown scorea for three dialects.. This means that those
three dialects cannot even have themselves as a center; at least'that is what a
computer program which optimized the 7 by 10 matrix wculd assume. For one of these
three. dialects (San Andres, An, column 8) the lowest information I.OSS iQ the matrix
is 15% with Ayoquezco (row 5). This means that even at the zero threshold. level,San Andres groups with Ayoquezco. Casad rectifies the situation in the dialect map
(page 45) where San Andres remains isolated until it groups with Ayoquezco at the 15
threshold. However, he would not have gotten that result if he had strictly applied
the optimization algorithm to the cast matrix on page 44

The same example from Casad illustrates another effect .of. missing values%Since aq,dialect cannot group to a refenence point for which it was not tested, there
can be a grouping which- includes'all dialects it and only if thene.is a reference
dialect on which all dialepts Were tested. In the Oootlan Zapoteo matrix there iano such reference dialecf. Ocotlan is the main refeeence point with sevep dialects
tested on it. But the three dialects which werd;not tested on Oootlan cannot group
with Ocotlan. Aotually if the matrix (page 44) were optimized up to the.100
threshold-and beyond there would remain three disjoint dialect groups -- 2 and 6; 7,
9, Effid 10; and the other five dialects. In mapping the dialect network, Cased (page
45) estimated"some missing values in order to allow:the groupings to converge. Forinstance, the' convergence of the DO-TI group,with the IN-OC:.:MA group at the 26
threshold depends on the estimation that themisSing value of intelligibility loss
for DO on OC is equal to or less than 26.

, .

The hazards of Unwittingly applying these grouping techniques on incoMplete
data are dramatized by an analysis of the results from the intelligibility survey of.Santa Cruz Island. The.intelligibility matrix is found,in Table 2.2.6 of Appendix
2. In Figure 1.12 the least cost grouping technique of Section 3.3 is applied to
these data. The top half of the figure contatins a map showing the ;least cost
solution on the incomplete data matrix.' The level of adequacy is 3, or fulls
intelligibility. The least cost solution calls for two centers, one at NEO and one
at NEA. Even if the level of adeqbacy is lowered to 2, partial intelligibility, two
centers are l'equired; The intelligibility matrix is far from complete, however.
When the survey was conducted, it was known that the dialects of LWO and BAN were
the central ones oft the island 'in terms of geography, population; and community



Figure 3.12 Dialect groupings on SantgiCruz'Island
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facilities (Sections 6.1.4 and 6.3.2). Informant opinions showed that everyone
claimed to understand these central.dialect (Appepdix 2.1.8). There were thirteen
dialects involved in the survey and it was not feasible to test all,dialects against
all others. (To be exact, 77 out of the 169 possibilities, or 46%, were- tested,)
The test tapes which were most frequently aot used were those from the central
dialects. When a group claimed fpll intelligibility with the oentral dialects and
then scored full intelligibility on .a dialect which'was beyond the centers in the

---alelect chain (such as when southern dialects were tested on NEO) then
intelligibility with the central dialects was a sure conclusion and not tested.
Efforts were concentrated on results that could not e interpolated.

Thus it turns out that the central and most widely understood dialects were not
aotually tested for in the intelligibility tests. The result is that it is
impossible to show the true least cost dialect grouping for the island from the
measured intelligibility matrix. In Figure 3.12b a oomplete intelligibility matrix
for Santa Cruz is analyzed by --,the same technique. The matrix was completed by
estimating missing values (Appendix 2.1.11) with the predioting model Aeveloped in .

Chapter 6. The result is that one dialectl HAN, can serve the whole island as a
center for a vernacular language,program.

(4) Deghnerate solutions - One characteristic of the optimization method which
has ,not yet been mentioned in the intelligibility literatgre is that it can lead to
degenerate solutions. Theserare solutions which may not be unique. In step .4c of
the algorithm (Figure 3.9) when two,or more reconfigurations of two-vectors lead to
equal and optimal reductions in,cost, the 'algorithm specifies that shifting all
dialects to the firsCvector has top priority, shifting them to the second vector
has next priority, and reshuffling them between the two vectors has lowest pricarity.

,eN A This is where degeneracy can ariae. The method always picks one of the optimal
configurations and ignores the rest.. It'just may be that following the latter
configuration woujid have led to another"bolution which was eqSally optireal.

The algorithm follows only,onepath at a time and therefore yields only one
solution. For a given matrix, more than one solution cotild give the same%inimum
cost, orprthere could be a number of solutions with a minimal number of eenters (but
not necessarily minimum information loss). Furthermore, ror a given set of centers,
there could be a number ofrways in which all the dialects could group with those
centers. However, the optimization method always givts only one possible solution.

This drawback of the optimization method, that it givea only one solution, is
countered in the least cost grouping algorithm of Section 3.3. The tradeoff is one
of computing time. In the best case of one center, the ltast cost algorii.hm is much
faster. In the wOrst case of centers, the optimization algorithm is much faster
than the least. cost Algorithm of Section 3.3.1, although with the refinementa in
Section 3.3.3 the latter would be faster than ,optimization. For the cases in
between, it is not yet clear how they compare. I hope, that the refinements
suggested in Section 3.3.3 will make a computer program of the least coat algorithm
run fast enough to be useful for large data matrices with complex solutions. If so,
problems of degeneracy can be bypassed.



CHAPTER 4

EXPLAINING COMMUNICATION: A MODELING APPROACH

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 form a unit dn the subjeot of explaining communication.The approach taken is one of building models. This chapter consoentrates pn thesubject of modeling itself; the next two explore the two main components of a modelfor explaining communication: linguistic, similarity and social relations.

Chapter 4 begins with a discussion of.the meaning and advantages of modeling,especially with regard to explaining communication, This is followed by aconaideration of the state of the art for the social'acienoes in general and for thecommunication problem specifically. Finilly, a basic model for' explainingcommunication is proposed. This model suggests that communication, or
intelligi,bility, is based primarily ofi two fkotors: the linguistic similaritybetween dialects and the social relations between.them.

In Chapter 5 the factor of linguistic similarity is considered in detail. Datafrom ten different field studies are analyzed in order.to explore the relationsHip
between lexical similarity and intelligibility. As a conolOsion, a general model

. for expressing this relationshWis proposed. Even though social relations.are not .incorporated, the model proves to be 70% accurate in predicting intelligibility from
lexical similarity..

lk -

In.Chapter 6 the second factorIof the model, social req,ation;1,_ts,q9nsidereddetail. After a general discussion, data from the island of Santa Cruz, SolomonIalands, are considered. A more cotorehenaive 4mOdel which embraces social /relationbhips as well as the linguistic ohes of Chapter 5 is used to explainoolimunioation between, dialects on the'island. The prediCtions'derived from thifmodel are 90$ accurate.

r.

4.1 Why build models/

A model is a hypothesis about how something in the real world behaves. Themodels presented in the next two qhapters are mathematical ones. This means thatthe hypotheses are stated in precise mathematical terma, in this case by -numerpalequations, Because the hypotheses are precise, they oan be teste4 with precision.Herein lies the , real value of the modeling approach: hypothesis can be
mpirically tested against.observed data with the result that the investigator know,xactly to what extent the model fits the data and to what extent it does not. Whenan acceptable model is found it-can be used for one of two purposes: to 'explaiq therelations underlying what 40 already been observed, or to prediot the value of aparticular variable in the &octal when the values of the other variables are knoitn.In, the next two chapters!, after the models for explaining communication arediscussed, they ars formulatel mothematiotlly, then tested empirically with field,data. At the end we know exactly how much of coMmunioationTis-explained by the ,models and how much is not. But why should vie want to build models to explain-communication anyway?
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Models for explaining communi-cation can be applied to real world situations in
at leapt three.beheficial ways. First, they help us to understand, patterns of
communication. The techniques for measuring intelligibility discussed in ChApter 2
tell us only whether or not communication can take place and to what extent. The

'methods for analyzing patterns of communication discuased in Chapter 3 allow ua to
extract general patterns of communication And locate centers'within the network 1St
i4elligibi4ty relationships. However, neither method explains why there is
communication at all'or why the patterns of communication ahould be what they are.

The models develpped in the following chaptera help us to do this. By understanling
why patterns of bommunication are what they ire, and not just what they are, leadera
can make much better proposals about language planning in an area.

Secondly, the modeling' approaoh, because it is also predictive, may shorten
many of, the logistic problems associated with intelligibility testing. An
intelligipility survey is time consuming and sometimes difficult to carry out. If

the level of inftlligibility between dialects could be predicted, then we might be
saved the'task of trying to measure it.

Even when an intelligibility survey is carried out, it may not be feasible to
test the intelligibility between all possible pairs of dialects when there are more
than five or six diAlects involved. In those cases, a predicting model can be used
to eatimate the untested intelligibility scoees. Fon instance, in my survey of
Santa Cruz Island (1977a)-, there were 13 dialects and measurements were made fpr 77

,out of the possible 169 pairings, or 45% of the posaible.cases (Appendix 2.2, Table

2.2.6). In Kirk's Mazatec study in Mexico (Kirk 1970, Casad 1974:34), which
involved 23 speech communities,rintelligibility,was tested for only 130 out of 529
possible pairings, or 25%. A predicting model can . be used to estimate the
imtelligibility scores which are not actually tested.

This is of advantage not only for the sake of having a complete table of
intelligibility. relations to refer to, but-is necessary if'the analysis,methods
described in Chapter 3 are to consider all possible solutions. As,noted already in
Section 3.4, the method devepDped by Grimes (.1974) has as.one if"its advantages that
it does not require a Ooiiiplete matri)Cof values (1974:261). HowiVer, iChas the
disadvantage that when a value is missing, that particular reference point Is
excluded from serving as the Penter for that test point. This would have serious
consequences in analyzing the rasulta of the Santa Cruz survey, for instance, where
intelligibility _with the two central .dialects (BAN hnd LWO) was seldom tested.
There2 intelligibility withthe central dialects was a foregone conclusion based on

th testrs of more distant dialects. Unless values for the unmeasured
intelligibility relations can be estimated, the analysis -of cOmmunication celaters

may be' skewed in the direction of those reference polnts.most commonly tested for.
Fortunately, a prediCting model can be used to estimate the missing values and thus

avoid this problem.

Finally, the predictive capability of a mathematical model may ultimately
Afford a more accurate estimate of intelligibility than intelligibility testing

itself. A major unanswered problem with intelligibility testing is that of the
adequacy of the text and the questions used for a particular test as a sample of the
whole language. A-short text can represent only an extremely small portion of the

whole grammar and lexicon of the language. Even if all the problems associated with

subject aptitude, aubject screening, emotional reaction of the subject, and
bilingual -communication between the,investigator and subject were completely absent

or controlled for, there would still be no guarantee that the degree of

intelligibility measured on the test was a, good estimate of degree of understanding
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of the whole language. I feel that it is this point which requires the greatest
faith in accepting intelligibility test results. If we understood the factors which
underlie intelligibility well enough to construct a good predicting model, then that
model could give predictions of intelligibility which were leas skewed by the,problems of subject and language sampling. Ultimately, predicting intelligibility
may be more accurate than measuring it.

The modeling, or predicting, approach may not actually replace theintelligibility testing approach, _at least not until we better understand the
factors underlying intelligibility. For the present, -the two approaches' arecomplemenbary. Each serves as a check on the other. With predicted intelligibility
(and informant opinions) serving as,a backup to ieasured intelligibility and filling
the gaps in it, less reliance on the imiasured intelligibility scores is required.Furthermore, the predicted scqres can serve to point out measurement.errors.

Jit

'4.2 The state of the art. V.

The development of modeling approaches in the social sciences s far behind its
development in the physical sciences. In the physical sciences, a great many models
have stood the tests of time and repeated confirmation, and have been elevated tothe status of "laws,' like Newton's laws of motion or OhmAs law. In the socialsciences we are only beginning to use mathematical models to describe socialphenomena.

John. Q. Stewart, a proponent .and developer of a field of study which he calls"social physics", traces the development of modeling in the physical -sciences andshows it; parallels in the social sciences. His social physics is an attempt toshow that many socfblogical phenomena dan be defined in terms of mathematical.models, many of which are analogous to physical laws. He contrasts the current
stage of deveklopment in the social and physical sciences as follows (1952:110):

Merely verbal logic which"traces back to Aristotle still comprisesthe sole intellectual equipment of too many Praqtitioners of social
disciplines, although physical science freed itself of those same archaic
bonds as early as the seventeenth century.

Stewart traces the iovelopment in the physical sciences, and the parallels in
the social sciences, in the following way (1947g:461): '

There was a time when scholars did not realize that number had \the
principal role in the description of the phenomena of physics. The
transition from medieval to modern science was made in celestial
mechanics, in -three stages. These can be concisely represented .by Tycho
Brahe's extensive observations pf planetiry motions, Kepler's faith in
mathematict as a means of insight into phenomena, and Newton's progress
from Kepler's empirical rules for the solar system to the meghilsics of the
entire universe.

We are now seeing a similar develokment in the social studies.
Astonishing amounts of significant numerical data have been accumulated by
conscientious social statistibians. Publications of the Bureau of the
Census, for example, are comparable in extent and variety with catalogues
of stars or tables of spectroscopic Wave lengths, even if the numerical
preciiion necessarily is much less. Thus the observational stage is well'
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advanced. A feit investigators whose train ng is not confined to the
social fields are beginning to proceed ,/ith the condenaation of the
voluminous sociological data into conci e.mathematical rules. The final
rational interpretation of auch empirical rules cannot come until after
the rules themselves are'established.

The three stages in the advance can.be summarized as: (1) the collection of4
quantitative observations by Tycho Brahe, (2) their condensation into empirical
mathematical regularities by Kepler, and (3) theoreticll interpretation of the
latter by Newton (from Stewart 1947b:179).

In the investigation of communication between speech groups, not even the firat
stage is well advanced. Quantitative observations on lexioal cognate percentages
between dialects all over the world are numerous, but quantitative observatiole on
other aspects of linguistic relationships (ails:1h as phonology, grammar, and

semantics) are scant. Quantitative observations of intelligibility betweenglialects
are also rare, and observations on the social relations between dialects even more
30. In Chapter and Appendix 1 I gather all of' the quanEitative 'observations I

, could find in published and unpublished sources where both the percentage of
intelligibility and the percentage of cognates are available. I could find 'such
data from only ten language aurveys around the world, a total of 245 observations.
That is not enough data from which to derIve universal laws, but it is enough to

demonstrate that there are mathematical regularities in the relationship between
intelligibility and lexical similarity.

The thrust of the next two chapters is along the second stage of development,
namely, the' condensation of observations into empirical mathematical regularities.
,I have encountered skepWica who feel that human relationships, such ea communication
between dialects, cannot be described in mathematicafter03, because human behavior
involves too many unknowns and irregularities. I trust that the empirical studies
in Chapters 5 -and 6 are sufficient to show that mathematical description is

feasible, that the regularities are strong, and that the remaining unknownS play
only a minor role. The third 'stage, that of .interpreqng the mathematical
formulations and generalizing to universal lawa, must wait until more observations
from all over.the world are.available.

Before proceeding to present my own work, in building modela for explaining
communication, I will report what others have d6ne previously. In the first stage
of model development, that'of collecting quantitative observatlons, I am aware of

only'the following investigators who have reported quantitative observations on both
intelligibility and 4-Lnguistic similarity: Marvin Bender and Robert Cooper (1971)
for Sidamo in Ethiopia, Bruce Biggs (1957) for Yuman in the United States, Eugene -

Cased, (1974:78-81, -191-2) for 'Trique in Mexico, David Glaagow and Richard Loving
(1964) for Oe Maprik area in Papua New Guinea, Warren Harbeck and Raymond Gordon

(Harbeck ms 0969)) tor Siouan in the United States and Canada, Peter Lade ged

(1968, Ladefoged and others 1972) for Bantu in Uganda, and Gillian Sankoff ( 968,

1969) for Huang in Papua New Guinea. The data from all of the above studies, e ept

from Glasgow and Loving, are reproduced in Appendix 1. Glaigow and Loving de

impressionistic judgments of "maual" intelligibility rathAr than acutallK testi
intelligibility in both directions. All these investigators report lexical cognat
percentages as a measure of linguiatic simi,larity. Bender and Cooper (1971)

consider some griamatical relations as well, while Ladefoged (1968, 1970) quantifies
phonological relations. Only three.of the Investigators -- Cased, Ladefoged, and
Sankoff -- give any observations of relevant social factors; and onlr Casad

(1974:191-2) quantifiea these.
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Only two investigators have entered into the second atage of model development
that of condensihg the obaervetions into mathematical regularities.. Ladefoged
computed the best fitting linear Model for explaining.hia data and plotted it in a
scattergram of the data points.(Ladefoged and othera-1972:76). Cased (1974:191-2)
developed e,,linear model in three Variables to explain intelligib14ity relations
among five Triiue dialects. The three variablea,are lexical similarity, intensity
of contact, and location of contact. (The other two terma in his eqdation, the
bilingualism factor and the error factor, are treated 13 constants.) The miodel.fits
the data very closely (97$ explained variation, aee Section 4.4). HoWever, the
model doea not fit well with theoretical expectations. When there is no aimilarity
and no contact, 6% Intelligibility is predicted. Where Chore is 100%'3im11erity and
no contact 76% intelligibility is predicted. Whre there ia no similaritpand .

complete contact,. 46% is predicted. When there 13 complete simdariti and completecontact, 1?1% is predicted. Our theortical expectationator these four boundary
conditiona woUld be 0%, 100%, 100% and 100% respectively.

The work of Bender-and Cooper (1971) should also beetehtioned in this respeot.
:61ough they did not actually build models, they did explore regularitiei in the
relationships between intelligibility, lexical similarity, grammatical similarity,
and geographic proXimity- by computing correlation coefficients (see Section 4)4).
The results showed that intelligibility_ correlated more higHly with lexical
similarlty and geographic proximity than with grammatical similarity. Grammatical
similarity wai meaaured' as the proportion 'of Pgrammatiaal morphemes _shaeed in t
translations of the same text (1971:42).

The third stlge in model development, that offinterpreting.the resulta of stage
two:and generalizing to universal laws, has not been reaohed. There are .

publications,'however, in which general models for explaining communication 'have
been suggested. The models are not backed up by emOirical validation,and must
therefore be viewed as exploratory.

The most,elaborate of these is offered by Cased in an appendix to his -'book,
Tastini (1974:185-193). ',In his model, five intapendent

variables underly intelligibility: (1) degree of. linguistic oimilarity, (2) history
of intragroup relations, (3) socioftwonomic relationa, (4) alternatives for language
use, and (51relatie siie of the groups. Five dependent variallies interveni
between-the independent variables and intelligibikity: (t) nature of ihtragroUp
c6ntact, (2X. sooietal attitudes., (3) language attitude8,"(4) type oebilingualism,
and (5) degree of bilingualisMk The'model is speCified in termwoi 4 directed graph
which charta the cause and effect "relations among the .ten vkrfables and m
intelligibility (1974:186). Twenty-aix axiomatic propositions implied by the' módel
are enumerated and sample theorems that-can be derived, frowthe axioma-are Wed.-

Ken Collier".(1p7) has propoaed- a simpler model.. He suggests that
intelligibility is anAadditive functron.of linguistic similarity and propensity to'
learn, The propensity to learn factor is°a.combination of two aspeots of _social
relations, contact between. dialeots and the attitudes speakers of dialeots have
toward the other dialects. The paper includes suggestions on how the contest. and
attitude ;lariables might be measured. Ronald Stolzfus (1974:43, 46) briefly

' suggests g similar model. He states that intelligibility results rrom the effeot of_
linguistic similarity, or the effect of intargroug language learning, or the sum Of.
4poth. '

Two models which have been suggested for a closely related phenombnontlanguage
change, are also, relevant to the question of explaining communication. This is

.
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becauae the same kinds of variables which explitin communication and aanguage
learning also seem to explain the borrowing aspect of language ahafige. Again*, these
models are not backed up by empiridal validation. iple firat was offered by Olmsted
(1954b). His model predicts the.likelihood that a si e war8 will be understood
and adopted by a single speaker. He suggesta that likelihood i$ an increasing
function of the following factors: the degree to the word is phonemically and
morphemically regular in the dearer's system, the (I,. erence in social status of the
speaker over the hearer, the upward social mobility of the hearer, the frequency of
interaction between the speaker and hearer, and the frequency of occurrence of the
mord. He sums up the propoaed model by saying that "the indiapenaablea for lexical
ittnovation are pronounceability and opportunity% (1954015). In anal?gy to the
models for explaining communication, these two indispensables are similarity and
contact.

et

Istvgn Fodor (1965) has written a 'Monograph entitled liajWatslianguillia
Change in which he develops a model for explaining language change. He discusses
six factors involved in language change (pages 19-40): the hiatoric effect, the
cultural effect, the social"effect, the geographic effect, the effect of neighboring
and distant foreign peoples, and the role of national character. , In addition he
discusses possible.ways of measuring language ()hang, by quantitative methods-(Oge
41-58) and a mathematical model f the rate of.lingUistic change (pages 59-73)..

4.3 A basic.model for explaining communication

Everyone Who has tried to explaincommUnication agrees on at least one thing,
that two main factors play a key role in determining the presence or abeentle of
communication: language variation and the social setting. On the one hand, the
degree otintelligibility between two dialects is related to linguistic similarity.
The greater the similarity, the greater the intelligibility is likely to be;

conversely, the'lower the similarity, the lower the intelligibility is likely to be.
On the other hand, the degree of intelligibility is related to the social setting in
which, the -communicatIon occurs. If the social-situation is favorable, contact and
learfting will lead to a boost in intelligibility. If the social situation is, not
favorable, it will tend to limit intellAgibility. Thua intelligibility can be
viewed as comPrised of two components: a linguistiq, or similarity-based, component
and a eq,70l, or contact-based, component. That is,

total intelligibility 2
sidilarity-based intelligibility +
'contact-based intelligibility

This formulation with a simple addition i$ oversimplified; however, it,serves as a
* useful starting-point for discussion.

It ii on the -specifics of what factors go into each of the two components of
intelligibility, how.these factors can-be measured, and how the components interact,

411
that .investigators, have differed. Th discussions of the subject mentioned in
Section 4.2 have been-largely eXpldrAto y nd based on little supporting evidence.
The next two dnaptera cOnsidelf- bot f these Components and demonstrate with
empiridal evidence how they can be measured and built into mOdels for explaining
oommunication .

^Nis
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4.4 Some statistical prelimiriaries

FormulaOng and testing mathematical models involves the use of sCatistics. In''
this 'section, the basic atatistidialferr9d to in-the next two chapters are brieflydefined. For a complete discussiodINWthese statistics and hbw they are computed,the reader is referred to 41-7biTio tekt on statistics, such as Blalock 1972,
Darlington 1975,or Downie and Heath 1974.

The standard statistioal techniques of.least-Squares regression and correlation
form the basis of the analysis in Chapter 5. In a nutshell, these techpiqueb are
used to test how, well the values of one variable predict the values of another. Thevariable being predicted ls called the depsn4ent varlable, and a variable used as a
-predictor.(there may be more than one) is called an indepenclent varialale. Thetechniques are easiest to visualize if the data are plotted in.a twp dimensional
graph. Figure 4.t, gives an example (it is copied from Flgure 5.B in Section 5.2.6).
In Figure 4.1 the percentage of intelligibility is plotted on the vertical axiswhile the percentage of lexical similarity iS plotted an the horizontal axis. Eachcase in the data consists of a pair of observed values, the intelligibility from one
dialect to another and the percentage of cognates they share. In the graph a dot isplaced where the paired values of intelligibility'an0 lexical similarity intersect.The plotted points are scattered within the graphsInd for this reason such a graph
is called a scattergram. Note, nowever'; that the scattering is not random; there iS
a pattern.

Regression analysisjs used to fit a Curve to that pattern. When performingregression analysis, one first selects the desired shape of the curve; that is,
whether it 'will be a straight line, a parabola, in exponential growth curve, and soon. The analysis then determines the parameters for the curve of that shape which
most closely describes the data. Most of the regressions performed in Chapter 5 arelinear. Linear regression finds a single straight line which best fits the patternof the scattered pdints. In doing so, it finds the straight line passing throughthe data points in such a way.that the average square of the distance of the datapoints from that line is the least possible. This line is called the regression
line. Figure 4.1 illustrates the best fitting linear regression line for the givendata points. It can also be thought of as a prediction line; the,predicted value of
the dependent variable can be read from the ihtersection of the regression line with
the given value of the independent variable.

Correlatiop analysis measures the amount of sc4ter about the regression line.
It is therefore used to assesa the goodness of fit of the, line and the model it.represents. The correlation coefficient used in this analysii is the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient, symbolized withc. The absolute .value ofthis coefficient ranges from zero for no correlation o one when-ill of the data
points lie eXactly on a straight line. Thus, when the points cluster close to the
regression line, the correlation coefficient approachee one. When the pointsare.
scattered far from.the line, the correlation coefficient approaches zero.

.When the cotrelation coefficient is less than one; it is an sindication thaC
predictions of the dependent variable made with the regression.line are not perfect.
The atandar4 error: est4mate measures the amount.of prediction error associated
with the predictions'. It is used to compute an interval estimate fOr predictions.
For ,instande, to say that predidted intalligibility la 130% ii to use a point
eatimate; to say that it iibetween 70% and 90$ is to use an interyal eatimate.When the standard error of estimate is'used to compute an interval estimate, the .

interyal is characterifzed by a-confidence level. The standard error of estimaee
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Heirs 4.1 Soattergram and regression line
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itself defines a 68-% confidence interval. This means that in 68% of the cases the
.true value of the dependent variable is within a range of plus or minUs one standard,
error of estimate from the predicted value. Doubling the standard error of estimate
defines a 95% confidence intervaiywithin which the true value can be expected to lie
19 times Out of 20. For instance, if the predibted value of intelligibility is 70%
and the standard, error of,estimate is 8%, then we can say that the true value of
intelligibility is within the range of 54% to 86% with 95% confidence. The
muttiplicative constants for defining other levels of confidenie can be found by
consulting any statistics text bobk.

The significahce. of the correlation coefficient offers a means of evaluating
the degree of confidence in 'the strength'of the relationship between two variables.
It tells us how much trust we can put in the eorrelation coefficient and the
regression line. . It 'is possible that two variables could be totally unrelated but
that the chance dfstribution.of,the twp randomly related variables would yield a
High correlation coefficient. As the number of data points increases, the
likelihood of a spurious coprelation decreases. The significance of the correlation
coefficient is computed as.a probability. It is the probability that the value of a
correlation coefficient as large or larger than the one calculated could have arisen
by chance alone, were the two variables in fact uncorrelated. For instance, a
significanCe level of .001 means there is a one in a thousand chance that the
observed relationship between the variables could be due to chance alone. In the
social sciences, a significance level of :05 or leas -is generally conside'red to be
significant. A significance level of .05 is the same as a confidence level nf 95%.

!,
4

A final statistic for evaluating the strength of relationship between two
variables is the Percentage al explained Narfation. In the data of the next
chapter; measured intelligibilty varies from 0% to 100%. At the same time lexical
similarity varieft from 0% to 100%. In doing the statistical tests described above',
we are asking, "Can.the variation in measured intelligibilty be _explained by the
variation in lexical similarity?" That is, when lexical,similarity goes up, does
intelligibity also go 40, and by a proportional amount? By the same token, when
lexical similarity goes down,' does intelligibility also 4o down, and by a
proPortional amount? The percentage of explained variation answers these questions
directly. The percentage' of exPlained variation tells how much of the measurea

.variation in intelligibility is ekplained by the variation in- lexical,
or, what percentage of the ups and downs in intelligibility correspond tO ups and
downs in lexical similarity.

In evaluating the adequacy of explaining (or predicting) tiodels: the total
variation' in the dependent (dr ,Oredicted) variable ts partitioned into two

.coMponents, the expiained variation-and the unexplained variation. .That is,

total Variation e
explained variation *
unexplained variation

In-the statistical analyseswhich follow,.the total variation in.the dependent
-variable is measured by its pum of squaf.es --.the sum of the squared diffei..ences
between the actual values of the dependent variable and iei-meal value. (When the
sure,of squares is divided by the.number df caseel the result is a statistic called
the'varianqe, Thus the percentage of explained yariation-I-am using is equivalent
to the percenlage of explained variance.) the explained variation is measured by
the r(agression aum of squares --'the sum of the sqpared, dlfferences between the
predicted values ",and4he mean value. 'The unexplained variation,is measured by the

t'
^ I



'residual sum of squares -- the sum of the squared differences between the predicted
values and their corresponding actual valuei.

The percentage of explained variation is computed by dividing the explained
variation by the total variati9n and multiplying the result by 100. When the

correlation coefficient is squared, the result is the proportion of explained ,

variation. Thus another way to compute the percentage of explained variation is to

square the correlation aoefficient and multiply by 100. The percentage of

unexplained variation can be computed by subtracting the percentage of explained

variation from 100%.

For the problem of explaining intelligibility as a function of lexical
,similarity, the.partitioning of variation is as follows:

total variation in intelligibility 3:
variation explained by lexical similarity +
unexplained variation

If there were nO unexplained variation, then the model would be complete. Variation
in lexical similarity would explain'all of the variation in interligibility, and we

would say that lexical similarity is a perfect predictor of intelligibility.
However, when the,percentage of explained variation is leas than 100% then lexioal

similarity is not a perfect predictor of intelligibility and the model is

incomplete. A model is complete only if-it can account for all the total variation.
To complete the model, we must introduce additional factors to explain-the
unexplained variation. If the unexplained variation is small it can be attributed
to meaiurement error, either in test construction and scoring, in sampling, or in

both. When the unexplained variation i greater, hoWever, measurement error alone
can no longer be used to account for the unexplained variation. At this point it is
necessary to introduce other factors into the predicting model, such as social

factors or other aspects of linguistic similarity, or to change the mathematical
relations in thk model, such,as from linear to exponential. .

In the next two chapters, the attempt is made to explain communication. The
approach is one of successive refinements. In each chaptera succession of Models
is considered. At each step refindments are made by incoftorating new or different
factors or Aifferent mathematical relations into the model in order to account for a ,a

portion of the previOusly unexplained variation, an4 thUs_increape the percentege of
explained variation:. .

al



CHAPTER 5

EXPLAINING COMMUNICATION: LINGUISTIC FACTORS

This chapter considers how the linguistic similarity between dialects affects

kJ
the intelligibility between them. In Section 5 1 the discussion coliors the general
problems .of _quantifying linguistic similarit o that it can be inoorRorated into a
mathmatical model. In Section 5.2, an empi oal analysis of the relation between .

lexibal similarity and 'intelligibility la ,made. Thia analysis is based on data
gathered in ten different field studies throughout the world. As a final
conclusion, the possible universal relational'? between ,lexical similar)ty and
intelligibility suggested by the conburring seta f field data is explored. --- ,

I

5.1 Quantifying lihguistic similarity

The approach of modeling by numerical equation reylires- that We descripe
)1inguistic similarity numerically. However, linguistic similarity is not an easy
6 concept to quantify. Languages may differ in their sound systema,, their

vocabularies, their grammarsr or their semantic systems. Because linguistic
similarity is such a 'complex relationship, it is impossible to 'summarize it
ciompletely in one number, at least at'the present time. This iS one of the mOtives
behind the early studies of intelligibility. They, hoped by testing intelligibility.
to, discover a means of indireotlyAuantifying linguistic similarity, or "dialeot
diPtance" as they called it (Pierop 1952,B1ggs 1957). However, their perspective
wai backwatds (Wolff 1 Intelllgibility doea npt determine lingpiatio.
similarity;..rather, linguistic dimilarlty along with other faOtors det4rmines
intelligibility. Thus the burden falls back on finding a mpans to quantify
linguistic similarity directly.

Many techniques have been -propoped for quantifying specific- aspects of
lingusitio siiilarity. The most widely uaed is lexicostatistics, which measures the

-degree. of simifarity in -barrio vooabulary" between languages. The method was
developed by Morris Swadesh (195o 1952, 1955, also Lees 1953). Helpful discussions
are given by Gleason (1959) lechinsky (1956)9 HYMOS (1960), and Sanders (A.
Sanders 1977a).

A number of met .ds' for
phonost4tistioe, have been p .4.-ed.
and acceptance that lexicostaistic

quantifying phonological m4milarity, or.
However, none has gained the widspread use

is. This is probably because'tha development
of phonostatistics was nearly ten years later and -because phonostatistios is
computationally more complex. The most promising methods have been developed by
Grimes and hgard (1959), McKaughan'(1968),.and Lad!foged (1970) Ladefoged and others
1972:62-65). Elsewhere I give a review, of these and nine other phonostatistic
methcids (Simons 19770.

A fewr attempts it quantifying grammatical similarity haVe been made but with
limited success. Again, . these methods have not enjdyed ak widespread use or
aOceptance.-. In generig, these grimpaticial methods require a gqqd analysis and
understanding of the grammars which are being compared.. For this reiaop they 'are
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not applicable to che language survey situation, unless the investigator has a very
good idea of what the grammars will be like on the baais of comparative study.'
Methods of grammatical statistics have fa/len Into two major categories.. The first
computes measures of asaociation between dialects by comparing them.for the presence
or absence of key morphological or syntactic features (Kroeber and ,Chr6tien 1937,

1939, Elleard 1959, Simona 1977c:172-3, see also Capell 1962). The second eomputes
typological indices which characterize single dialects aa to their pOsitipn along
sete dimension of language structuring. For instance, an "index of sydthesis"
measures the average number of,morphemes per word. Comparisons betwAn dialects are
achieved by comparing their indices (Greenberg 1960, Kroeber 1960, Voegelin and
others 1960, Voegelin 1961, Moore 1961). Bender and Cooper (1971) used a third
method which reaembles lexicostatiatics more than either of the above typological

, methods. Their intelligibility tests were based on six texts that were translated
into each of the six dialects they were testing (see Section 2.2.4). They were thus
able to make morpheme by morpheme compariaons of the translated texts and compute
the percentage of grammatical morpheme, (as opposed to root morphemes) which were
the same for each pair of dialects. These measures of grammatical association were
then dorrelated, with measured intelligibility; the .results were largely
inconolusivP.

Quantifications of semantic similarity have not yet been used by linguists to
my knowledge. Such a method could follow the 'first method 'described above for

grammatical statistics. Each pairlpf dialects would be compared for the presence or
absence of key semantic oppositions. The work of Berlin and Kay (1969) on color
terms contains the information and analysis necessary to quantitatively compare 98
languages of the wdrld on the semantics of their color terminology. Furthermore,
,-their work develops d methodology which could be applied for the remaining
languages. Other semantic domains which have been well studied are kinship
terminology and.body 'part terminology. Another possible approach is Charles
Osgood's semantic differential technique, which is a method for quantifying and
comparing meaning (Osgood and others 1957, Snider and Osgood 1969).

At the present time, the prospects for a composite quantification of linguistic
similarity are not good. A number of phonostatistic methods exist, but none has
been widely used, mainly because the computations ate complex. Good techniques for
gathering and quantifying data on grammatical and semantic similarity, at east in

the dialect aurvey situation, are still in the future.

Lexicostatisties remains as the most widespread and readily available"means for
quantifying linguistic similarity. The. analysis -in the next section of this
chapter, especially Section 5.2.5, demonstrates that lexical similarity is a good

predictor of intelligibility and thus must be viewed as a useful approximation to a
measure or linguistic similarity. Nevertheless, many invtstigators have avoided or

belittled the.use Of lexicostatistics. There are at least three reasons for this.

First, the pitfalls of glottochronology with its assumptions of a universal
rate of change and the requirement of independent change, and the ensuing misuse of
lexicostatistics in studies of linguistic .history, have tainted the image of
lexicostatistics. However, if we take lexicostatisttes at "%face value for merely

,what it is, "word stattstics", it is free from these'assumptions and probleils.
Under theae conditions it actually proves to be an effective predietor of
intelligibility. That is, sitilarity of basic vocabulary is a more reliable
indicatoi. of intelligibility between languages than it is Of the historical time

depth between languages. Elsewhere (Simons 1977d:14-17) I have contraated the
methods of synchronic lexicostatistics and diachronic lexicostatistics and shown
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that the future of the synchronic use of it is bright while that of the diachronio
use is not.

Second, lexical similarity is o'nly
investigators have thus been leery
similarity. However, th6 results in

one aspect of linguistic similarity. Some
of dependini; on it to estimai.e linguistic
the next section indicate that lexical

similarity alone is a good predictor of intelligibility, and therefore approximates
linguistic similarity as well. The results do not suggest that phonological,
grammatical, and semantic similarity are not important, but 'simply that degree of
lexical similarity parallels the degree of phonological, grammatical, and !semantic
similarity. This would implk that change in these other aspects of language tends
to keep abreast of change in vocabulary. This is not always the case, but it
Probably averages out. For instance, Grimes (1974:267) has shown that French and
Catalan group more closely with Spanish and Portuguese than_ witH Italian on the
basis of phonostatistics (Grimes and Agard 1959, Grimes 1964) but they geoup more
closely with Italian on the basis of lexicostatistlos (Rea 1958). The reason isthat the one measure is sensitive to a heavy lexical borrowing in French from
Italian around the Renaissance period, while the other measures sound change.
However, for the rest of Romance, the two groupings agree.

Finally, it has been suggested that lexicostatistic measures are not as
appropriate as phonostatistic measures in assessing linguistic similarity fordegrees of 41anguage divergence where intelligibility 13 atill expected. McKaughan
(1964), in an analysis of linguistic relations among a number of dialects in the Neu
Guinea highlandt, used three Methods: lexicostittistics, phonostatistics, andstructural comparison. In conclusilp he suggested that each method was most useful
within certain ranges of linguistic aivergence: phonoStatisic methods are mostapplicable where there is slight divergence, lexicostatistic methods where there ismoderate divergence, and struotural comparisons, where there is wide divergence
(McKaughan 1934:118). Ladefoged (1968:5, Cased 1974:118-9) has suggested that since
we expect intelligibility only between highly similar dialects, phonostatistic
methods may be more useful than lexicostatistic or grammatical methods in predicting
intelpgibility. On the basis of these suggestions amd possibly the "other two
factors mentioned already Casad (1974:118-119) does not even considerlexicostatistics in his chapter, on alternative ..approaches for assessing
intelligibilty.

The results in Section 5.2 do not prove or disprove MoKaughan's hypothesis.They do show, however, that any assumption that' lexicostatistic measures are not
sensitive enough 'within the range of linguistic divergence apropriate to the range
of intelligibility is ill founded.

5.2 Lexical similarity and intelligibility

5.2.1 Overview of the data and method

This study of the relationship between lexical similarity and intelligibility
13 based on ten field studies conducted in various parts of the world. These'
studies were conducted by ten investigators in ten different language groups. Thegroups span three continents -- Africa, Oceania, and North America. The specific
areas'involved are Ethiopia, Uganda, Papua New Guinea, the Polynesian islands,Mexico, Canada, and the United States. Not only were the circumstances of eacbtofthe studies different; so were the methodologies. In spite of all th,pe
differeilcebsi the degree of convergence between the results of.all these field
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studies i3 very striking. Section 5.2.4 SilOWS that eight of these studies point to
almost exactly the Same underlying relationship between lexical similarity and,
intelligibility.

In each field study the percentage of intelligibility'between dialects in the
study area WSS measured. Corresponding to each measurement of intelligibility iS a
measure of the lexical similarity between the same two dialects. These measures are
expreaaed as a cognate percentage.. Eaoh pair of Measurementa, an intelligibility
percentage with a cognate percentage, is treated as one case in the stetistical
analysis. The smallest study oontains oply nine casea, while the largest atudy
contains seventy-seven. The avertle size iS twenty-four oases. The complete
details about each study, including the souroes of the data, SOMe notes on the
methodologies used, and a listing of the raw data are found in Appendix i.

The analysis begins in Section 5.2.2 by examining the reaults obtained from the
raw data. In Section 5.2.3 the analysis iS refined by removing some of the effects
of social factors from the predicting model. In-Section 5.2.4 the prediction of
intelligibility by lexical similarity iS further sharpened by adjusting the

intelligibility scores fol" measurement error. Final- conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.2.5. In Section 5.2.6 the data from the different field studies are
pooled and possible models for the universal relationship between intelligibility

and lexical similarity are exFlored.

Except for Section 5.2.6, the method of linear regression is used throughout
the analysis 'to find the relataonship between similarity and intelligibility. This

makes the assumption that the relationship between the two variables is a linear, or
sttaight line, one. A straight line plot says that a given amount of increase in
lefical similarity will give the same increase in intelligibility at any point along
the intelligibility scale. There is no theoret1dal reason why we should expect this
to be the actual case. For instance, the factor of redundancy would suggest that an
increase in similarity would have leas and less of an effect on intelligibility as
the intelligibility neared 100%. However, the scattergrams in Appendix 1.3 show no
consistent hint of nonlinearity. Thus linear techniques were used in the analysis
since they .are computationally the simplest.' The assumption of linearity is a
weaker one than the assumption of nonlinearity and is thus appropriate for a first

approximation. The use of nonlinear techniques should increase, not decrease, the
. degree of fit of the models. In Section 5.2.6, the data from eight studies are
pooled and nonlinear relationships are explored. Nonlinear models turn out to offer
a slight, but not statistically significant, improvement o4er the linear model for
the current data-

5.2.2 Results from the raw data

The data have been briefly described already in Section. 5.2.1. In Appendix
1.1, each of the ten sets df data is described more fully. In Appendix 1.2, all of
the data is listed. ,In Appendix 1.3, a scattergram showing the distribution of
intelligibility versus lexical similarity is plotted ror each of the,ten studies.
Below each scattergram, the following figures (see Section 4.4) are listed: the
number of cases,-the correlation coefficient, the significance, the standard error
of estimate, end the percentage of explained variation. In aldition, the line of

.best fit given by the regression analyski. On the full data is drawn ine6 the
scattergram as a solid line. The formula for this line 14 given at the base of the
scattergram.
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From the formula for the regression line, it is possible to compute-two other
helpful-quantities. The first is the predicted value of intelligibility when
lexical ,similarity is 100%; the second is the value of lexioal similarity when the

'predicted value of intelligibility is 0%. The first quantity, the predicted value
of intelligibility for 100% lexical similarity, gives a measure of naturalness for

. the prediction equektion.. The regression line should predict 100% intelligibility
when lexical similarity is-also 100%. The nearness of the predibted value to 100%
gives a measure of naturalness for the prediction equation. The second quantity,
the value .of lexical similarity for a predicted intelligibility of 0%, offers a
means of comparing the convergence of the ten different studies. Ideally, at the
upper end of the regression line, the lines for all ten studies should converge on
the point at (100%, 100%). At the lower end, however, where the lines interamot the
similarity axis, the lines fan out indicating the differences between studies.. The
points at which the 'predicting lines intersect the similariq axis give agood means
of comparing the degree to which the regression lines from the different studies are
the same cr different.

In Figure 5.1 the regression lines from the ten different soattergrams in
Appendix 1.3 are superimposed on the same graph. Note that all ten studies show the
same general trend, a regression line which starts in the lower left and rises to
the upper right. There is a general convergence toward the (100%, 100%) point;
however, it is not ver'y strong. The predicted values of intelligibility for 100%
lexical similaPity range feom 68% to 102%4 This explains most ot the crisscrossing
of the prediction lines.

In Figure 5.2 the key statistics from Appendix 1.3 are compiled into a summary
table. For each of the ten studies, the following figures are given: the number of
cases (N), the percentage of explained variation (%EV), the correlation coefficient
(Corr), the significance of the correlation coefficient (Sig), the standard error of
estimate (SEE), the predicted intelligibility for 100% lexical similarity (Lex-100),
and the lexical similarity for 0% predicted intelligibility (Int-D). In the top
portion of the table the figures for each,of the ten studies are given; in the
bottom portion they are summarized. Four figures are given in the summary: the
minimum observed value, the maximum observed value, the mean (or the average) of the
ten observed values, and the standard deviation from the mean. The standatd
deviation is a measure of dispersal around the mean. Roughly speaking, it tells_the

Aaverage amount by which the observed values differ frem the mean.

The data can be summarized as follows. The ten studies contain, on average, 24
cases. The percentage of explained variation ranges from 18% to 97% with an average
of 65%. The average correlation coeffiCient is .79140. In only one study, ,Biliau,
is the significance doubtful; in all other casea the probability of a spurious
correlation is less than one in a thousiind. The averige standard error of estimate
for predictiChs of intelligibility is 13%. The predicted values of intelligibility
for 100% lexical similarity range from 69% to 102%, with an average of 90%. The
standard deviation of 84% for the points at which the regression lines cross the
similarity axis, gives an indication of how scattered the prediction lines based on
raw data are.

5.2.3 Controlling for nonsymmetric social factots

In the average case, lexical similarity alone accounts for 65% of the variation
in raw intelligibility scores% 35% of the variation in intelligibility i'emains
unexplained. In this section, almost'one half% of this unexplained variation 'is
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Lgure 5.1 Plots for full raw data
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Figure 5.2 Statistics for full raw data

N %EV Corr Sig SEE Lex-100

Biliau 9 18.1 .42487 .2543 6:1 94.7

Huang 21 49.3 .70232 .0004 11.8 68.8

Ethiopia 30 71:.6 .84592 .0001 16.2 91.2
. 0

Iroquois 14 66.0 .81267 .0004 21.0 75.0

Mazatec 19 65.1 .80659 .0001 13.1 95.1

Polynesia 77. 74.6 .86350 ,.0001 14.4 91.6

Siouan 25 64.9 .80543 .0001 18.1 102.5

Tr,1que 15 58.5 .76503 .0009 11.2 99.2

Uganda 10 81.8 .90457 .0003 12.8 80.3

Yuman 25 96.6 .98310 .0001v 7.0 97.9

AmNf
Minimum. 9 18.1 .42487 .0001 6.1 68.8

Maximum 77 96.6 .98310 .2543 21.0 102.5

Mean 24 64.6 .79140, .0257 13.,2 89:6

Deviation 19 -19.8 .14198 .0762 4.4 10.6

0 )

Int-0

-233.5

15.3

25.1

50.6

46.1

42.3

76.6

29.4

39.4

52.Q

-233.5

76.6.

14.3

8441



attributed to social factors, specificalry, to the effeáts of nonsymmetric social
relationa which can be observed in the intelligibility data.

-
A basic model for explaining intelligiblity has already been introduced in

Section 4.3. There it was suggested that intelligibility has two components, a
linguistic similarity-based component-and a social contact-haeed component. 'In

terms of a partitioning of variation this model can be expressed as,

total variation in intelligibility m
variation explained by linguiatio faqtors +
variation explained by sobial factor40

In the previous section, we investigated only the contribution of linguistic
similarity (specifically, lexical similarity) to explaining intelligibility. It
then follows from the preceding formula that the variation due to sociallsactors is
as yet a component of the unexplained var4ation.

The data do not include measurements.of.relevant social factors; therefore, it

is not possible to do a full investigation of the contribiltion of social factors.
However, there is one property of intelligibility which pointa to the,' presence of
social factors and that is nonsymmetry. Dialect A may understand g better than B
understands A, or vice versa. According to our basic model this must be explained
by the presence of nonsymmetric relations of linguistic aimilarity or nonsymmetrio
social relationi. Lexical similarity, our current approximation to linguistic
similarity, is a symmetric measure. That is, the percentage of cognates from g to A
is always the same as that from A to B. If there are,any nonsymmetric linguistic
factore these also would appear in the model in the unexplained category.

There are therelore two possible hypotheses: that nonsymmetric intelligibility
relations are explained by nonsymmetrip° linguistic relationa' or by nonsymmetric
social relations. I am assuming in these data that they are due to nonsymmetric
social relations. The sources do provide some evidence for this, while they provide
no evidence for the alternative hypothesis that nonsymmetric intelligibility is
explained by nonsymmetric linguistic relations. Of the ten studies, only Sankoff
address the latter possihility but,concludes that there is no basis for accepting
the hypothesis. She observes that ffor the Huang data, explaining "non-reciprocal
intelligidility n the baais of phonetic differences between the codes gives
equivocal resulta" f (1969:847, 1968:183). Other writers, for instance Wurm and
Laycock (1961:129-1 2) and St. Clair (1974a:93-5,1974b:146-7)., have attempted to

explain nonrecipro al intelligibility in term of asymmetric linguistic relations,
but their evidence s impressionistic rather bhan empirical. While I do not denY
that linguistic r lations contribUte to nonreciprocal intelligibility, the evidence
which demonstrates the extent to which they do i preiently lacking.

The sourqea do give evidence eor nonaythmetric intelligibillty 'caused by'

nonsymmetric social relations, For the giliau data, which were collected by my wifg
and myself, intelligibility relations in the-direotion of giliau village are greater
bhan those directed away from giliau. This is because that village is the political
and economiC center for the'region. At giliau are located an airstrip, a harbor; a,
kimary achool,.a medical clinic, and a' mission station. For the guang data,
Sankoff (1969:847) iiotee that ithe nonsymmetric intelligibility is explained by

, contact ariaing from travel routes down' the river valley"-toward' the government
station. For the Ugandan data, Ladefoged, Glick, and Criper (1972:76)ebeerve that

, in the one ease of donsymmetric intelligibility, the better understood -dialect "is

spoken in the capital of the ccuntri, and haa more time on the radio than anY other



Ugandan language."

The presence of these nonsymmetric social relations shows up in, the
intelligibiltty relations as significantly different scores fOr.communication in
both directions between the'same two dialects. In such cases we assume that the
higher intellligibility score of the pair is boosted by nonsymmetric social

, relations (that.is, boosted by contact and learning). By removing cases where this'
boosting is detected, it is possible to control for the oontribution that
nonsymmetric social relations make to explaining intelligibility.

Nevertheless, there itill remain cases where a social. relation that is
symmetric can boost intelligibility in both directions and go undetected by this
method. A good example is the Biliau data. In that study the twd most divergent
dialects are only three hours' walking distance away and there is a lot of contact
in both directions. These cases must.be relegated to the category of Unexplained
Variation.

now,

A more,00mplete model for the decomposition of variation in intelligibility is

' total vatiation in intelligibility =

variation explained by lexical similarity +
variation explained by nonsymmetric factors +

unexplained variation

where unexplained variation includes nonlexical askects of linguistic similarity,
symmetric social relations, and measurement error.

This model suggests that if the effects of nonsymmetric social factors can be
controlled, then unexplained variation will decrease. This hypothesis can be tested
with the data from the ten field studies. The method used is to remove cases from
the sample in which a boosting ot intelligibility due to nonsyMmetric social factori 4-

is suspected, and then to repeat thescorrelation and regression analysis. Such
cases were found by inspecting the data. First the symmetric pairs pf cases we're
found. A symmetric pair of cases.is two cases which.measure communication in bah

, directions between the same two dialects. If one of the intelftgibility scores in"
the symmetric pair is significantly higher than the other, then that cese is dropped
from the sample. To judge a significant difference, it was not possible to make
tests of significance since the reported date'do not contain standard devili4ons for
the intelligibil ty measurements. Instead a simple rule of thumb was Used: if one

--score was 10 ., 'more greater than the other then it., was considered to be
significantly high.;e The cases thut removed from the sample are indioated in
Appendix 1.2 by an 4X" in,the "Excluded" column. In the scattergrams in Appendix i

1.3, the excluded-pointS are plotted as "X," while the remaining points are pkottea
as circles. Examination of the'scattergrams shows Shat the excluded points, in

. general, lie well above the regression line. Thtvt are oints, however, which are
further from the regression line 'thah the excluded points. These 'ate prObabiy
examples of undetected symmetric social factots which bo st intelligibility% '

,
.

In the scattergrams in Appendix 1.3, a second regre sion line is cfrawh in .as
dashed line.. This is the regression line for only thosei Points plotted as circles.
Below the scattergrams two sets of statistical computations are given. The first
set is for all of the data points; the second aet is For the circle points only,
the points which remain when the "Xm points are excluded.' The statistici computed
for the data with exclusions are compiled into a sulmmarfr table in Figure 5.4e The

1,4;\

1
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_ .
ormat of this table is the same.as thai Of Figure 5.2 explained, previously. In'
Figure 5.3, regression lines for the_teh,studies with the "X" points'excluded are-
superimposed ip one graph. This graph paraflels Figure 5.1: ,.

,
,

.

The effect on the results of-controllincjoe nonsymmetric sopiaI factors can be-
seen by comparing Figure 5:14. with Figul'e 5.2. .. The average humber of cases
reduced from. 24 to 20; thus, on.aVerage, four cases'were removed from:each study
The changr,inpercentage of explained variation is-substantial; it rises9from 65% to
811. This 16% additional explained variation,aupports,the original'hypothesis that
nonsymmetric social factors are An important element in explaining intelligibility, -

The other ,dtasures of .predicting aCcJacy. and reliability show, comparable ,

,improvemints: 'the correlation coefficAents' increase 6by 10564 on avePage, the ,, ,

averagelagnificance improv.es nearly ten times,,and the stand rd..error of estimate
4scress6 trom 13% to"10%.' There is no significant change the average predicted'
valu of intelligibility for 'complete lexical similarAtyr; 1 is Atill below 90% with
a standard deyiation exceeding 10%. There is,,hOwever, an iimproyemelit'in ehi degree

'- to which ihe prediition lines of the different studies fan outthia is seen by the
'decrease, from 84 to .40 in the standard- deviatfon of theApoint-atwOic'h..the-lines..',

.

cross the similarity axie. ,
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'
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5.2.4 Controlling for intelligibilay measurement:ierror
,

'4 k , .- ;-

':,40 .I. p
, ,

.. -,

,. Not-all cripectite meAdurement error need ',.bek.Classified 'as unexPIained.
.,

.

---N variatio . (' _One asp' t.. of measui.ement errior in .ihtelligibility scopes can be:'
acliusted or.- In therilminiatration of intelpgibilityatiAts, subjeats sdlam,get A '

. ,_t.

.perfectresult onotheitest,fromAheir oWn '-dialeCt. Howevei-, ,they,''theoretically
shoUld .undehseand their oWn form of apeech4petifealh! ?hen test results:indicate

,

-that tvy do "nOt, t'ese results are 13est interpreted as pbinting to'deficiencies- in
the abilitieb of' e _subjelt, "inthe conatfUctiol- of the 'test,. pr An:the-7V.
administration Of the teat. It. As possible4-Wicontrqls fon these .kinds of

, .meleaurement ,eh prors by adstd.ng17w. intelligik1 ty 'sclAFes on the basis of

--beyond theTeach of SuCh adhatments are sampiinee, Ors;,that is;,-.those whidh have

performante on.the qometOwnte#t. TO kinda of errors Which. still 1ie.i

to'do with hOW well the4gro4p ot*bjests reOesen4 the, tiihole ,cOmmunity arid -how
well the text represents.the langua4e.as a Whole.- -4..., :' :.'"; '. -, . u.. ..

. -1, . .4"1
0

. , . '11 ,
%, t i .

$ V
. . ..

I. - The need for hometown scOre edjuattents in the Oata-of the,tentield studies ia -iiiho

.. .seen in Fl.gure"5.5.% Thde table ihOws-the distribution.of hometOWn acorebfkieriPh
of the tOn-field studies.: Thr first,col4mn gives 'ei-or :lowest Measured' hOilletoim ,

sccirtik the secOnd, column ,gives the.h1ghest'hOmetolm-scorie4shd the pird og4etn-
, .,listsjope:averallie hometoWn".s re'. iotethat in the'aase '011.3., the. -Buang _study: tik. f

averatie ihqmetown soore le nlY"69%._ TakerCat faCle vtape, thl..6'huggests:that,the
Bualig itlijager can understand'o 4 69% of what hla4.ne1ghbor; stays to Thim. ,ThAs.
otrviouisl..ie AApterue'. 9n the other liadd,lin the,Trique study' the average hometoin.

F7

.
T score 'is a; highoas 98%.. Themlast row cif Figute 5,5 shows thafloverall.the hotetown! '

scores.rapse, from, a.low of 41,%,0 a high of,1O01 ieith an ayertge.ilometown ,epore -qf
90%. , ,The.: wille idiffeierise :ip average hosietown scores between individual7studlits

.'acoOunts,for'uts .somp.tering or ehe regresaibn'lines.in.FigUres,50 and.,5.3, iri,.the
top right hinacornei;. of the.grflpha,. .Theapretio41y9.!elkthe lines. .phbuld-obpverge
on the Point'.C100%,:.100%1Howeyeru. becrauS* ihe.saierage hometown soPre.74rietrom

'69% !.o.,98%,-)otdo.thi predicted varusa orfnbeiligibilit4,whendexical.4i
.

Milepityis
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Figuie 5.3 Plote for raw intelligibility with exolusione
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Figure.5.4 Statistics for raw in.telligibilfty

SC

Biliau 6

Buang 15

Ethiopia _23-

Iroquois 12

kazatec

.
'Polynesia'.
Sicivan

67

-20

Teigue.' 11

Uganda' '. '9

.Yuman ,. 21

MiniMum - 6

MaXim.UM. . 61

Mean ; 4 20

Deviation 16

S.

^

\,

4

with exclusions

%EV Corr . Sig SEE' -Lex-100 Int-0

74.2 .4161-56 .0274' 3.2 93.4 -79,. 9,
1 65.8 ..81090,_ ._0002 ,10.7 68.0 31.1'

75.1
Q

.86677 .000r 16.A. 26.8 ",

80.9 .8p944 .0001 15.8 72.7 52.8

,84672 .0001 12.1 . 96.3 50.6

83. .91091 .0001 11.5 88,.3 43.5

74..2 .86.156 '.0001 15.9 160"1.6 77.9

88.7. .04174 .0001 67 98.9 47.8

96.1 .,9801.0 .0.001 '6.3 80.1 45.1
, ge

98.1-,, .99066 .0001 5:2 t 94.4', 52.2

4..

65.8 .81090 .0001 . 3.2 68.0.

P

98.1 .99966 .0274 16.1 '1100.6. 77.9
. s

80.8 A9704 .0028 10.4 03.1 34.8

10.1 .05590
1

,ocon '.4.5 -10.6 40.4
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Figure 5.5 Distribution of hbmetown scores

Loweit .Highest

Biliau r92 95

Average

7.

. Huang
. 67 73 . 69

Ethiopia 81 99 91
.Irdquois 46 83 73
Mazatec. 89 . 100 94'
Polynesia'

. Siouan
'.93
87

98
106

96
93

a 1'.

:Trique 97 99 98
Uganda' 79 82 go
Yuman 84 , 96 92 ,

CombAd
. 46 100 90

. a.,

_raised ta' 100% has two effeoti. irsto.by oompensating for measurement error
it decreases the pount of unexplained variation 141 the model. .Seoond, and mostim rtant-it d es the resulti of'different field studies more comparable. When
th ometpwn &cores n,the Buang study average 69%, while'the hometown scores in the
T. ue study average 98%,. tt is very difficult to compare the, two "studios, tb
fzie sill.,ine "if they uggest a common trend. .Howiver, when all of the intelligibility
so res are adjusted to raise the hometousoores to 100%; the results- of all the
d ffirent, ,itudies. aro put on the slime Abele of measurement. They-can then be
c pared dtreotly td one aiother and the cases:from th 'different studies ,oan Amon ,.,

b joined 'into one laisge set of data.yThe effect in tho plot Of regressimilines
( tiown in Figur* 5.6) is that the linee obnviiree muoh more Sharply-toward the (100%,

, .00%) pbint. ' . .

,

The disbreeancy between the hom wn sooie-and' 100 oan be attributed to ono of
thi.ee things: a learning curvet.,the ubjeot!s, abilitlest' lor, tept dioiefloiös
Depending upon the souroe of thi di repanoy, three &MI-441i mithods (iambs Used
to adjust the intelligibility :worst to qrsalize tiy, hometown spoor... tO 100%. The

Athree .sources of discrepancy .and the ththôds.used to coMpensate for them are as .

fqllows: -
,

-
41 4

(1) Leai.niag curve - The Mont:Own test
takes. This );$ so be .0sh learn:to fake the
dialebt differences at the. Alamo .time:'

V.

hould bethe fitst test whiCh,a subjeot
st Pithout having to _contend-with
n spite,of efforts to explain how the,

' testing will be done and of even having.a preliminary warm,up test, it oomld 4e the
Case that the 'Subject ArieLstiI1 1earriing how to take th test when he took the
.hometown test. ,This pould r,ult.in errofs.On the hometown eest. We may be *Ole to
assume .that these errors affect bay' the hometown teet and"-by the time.the subject

.to the spoond teat there will be no moreAluch errors. 'The solUtion for
adjusting inelligibility acoreein.this case' is to.rsAsq alk-the hometown soores to
100%.While leaving .the remaining ectoreagnohinted.^.3Thie method of -adjuiting is
parfibUlarly appropriate whenlhometownlooree are ver.y near1y,100%. imid (19_74:32)
41als, suggested--that-as resulte,frOm 1.ntluigibiiity, testing becOme so reliablkthat
.11ometown-scorts-*Y-approach'100%, thiiicind of adjustment is most approprlate.

s

.

1,
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'(2)-Svbject abilittes - It could .be that the subject was _forgetful or
unintelligent or uncomfortable in"the testing situation. '1r this.were the'case we
_would expect,theae k minds of factors to effect-not juat the hometdv. test, `but
tests which that subject took. The Solution then would be to adjust,all'of a

.-autilject's (or group of subjecinp,)-acoree on the basis of the sd,ore received, on the
hometown Otist. That is, the hometown score will be raised tq 100%,and all other
scores will be raised in a compaPable Manner. Ihe rátipnale behind such an

adjustment isthat no subjecta should be expecte& to do better on in intelligibility
test than they" did on their own hometown test.

(3) Test deficienciel It could be that the text-on whicWthe test waS based
was difficult in subject matter; that the recording was of a poor quality, that

questions. were iMproperly phraaed, or that the,tekt waa aegmented in inappropriate
'Spots. If thia:were'the case; the-deficiencies in the test would ,affect not only
the hometown scbres for that test, but also all the Scores for that test. ;The
_solution then would be to adjust ali the scores-Obtained on a.particular test on the
basis of the score_obtained by the hometown dialect. The rationale here is" that no

_.subjecte should be expected to do,better on a tett than the hometown pedople Oid..
%

In the adjustmenta for subject abllities and iest deficiehcim-wher4 not only
the-hometown score is adj sted tut, also all 'the- other scores, there are two
strat4ies which can 6e used lo make the adjustment: proportional or constant. In

:the proportional adjustment; the adjusted score is obtained by dividing the raw
score by the hometown score and multiplying by 100 to bring the resulta back to a
percentage .range. The effect is ithat, all scores' are raised by an amount
proportional to ,the size of the raw score. In a constant adjustment, the adjusted

0sogre is Atained by adding to the raw-score the difference ,between 100% .and ,the
hometown scdre. . The effect here is that all scores are adjusted by adding i
constant amdunt. As a result, the constant adjustment always.Srields a 41obr4 greater
than the proportional adjUstment'for scores less than 100%.

1.,

we*

The're are thus five possible methods.for.adjusting a raw

.

ligibility score:

.

(1) hometown,
adjuated = rdw scoie is'a hometown score;

= raw -score, otherwise

(-2) proportional for Subject,
sadjusted = (raw / hometoWn score for sublect) x 100

(3) constant for subject,
adjusted = raw4 100 - hometown for subject

m"

(4) propdrtional for.test,
adjusted = (raw / hoMetown score for test) x,100

(5) constant for test,
adjusted = raw + 100 - hometown. score for test

Actually, there is no .rea8on to believe that.for any given set 9f data Only
Or adjustment ia needed. That is, it is probably closer tb reality that the effect)
of leaening curve, subjeot abilities, mid test deficiencibs could be simultantdously'
affecting all the results. To find the combination of adjustments whi(Ph gives
optimal .results, however,' would, ire-, the analvis beyond--9e techniques of

e

e.

..
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.correlation addregression and into the field of dynamic programming. Th6s far this
has not been attempted; only the effects of one adjustment at a time have been
.studied.

No previou$ ihvestigators haVe come up with suggestions about whi6h adjustments
am.most appropriate- -for what,situations. Thus all fimftadjustmente were made on

41,1 caies'in the data sample in order to find the fidjustment' which was .most
aepropriate for each set of data. .The rationale used'for selecting One adjustment
as the best is explained in the next paragraph. In the listing of the raw data 'tn
Appendix 1.2, the hometown score for the subject-and the hometown score,for the test
4re listed tor -each data case. These values, along with -the raw intelligibility
Acore, plug into the above formulas to compute the adjusted scores. The complete
Set Of adjütted scores 13 not listted in ttie appendix,. Only one adjusted score it

'listed for each case. This /3 the scot* which wap seliâted as most approprfat,eT for
the given- sat ,of' data. In'the description of the data sets in Appendix 1 4, 'the

. adjustment used-for'each set is listed.' -

The rationale for teleoting-one method'of adjustment as most.appropriate for .a
given, set ,cf data is based on two main assumptigns. The first'is that there is.a

relationsnip between intelligibility and lexical siiiilarity. The second is '

.that the effects ,of learning urve,1 sublect abilities, and test deficiencies
introdUce measurement errott which pertUtb, not enhance, the regularity of the
relationship. From theta assumptions it follows that ad adjustment which brings Out
a greater regularity is likely, to be neareethe actual underlying relationship than

. one whichAtduces the regularity,. To evalUate the effects 'of 'the different
; adjustment methods, eacn or the fiVe possible adjustments was performed on each of

the tem data. sets. For each data set the methods were compared to find the one
which brought :out the most:tegulirity fr6m the-raw data. Threecrtteria were used'
"to-judge thl Maximiztng ehe percentage of eXplained variation, miallimizing the
deviation frpm 100%, of the vredicted value of intelitgibility for 100% lexical
similarity, indjainimizing the deviatioin from the mean of Ve value of lexioil
similarity jor- 0% intelligibility. The first fiat to do wAth regularity within the

,particular set (of data;,the second two have to do with regularity:'between sets of
data and with a ,theoretical,norm. Never were the-three brittria met in the same
adjUstment method. :"Tt was therefore.necassary.to make a,rather subjective judgement
as'to which ad,dustment game the "best-combin0. effect. The oomplete.set _of ,figures
on which' these judgmönts were bash_and a fuller explanation bf theit,meaning are
given in Appendix 1.4'so that- the interested' reader can better understand -and
Wvaluate the'selection process used.

,

.
,
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In Appendix ti.5. new scattergrams for eagh of the data'sets are plotted. 'This
, time legical siMilarity is plotted egainst-adjusted intelligibility scores. Again,

- the ci$es .demonstra,tlhg an'intelligibaity 0003t from honsymmetric social itactOns
are plotted as "x" and'the others-are plotted AA circles. As before 'in Appendix
1.3, the two-regreesion'qinea arejOrawn in-and the key statistics are listed bilow

,the scattergram. '.f.t. ,

q...,. ..91,4

Injigu're.56 the regression linpst foithe ten sets of adjusted data with 'NI
4,

'points exclUded arglOwerimposed in Ai graph: Wcbmparing this gragh with Figures
.5.1 and 5.3, tsfo t ings-are to'be no,tlid. Firsethere is a much sharper convergence'
75f the 'predicting lines to'llarq the (100%, 1000mpOint. AleoOnd, the fanning. Out pf

opthe lines'at the'bottom of theAraph has been narrowed. Thi rcsAlt is that:^010
eight lines, which lie in the middle yeryhearfy-represent, the same underlying '-.

relationship between'ldkical similaray and'intelligihility, - , . . .

'
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Figure 5 .6 Plots for,adjusted intell'ig ibil ity
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The details of the ten prediction lines are summarized in Figure -5.7. The
format of this table is identfcal to that of Figures 5.2 and 5.4.

The effect of adjusting.intelligibility scores can be seen by comparing Figure
.

5.7 with Figure 5.4, the suiamary,for the previous stage in the analysis. The
increase in pefcentage of explained variation is only 3.5%. Changes in the
correlation coefficient, significance, and seandard error of estimate are likewise
minor. The significant changes are in the final two values, "Lex-100" and "Int-0".
The average predicted intelligibility for 100% lexicai'siiilarity ;i*ea from 88% to
99%; the standard deviation for this value,l0proves sharply from 11% to 3%. With
adjustea intelligibility scores, tAPprediaions therefore give a natural result --
that completely similar dialect%.share complete intelligibility. The variatioh
between the prediction lines it the lower end As also reduced; the standard
deviation for the point at which the lines cross the similarity axis is reduced from
40 to 25. If the two sets of data on the periphery (Biliau and Siouan) are not
,considered, the degree of agreement between the other eight studies stands out. The
standard deviation for thp crossing point.is only 8.8, with the mean at '43.8%
lexical similarity.

r

In comparing the effects ofdlontrolling for nonsymmetric social factors and
controlling for ihelligibility measurement error, the following can be observed.
The control for social-factors improves the prediction accuracy within the various
studies; the aajustment of riw intelligibility scores improves the agreement of
predictions between studies. . In other words, the one decreases variationwithin
stutlies while the other dedreases variation between studies.

5.2.5 Conclusions

The goal of this analysts has'been to see how wel l lexical similarity predicts
The purpose has been twofold: first, to determine the

relation5hip between intelligibility and degree of. linguistic similarity, and
second, to determine how well lexical similarity can function as an approximation to
linguistic similarity. The main statistic which has been .used to evaluate the
results is the percentage of explained variation. At each atep in the analysis the
goal.has bee% to eXplain more variation in intelligibility than was explained in the
previous 'etep by incorporating a new factor into.the model to account'for some of

.the previously uneicplained variation. The final Step has produced the following
- model to explain variition in

total variation in intelligibility 2

variation explained by lexical similarity'+
variation explained by nonsymMetric social factors +.
wariation explained by intelligibility measurement error'+
unexplained variatiOn'

,
. .where pnexplained variations includes variation due, ,o nonlexical aspectt of

linguistic similarity, symthetric,social.reiatiOns, intelligibilitf measurement .error
not accoUnted for by hometown acore adjustment (mainly sampling errors), an4 lekical
Similarity measurement error.

4
In Sectton.5.2.2 we found that,on the average lexicalsimil'a4ty alone expiaims.

,a.

'9
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Figure 5.7 Statistics fo-r adjusted

with exclusions

N %EV Corr Sig . SEE

Biliau 6 77.2 .87855 .0212 4.5

,46 Buang 15 65.5 .30949 '.0003 15.6

Ethiopia 23 78.9 .88827 .0001 16.3

Iroquois 12 88.6 .94,131 .0001 15.9

Mazatec 17 77.6, .88111 .0001 11.7

Polynesia 67 84.3 .91840 ,0001 11.0

giouan' 20 79.9, .89298., .0001 14.9

A'
Trique 11 90.0 ..e98174 .0001 -6.5

Uganda 9 96.4 .98174 ;0001 7.4

Ytiman .9971,5 .0001 2.8

Minimbm. 6 65.5 .80949 '.0001 2.8

Maximum 67 99.4 .99715 .0212 16.3

1

.

Mean 20 8301' .91376. .0022 10.7
.

Deviatibn .16 9.6 .05276 .0063 4.8
'

intelligibility..

Lex-100 Int-0

98,1 -24.6

-98:6 31.1

96.0 29.2

99.4 52.6

100.9 54.2

92.9 41.0.

105.8 78.8

100.6 49.4

98.8 44.9

10 _48.0

12.9: .-24.6

105.8 78.8

99.1 40.5 f

3.3 25.3

. et.,



65$ of the variation in raw intelligibility scorfes. In-Sectioa 5.2.3 we found that,
by excluding cases in which it was sutpected that nonspmetric sooial factors
boosted intelligibility, the percentage of explained variation wap increased to 81%.
We can therefore infer that the differenue.between these two pehentages, or 16%, is
the amount of linexplained variation in the original formulation which was due to .

nonsymmetric social'factors. In Section 5.2.4 we found that if Che cases which

s

explained 81$ of in intelligibility were adjuoted to control for some
aspect of intelligi lity measurement error, then the perCentage of explained
variation was raised to 84%. We dan therefore infer that the amount of unexplained
variation in the original formulation which was due to intelligibility measurement

4)

error w 3$. The decomposition of total variation 1.3 at follows:

variation due to leilcal similarity 65%
variation due to

nonsymmetric tocial factdrs. 15%

varAation due'to'

intelligibility measurement error 3%
untumialuesi Yariatian 1.111
total variation in intelligibikity 100%

This method.of decomposing variation is called a hierarchical one, in that the
; components in.the total variation are peeled off layer by.layer. If the order in

which the components are eWacted is changed, the magnitude 'of the percentage of
explained variation for each component may change slightly. For example, when the
effect or measUrement error is cpntrolled for first, and nonsymmetric social factors
second, the decomposition is as follows:

variation due to lexical similarity 65$
variation due-to

intelligibility measurement*: error "_5$
variation due to

nonsymmetric social factors" 14%

unexDlained variativa \Au
total variation in intelligibility 100%

c- . ...
.

.

,For the sake of interpreting,the 'results, thie latter ordering of the'deoomposition"
is perhaps more natural than the former. The former was followed-4'in the analysis
because the aocial"factors explained a duch greatler proporion of the yariabien than

il
did the intelligibility measurement error. By dontrolling for_the Aocial, factors
firsl'it was possible in the analysis' to select the Oethodsrof intelligibility Scbje
adjustment so at to give the most refined analysis for,the final resUlt.

In this latter decomposition, 701 octhe total variation irOntell ihility is ,

explained by the first two 'factors, lexical timilarity and int lligibj.lity' /
measurement error. This explanation of 70% of.the variation in intellig bil.it, has --*"

been Made with.recourse.to only two variables, measured intel-ligibility and Mea060, ,;,.:,.

s,.1.,lexical similarity-- . The control for intelligibility measurement eiTor coTes only -'
through a systematic transformation of the original*. measurements based s_,,,,Oit.

-measurement of hometown acores. Thus- no' additO.onal Variables are measifret Ate .\ 1
included ih the model. The fact that by -knowing only% ode thing.., about the
relationship -between .speech tommunities, the degree of lexical s1m4larity betigedp
them, we. can explain the intpligibility relations between themliith.70%.'accura6yie

'

1

A

4
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a dramatic result.
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Many investigators halo avoided the use of lexical comparison aa a means of
estimating intelligibility on the grounOs that there are so many other factors
involved: phonological similarity, grammatical Similarity, semantic Similarity,
social relationships, political relationships, economic relationships, and
geographi8 relationships. Nevertheless, for theae ten field studieil the .single
factor of lexical.similarity explains 70% of the variation in intelligibility in the
average case. The many other factors Serve only to account for the remaining 30$ of
unexplained variation. This does not necessarily mean that thesb other factors are
irrelevant or of only minor importance; rather, it probably indicates that. lexical
similarity parallels other aapects.of linguistic similarity and even some aspects of
contact such as measures o§...social and geographical* proximity.

, o

The implication for field research is clear: lexicostatistic comparisons are a
valuable tool in sociolinguistic research on' communication .between speech
communities, This is not only because they are'quick and easy, but also because
they serve as reasonable estimaterl of intelligibility.

The fact that the regression lines in Figure 5.6 agree to such a great extent
also has important implications. Eight out of tqp of the field studies ,point to )

nearly the same underlying relationship between lexical similarity and
intelligibility. This suggests that it is not vain to aearch for a uniyersal
relattonship between linguistic similarity and inherent intelligibility (that 16,
intelligibility based entirely on linguistic similarity.and not at all on learning
due to contact).

Of the two studies which do not fit the general,pattern, one predicts Aigher
intelligibility and the other predicta lower. In the Biliau study, the one whiCh
predicts higher ).ntelligibility, the cause is definitely aymmetric bobial relations.
The two most divergent dialects in that study are o51y three hours' walking d4tance
apart and there is a ldt of Contact between them in both directiona. in the Siouan
Study; the one which predicts lower intelligibility; the available data do, not
provide an answer. The cause may,lie in some aspets of linguistic similarity other
than cognate percentages. If this were .0o, then in only one out of ten field
studies dtd lexical similarlty fail ta parallel other aspects of linguistic

Raymond Gordon '(personal communication), one of the investigators in the Siouan.
-Survey, suggests that the low intelligibility .scores may reflect an unwillingness on
the part of the subjects to give a response when they were at all uncertain. This
is an interestihg hypothesis whioh deserves further attention in future
intelligibility. surveys. 'It suggests that this is one base where socio-cultural
factors in the test situation Would hardly affect the homqown 'Lest ,(since there
would be.little or no unoertainty) but would affect.the other tests. Therefore this
kind of -measurement error would go uhdetected by the raw score adjustment methods
discusAed tn Section 5.2.4:

'A final observation is that the results show a striking uniformity in spite of
the fact that the ten studies were conducted by ten different investigators, all ofA

wbom.used different methods for measuring intelligibility and different word 'lists'
and variation3 . in technique for Scoring lexical'similarity: The implication here

-- for intelligibility testing _methods is that no one method.is inherently better than

IIe
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anotheL Some investigators used a translation approach, some used an open-ended
question approaoh, and others urd a multiple ohoioe question approach; some used an
oral approach and others used a written approach: some uied a vernacular approach
and Others used a common language approach. In spite of these differenoes, the
results from study to study are surprisingly similar. This would suggest that the
decAslcin as to which kind of method to 11;e is not based on tpe inherent merits of
the method, but is based on the abilities 04 the subjects and the goals of the
investigator (Section 2.3.)

The implications of this uniiOrmity in results for lexicostatistics is that its
future in synchronic research on communication potential between diaqeots is
'promising. A number of authors (for instance, MoElhanon 1971:141, Hymes 1960:32)
have exptpssed concern that lexicostatistics must undergo some precise development
and standardization if results of the method are going to be valid and comparable:
Their remarks are relevant mainly to the diaohronip; or historical, applioation of
lextcostatistics'-to questions of lingtiistic history and taxonomy (Simons
1977d:34-17). -Here, on the other Iland,we have seen that whether investigators use
100-, 165r, or ZOO-word lists, ana whether they elicit basic or cultural vocabulary,
despite idiosyncratic differences in. elioiti4 and sooring'methodso, -the Underlying
results of all methods are strikingly similar.

5.2.6 General models for predicting intelligibifitr from lexical slmilarity

In Figure 5.6 lit was shown that eight of the ten .field studies lYery nearly
suggest the same underlying relationship between intelligibility and lexical
similarity. The data from these eight studies are now,pooled.together to form one
large data set. The object of this section is-to investigate the possible universal
relationship between intelligibility apd lexical simtlarkty as evidenced by these
combined data. -First two.linear models are given.;'llihen seven different nonithear
models are explored. The nonitpear models (Wer slieit improvements in prediction'
accuracy, but An no case this improvement'statisticilly significant. The final
conclUsion is that the datepoints ar'e too scattered to permit much discrimination .

between different models.

The complete .pooled 'data set is shown in the'scattergram in Figure 5.8. It
contains 175 cases. Adjusted,intelligibility scores arerused and the points are
excluded in, which an 'intelligibility boost from nonsymmetrio sodial factors is
suspected. The straight line which best describes the'relationship between the two
variables is drawn into the graph. 'The equation for the'line.ia-written below the
scattergram. Note that the model explains nearly .85% of the variation, in
intelligibility, and that the standard error of estimate for predictions based on'

..the model is 13%.

The slope constant Or the linear model is nearly 1.667, or five-;thirds, and
the intercept constant is nearly -66.67. In Figure .5.9 the linear model is'
'simplified by rounding the constants to these values which are easy to work with and
easy to remember. If the.1.667 is fadtored out of the '-66.67, the resulting,.
formulation Makes the model,more transparent is to its meaning:

Intelligibility 2 5/3 (Similarity - '40)

4This /model says thit when the texical similarity is below 40%, .there Will be no

. 7
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Figure 5.8 Linear model
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understanding (it actuarly predicts a negative value). When:lexical similarity,
exceeds 40%, tht percentage of intelligibility is five-thirds'times the amount 4y
which the similarity exceeds 40%. Stated in another way, for every.percentage point
which lexical similarity incceases beyond 40%, the degree of intelligibility
increases by one and two-thirds per cent. Simplifying themodel in this way reduces
the percentage of explained variation from thht of the exact model given in Figure
5.8.by less than one per cent.

There is so much scatter in the scattergrams that it iedifficult to see what
kind of. trend the data actually suggest. One way to remove the scatter but, still
preserve the actual trend in the data iS to plot the mean value 'of intelligibility
,for specific' 1:anges of lexical similhrity. This is done in Figure 5.10. The,'
similarity scale is divided into segments spanning five percentage points. For
instance, all the points with similarity greater than 95% and equal to or less than
100% are treated-_as one subset. !The average lexical similarity and intelligibility
for these points is computed .and the pbint where those two lialues interlect is
plptted. The same is done for the range of 90% to 95%, 85% to 90%, and so on) until
all the data points are accounted for. . The plotted points'of mean similarity-versus
mean intelligibility are connected with solid lines in d dot-to-dot.fashion to give
a graph the trend in\the data. Thi8 plot will appear in dashed lines in all of.
the graphi r nonlinear models whIch follow.

Now seven different nonlInear models are explored. All offer slight
improvements in the percentage of explained variation over the simOlified linear
model. However,-Y the greatest improvement is only four per cent and none Of the
models can be said to be signifiohntly better than any of the others. 'This is*auto of the amount of scfatter ih the data. I suspect that as methods of
measucing intelligtb lity, lingu4stic siMilarity, and social bontadt relationships
are refined, the amo tt of scatter in 'future plots of this kind will be reduced and
thm differences between he degree Of fit of the different models will become
sisnificant. The follo't.jing discussion and graphs of nonlinear models Are included
hot so much for what they reveal about the current data but as A guide for future
research. The nonlinear functions were fitted to the data by least-squares
techniques with a computer program.,,For input I specified the data and the form of \
the equation; the program computed the values of the constants in the equations.

,
A nonlinear model which immect,iately comes to mind is one based directly on the

trend line. For each five percentage point segment on the similarity scale we could
predict that the-degree of intelligibility wAll be the mean intelligibility for that -

segment. Thid model is plotted in Fijure 5.11; it is called a step function. This
mOdel gives the highest percentage of explained yariation-of dll the models we
consider (88.6%) but that is little wonder since the predictionsiare based directly
on what intelligibility was observed to be rather than on.what we might 'expect it to
be on the basis Of iome general" mathematical functipn. \ The model is actually.quite
,clumsy in that the mathematical formulation. of ik.is so 'lengthy and it does not seem
very natural. We would expea that intelligibility, would,consistently increase.., as
lexical sitilarity increases, mit fluctuate up and down as the model\-in Figure 5.11
doe's at the lower end of the graph.

One way-to approximate a., nonlinear function is to use 'different linear
functions to describe different .portions of the curve. In Figure 5.12 the
intelligibiliti curve is approximated by two,straight

1, Inspection of the k
trend line shows .that above 60% similar,ity, intelligibility steadily rises. -,Below

Q
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Figure 5.10 Trend line
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hguro 5.11 Step function
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60% the intelligibility ffuctuates and shows no steady trend. A linear regression
analysi was performed on these two halves of the data to find the lines which best
fit each. The resultingsfunction is called a polygonal function and the value of it
is th4 maximum of the values predicted from the two linear functions. .Note that the
polykonal mopel never predicts the absence ofintelligibility (although itscould be
constrained to do so without any significant foss ih accuracy); even when there is
no similarity, this models predicts 6% understanding. The'simplified linear model
in Figurt 5.8 Ls also polygonal, when we interpret it as predicting 0%
intelligibility when similarity is 140% or leas.

In yigure 5.13, a parabolic model is'fitted to the data. Note that ib too
never predicts the absence of intelligibility. To correct this flaw in the Model,
the.parabola can be constrained to reach.the zeroleOel of intelligibility. This ts
done in Figure 5.14 by constraining'the formula for 'the parabola such that t e
intelligibility coordinate of thka minimum point of the curve is zero.

In Figures 5.15 and 5.16 tWo exponential funclions are plotted. The first is
the basic) exponential function. Note that it never4-reaches zero. Figure 5.16 plots

'a modified'exponential function which incorporates an additive constantto bring the
curve below the zero intelligibilitV axis.

: .

. The final model is called a logisitic, or S-curve, model. It is plotted in
Figuee 5.17.- The logistic model is unique,among all of the models considered here
in tht it places an upper limit on the value of intelligibility and predicts 'that
as the upper limit is neared, increases in similarity have less.and less ffect on
intelligibirity. Whereas in all the other models, intelligibility increas at a
constant or a growing rate as similarity increases, in the logistic model the rate
of change slows down and levels off as intelligibility reaches its limit of 100%.
This is in line with a theoretiaal expectation, namely the role of redundancy in
dialect intelligibility. EiecauSe of the redundancy.in language,,listeners are able
to fill in some of the items they hear that hre not famiAiar to them. I would
expect that'in the range Of. 70% to 40% iimilarity, the redundancy strategy is used
with the greatest benefit. In thlts range, an increase in similarity could be
expected to give a substantial increase in intelligibility, not 4nly',because that
much, more is similar but because that much more can be used as a base from which-to
fill in that which is not familiar. Above 90% bimilarity, most everything would be
understood so that increasing the similarity would only slightly increase the
intelligibility.

Of al4 the models explored, the logistic seems the Iliost theoretically
satisfying. However, .the current data do not give strong evidence that the'N
relationship between intelligibility and lexical similarity is a logistic one. One'
problem, is the *degree of scatter in the data whicti' has already been mentioned.\_
Another factor is that the formula used represents a symmetric, curve although the
relationship may not actually be. The curve is symmetric around the flexion point
(7,2%.). This explains why 100% similarity does not predict 100% intelligibility in
Figure j5.17. The many.data pointgraround 501 similarity pull up the curve at the
low end, which has the effect of pulling it down at the sigh end. This shortcoming
might be overcome by proposing a model which was not symmetric. This could be
Cheoretically justified by demonst'rating that different understanding processes are
sat work at, different ends of the intelligibility scale.
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Figure 5.13 Parabolic model
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Figure.5.14 Constrained parabolic model
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Figure 5.15 Expontintial model
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Figure .5.16 Modified exporiential model
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Figure 5.17 Logistic model '
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C4APTER 6

EXPLAINING COMMUNICATION: SOCIAL FACTORS
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In section 5,2.5 we saw that lexical similarity alone. explains_ 70% ot. 014::variation in adjusted intelligibility. When presumed nonsymmitric_soeialficiors
wece added to the model, 84% of the variation_is explained. That is, :itions*Mittric-'
social factors explain nearly half of the previously unexplained variation:, IC,-
social relations had actually been measured, then symmetric social relatiöni-Aiduid'-

,.have been included in the model, and even more of the variation in
might have:been explained. In this chapter, Ihis is done. The' results Of:.a0
edpirical study of communication' on. Santa Cruz Island show that social factors,
account'forinost of the unexplained variation-which remainslafter lexical timiiOrity
is cont'rolled for.

n Section'6.1 Social relationi are-defined and enumerated, .especially with *-
reference to their function-within dialect systems. In Section 6.2 a mathematical
model for explaining communication is developed;. tt includes' both linguistic
similarity and social relatiqns. In Section 6.3 the general model.is tested
empirically with data from Santa Cruz Island, Solomon Islands. The results show '.
that predictions of intelligibility made by the final model are correct 95% of ihe
time, '

6.1 The characteristics cif a dlilect system

A key to understanding commUnication patterns i .to viirotie dialqcts involved
as comprising a system, more specifically, a dialect sv4em. A'diali'at system has
four defining'characteristics: (1) it is a zei, of dialects, (2) 00 dialects are
lAnked by relations of interaction, (3) the relations between.pairs of dialects are
defined 'by the interdenendence of all dialectg, and (4) common dependence on a
center accounts for general patterns of communication. Each of these 'four
characteristics is now discussed in turn.

6.1.1 A set of dialects

First of all, a'dialect system consists'of a set of dialects. When.considering'
linguistic relations we concentrated on dialects as varietiefror speech. Ow in \
considering seoial relatiois our perspective turns to'dialects as the groupa of
people who share tbose speech varieties.

Michael Halliday, in deffning grammatical systems, is' More precise about of'
items which, comprise a system. He states that it must eontain a finite number of
&embers and that.each member is exclusive of (that is, different from) all others
(Halliday 1961:247). Such is true of dialect systems also where the dialect groups
are the minimal members of the system.

w

Tif4 system must also be closed. That is, we must assume that there are no
speech conimnities outside-the systeM wntetraffeet patterns of ammunication within'

; 1
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--ChCsystemic In Che'f4ealwor1C-this:.is, m!fl7dcpbr true -in a trict senae, excepV -7q,?-
.- ',pérhevs %,i.ri ,t.ns^. di4e or adiaLect-systlpOonfined4to an isolated island. However,.

one Can generallY'safely assumetjhe eitects 9r qutaide speech- communities, are
;.

negligible,- ;41qt} comOarea' to Ihe effecits of inside groups. When a model is
empiricallt bitsted-, rlfltlkence from outside the, dialect sYstem will.'show-up as
uneXplained' Veriationlo. If the.:ampuqt of unexplained variation is negligible, the

. I.

essumiltion pf alosure.ls justified;'if it is hot, the essumOtion may have to. be
_ -

reexaMined%,'-' -' : :

)

6-.1:2', kinked by iiyteractipn

A secopb cheracXeristic ofe dialect-system is that the dialects arlelinked by
reiations or dnferietion: 'Theae links are social, ec'onomic, geographic, political:,i

ideologi,cal in nature. However, they are ultimatelytrealized as communication
- betWeen'individtlelfe in apeech oommUnities. All these dlrferent types of.,:links are
;wha.t. I haie thus far lumped together as "Social factorr.- in this sectAtn-different
facets of 'in'teractfon. ere explored uncter three main headings: channels of

.

' interaction: pat_tenda of interaction, and meaSuring'ihteraction and contect;
g

6.1.2.1 Channels of interact,ion
-

.

By channelsjor:inttraction i refer to-the channels througtj which -Interaction
--7:606ur.*.-,. I. conoentrtbe.: -on, _the-causee of interaction ancl`a sify interaction as,
:motivated by..geogrephyi demographi, boMmunity faciljties, or associations.

. .

.

. . t - ,..,,, ,

Oeogrephyits:a4nennel:Of interactiOn, primarily because it governs.the ease of
-.. a ..

.

travel: between 40sech..communAties. One aspect of geography is proximity. The
nearer two conimutfiei,are, 'the mOre likelrtney.are to interact,, this includes the
likelihood 'of bopl,planned_interaction.and-chance'interactiOn. Planned tnteraction
occurs when a journey is made.with the exprgssed intent of interacting with Alembers
of another speech communitY: Chance interaction tekes place when a meeting As
unplanned but occurs beceuse members of at 'least one of the communities are

,

traveling. ._.

. .

..------
.

, . .

Other.' aspects of the -geographic facbor ere tenuin and routes of traVelk.

-- Mountain .ranges, 'rapid rivers, 'and swamps may be. barriers ,.to interaction.%
Conversely roadse navigable rivers, or a' coast. line' .may boost travel' and
interaction.

,

.

)

Demography, particularly,the density and distribution of .poOuletion, also

contributes to interaction. The higher the population of a dialect, the gceaterthe
likelihood of either' planned .or chance interaction involving it. Not only- the

population, but alto the density of population in the .surrounding region can .

encourage interaction. That is, if a small speech community had a large neighbor,
it would be more likely to,attract interaction' from more clistant speech communities

,

than if it had no neighbor at all.
.

.

. , , ,i
.

.

.
w.

Community facilities, which include for instance stores and churches, are focal
points of activiCy where interaction takeskplace. These facilities attrac%t people
from other communities who come to partake ofs the goods .apd services whicp- the
facility offers. The result is interaction between members of the hoat 6oilimun1ty
and th-6 visitOrs, as well as bepween" vis1t6r8 who might come from different
dialects. These%community facilities are generally quite visible; they are usually

A
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raocated.in a-building or /Ome other man made AStructUre. Because they are'. so
visible, they, give easy but good clues to juitternssbfoothmunication for the field
initestigator.

In mosE developing counti.ies of the world itje possible to distinguish two
levels of Culture (Combs'.1977).. One is tha.traditional'culture as Practtped by the
indigenous Inhabitants of the.land. The other is a dominant national culture which
is often- colonial and European4.in bits origin. Some df-the,community facilities
might be parCof the traditional culture, for instance, a religioUs cult- house, a

. traditional marketplace, or the neiidenct -of a Political leader. However, in
)today'p world, moat aommunity facilities seem to,be part of 4,14, national cultUre.
(The institutions'of the traditional culture appear.to be more commonly realized in
the.netrrks of asociations considered next, than ',tin specific focal points of
adttirity.)

-\,

The cothmunity facilities of the dominant national culture may ,affect any aspect
of life'. In .the case of. a store or an .industry,(the focus of interaction is
economic. In the case of a church, it is religious anb social. In the case of an
administrative headquarters or police station, it has to do with politics,
government, or law and order. In the case of schools, the fob-us is on education and
socialization. In the case of-a hospital or clinic, it is sickness and health. In
the case of a road, an airstrip, or a harbor, transportation is the focus. All of
these facilities can be the site for significant contact between peoples ot
different dialects, and thus the location of each and the dial#cts servea'by each
are important for explaining interacfion.

Associations between dialects can be as important a channel of interaction es
community-facilfties, though they-are generally less viaible and thus more difficult
for the outside 4investigator -to observe. Some Irtaltural institutioni realize
themselves in focal locations where goods and services 'are obtained; 6th#r3 are
realized in networks of associations or .alliances which link dialect groups
together. On the social side, marriage is -one such sourbe or interaction.. When
marriages occur between speakers of differentkdialects there are.at least two
relevant effects: (1) the children from that marriage usually grow up in contact
with both dialects, and (2) the marriage may bind not only the two individuals, but
also their whole families or lineages, The result a a channel of interaction
between the groups as visits between villages are mide.4doption alliances can have
similar effects in some societies,

r'

On the economic side, traditional trading alliances can be a source of'
Anteraction. Xven if the trading occur's infrequently, it An be impor ant because
it is a source of regular interaction. Perhaps the best documente -Example of
trading alliances is. the vast Kula ring off the eastern tip 'of Papua ew Guinea
(Malfhowski 1922). This trading ring connected many distant islands ai well as a
few spots on the mainland. Although the trading occurred only once yearly, it had a
profoundiffect on those involved and resulted in life-long partnerships between men
laf different iskands ahd different languages.)

,

Kannet4 McElhanon (1970) has discussed the relation or trade routes and
linguistic interiction in the Huon Peninsula of Papua New Guinea. That whole area
is characterized bt.extremely rugged terrain: As a.,resUlt, trade routes are well
defined and confilied to certain mountaimpaeses. In explaining thd occurrence of
borrowings in lexical cognate.percentages, he suggests -that the Aiorrowing occurs
along the Arade'routes (1970216). This is evidence tor linguistic'interaction'
along the lines of trading alliances.

s.
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Two,other aspects of cultural iateraction are religioliS and political. On the

religious' side, diffe nt ditalect,'-groups may interact in religious ceremonies zing

ritualr"" In Melanesia, ll-night dances are common (pingslqg in. New Guinea Pidgin7

Alma in Solomon Islands Pidgin): These dahces'havetheirroots in the belief and,
ritual systems of the traditional. culture; howeveri, as islanders adopt Christianity

these gatherings are beginning to take on a more pttrely,soCial-function. The dances

are occasions for interaction between apeech commtlni le,s. Typically the host

village invites humbers of surrounding villages (often frO4i different dialects) to

join ih the dam., as well al in. 'the giving or exchanging k f vast quantities of food
or ViilUables which may coccui' at the snip time. On the political side, village
defense alliances may span different dialects. ProMinent leaders may -have

jurisdiction over. more; than'their own 'speech community.
4-

All.. of the -above factors, geography, demography, sommunity facilities, and

'associations, cause interaction between speech groUps. Ii Section 6.1.2.3 'some
methods bywhich these can be measured are briefly discusse

..'

6.1.2.2 Patterns of interaction
6

In order. to _explain dialect intelligibility, it is necessary"to distihguish
between interaction and contact. To say that speakers of dialect A have frequent

interaction with speakers of dialect B, suggests nothing of how well A might

- understand B's.dialect. When they interact, they might u8e only.A!s dialect or they
might use only a,third language, so that A never hears B's dialeCt. This is where

rcontact comes into the picture.- In this hypothetical case, we would say that A has
frequent interaction-with B; but has no contact with B's dialect.

define Interaction to be a reciprocal, two-way pOnomenon, That Is, it,takes
pjace in two directions at once and in both directions it has the same intensity; A

has as much interaction with B as B has with A. It makes no reference to who does
the talking and it makes no refrence to what varietieg of speech are used. On the

other hand, I restrict the.meaning of pontact to refer to a nonreciprocal, one-way"
phenomenon defined specifically in terms of the variety bf speech used. By paying

that A has cohtact with B, I mean specifically that A has contact with B's variety
of speech,'or dialect. The relationship 16, nonreciprocal and one-way because

knowing how much contact A'has with B's dialect tells us nothing of how much contact
B has with A's dialect. It is therefore A's contact with B's dialeet, not t.he
interaction between them, which explaihs of B.

,

On the basis of the contact relations involved in interaction, I propose a

classification of patterns' of interhation into four types: (1) balanced,

'4- '(2) imb*lanced, (3) rival, or (4) distant. A balanced interaction is defined as one
in which the gpeech Varieties of biath participants are used to an- equal extent.

That is, when person A speikS, he uses his own dialect; when B-speaks, he uses hii,

own dialect; er.the4tboth could swap off using each othtr's dialect. For:predictitg^
communication between dialects, it is more' useful to classify patterns oft

interaction with. regard- to the whole pattern"of ineeraction between two dialects
rather than.in isolated conversations.' Defined over a pair of dialects, balanced

interaction would mean that on average both speech varieties are used to an equal

extent. It could be that when apeakers of A and B meet in the village of A, both

speaker and hearer use the dialect of A. But a`balanced interaction wOuld also,
imply that if these-same speakers were in village B, both speaker and hearer wAld
use B's dialect. .

1
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Skipping'"to the fourth type of interaction, distant inleitadtion, it is also
straightforward and needs little qommeht. In such a type of interabtion, the'
participants have had wso littl'e interaction (probably due to geographic and
linguistic separation) that they are not able to use either of their own dialects.
Instead, theY must" use a common language such as a trade language or the national.)
ranguage.

The second type of interaction, imbalancad, nteractiOn, is one in which contact
between the two dialects 13 greater in one dire tion than in the other. This
.pattern of interaction is especially important tO the language planner becauae it
commonly results in nonreciprocal intelligibility and point& to centers in patterns
of communication. Using the example of speakers from dialects A sand B, intellection
would be imbalanced if both pariicipants generally spoke A's dialect when conversing
with one another, or if both generally spoke B's dialect.

The explanation of imbalanced interaction can be found in the causes of
interaction discussed in the previous section. .The 1mbal.ance could be due to the
spntral geographic'location of one dialect as opposed to the remote location of the
other. It could be due to the large population of one diaiege as opposed to eRe
small population of the other. It could be due to the availabilitY of goods AnA
services at the community facilities located in one'dialect and their absence in'the
other. It could be due to the widespread marriage, tnad ng, or defense alliances of
one dialect and the limited alliances of the other. .A l of these relations suggest
an imbalance, with'the result thitt in each case, the m vement .of people will be

, greater in the direction of the first dialect than in that of the second. When the
movement of people is imbalancbd, then we can also expect that theoeffects of
dialbct contact and learning will be imbalanced. The group which puts more effort
into mobjility is likely to put more effort into dialect learning. The griod$ which
is morestatic, is more likely'to be less accomodating linguistically.

The term "prestige" has been used by other investigators to label imbalancaed
relationships. However, I feel that the term is not adequat, becafte tt 16 not
general .enou4h: a prestige relation is only a special case of an imbalanced
relation. The use of the term "Prestige" datea back at least to Leonard Bloomfield%
In discussing the social conditions which foster language borrowing, hd; suggested
that there. are ,two main factors, "the density of'communicatton and the,relative
prestige of differenksocial groups" (1933:345*, Charles Hockett, in his. textbook
on general linguistics, devotes a section of the chapter on the cOnditions for
borrowing-to the idea of prestige. He says that the speaker must have stole ,motive
for borrowing and that two motives stand out as the most tmpOrtant, the prestige
mot,ive and the need filling motive (1958:404). Although these Othors were speaking
of prestige as a motive for language borrowing, the term has becSme wideepread and
found its way' into. the literature, on dialect' intelligibility. For instanCe,
Ladefoged, Glick, and Criper (1972:77) state that "the percentage of words in common
allows us to predict the degree,of ceprehension, except when questions of prestige
are involved." However, the wird hPrestige" carries with it connotations of
Pesteem" and "admiration". For this reason, the term is not really appropriate in
the general use it has received.

The anthropologist S. F. Nadel, in his book The. Theory all j$9,:lial
offers a general framework In which to consider imbalanced social relations. He
,stggests "that one of the factors which , explains differential status in socikl
systems is the relative "comhand over:s vices and benefits"'0957:117). He lists
some of the services and benefits a individual or group 'might command as:
"(1)ilaterial resources and benefits; (2) social dignity '(preatige, esteem, status

, .
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fn, a hierarch4oat.5en5e); (4) emotional, sensual, and aesthetio gratificati/s;
(5) moral valued (the fUlfilment of duties and 'missions'); ,and (6) transoendental

vdiues- (the 'spiritual' benefits of religion)" (1957:118). Prestige figures into

. thl.s list as only one of many possible motivations for imbalanced contact. The .

general motivation underlyipg all of the above is probably need or expediency or
jklack of altern 6.ves. The one group has command over something (be it material

_res9Urces, pre tige, ?pecial learning or skills, religiOus knowledge) that the other
4st group feels need ror. When the second group goes to the first group to fill that

111 0 peed, toba ed interaction is likel'y to occur.
i

.. ,

The r.paining pattern of interaotión is one of rivalry. In this relationship,

. the two d zlect3 are similar and both participants could understand and perhaps even
use the speech of the other. However, because of rivalry between the two groups

_

they alio- d tale use of the local dialects when interacting wail one another.

Instead they prefer to use a 11national languageror trade language ich serves to
deny a linguistic unity between the groups. Sometimes the rivalry emotion is .one
sided; one'group strives'for disassociation, while the other group does not; In the

case of the distant pattern of interaction ? the distance separating the groups is
such hat the participants could not use the local dialects even if thesvanted to;

in he case of the rivalry pattern, both participants could'use the local dialect,

but at least one does not want to.

Hans Wolff's paper A "Intelligibility and Inter-ethnic Attitudes" (1959) gives

amples of,the rivalry pattern of interaction. For instance-, until recently it was

enerally agreed by speakers of (Jrhobo and Isoko dialects of southwestern Nigeria

hat the two dialect were mutually intelligible. However, Wolff reports that

lately the Isoko speakers are claiming otherwise. He states that "this claim has

coincided wilth Isoko demands for greater self-sufficiency" (1959:37).

Attitude is, a term which often enters into disCussions of explaining

communication (Wolff 1959, Casad 1974:185-188, CallistA 1977, Collier 1977)..

Therefore it would .be good to cldrify the position of attitudes in explaining

communication. 13Sr attAtudes I am referring-to feelings one group might have toward

another, feelings such as friendliness'' or animosity, esteemor scorn, trust or

suspicion. I feel that attitude's are not so much a ,direct factor in explaining

degree of intelligibility as they are in'explaining patternstof interaction. That

is, attitudds affect patterns of interaction, which,in turn affect intelligibility.

Casad's model also reflects this view (1974:184-186). Thus, if contact, which

factors out the components of interaOtions, is,measured and plugged into a'model to

explain communication, instead of using ritiprocal interaction in the model, then
attitudes have already entered into the oontact factor and do not play a sepa ate

role in the model. However, when contact is also predicted.(see Section 6.2.2),
then attitude becomes more importint. Ultitiately, attitude probably has a bijgger

role to.play in determining the acceptability of materials written in one diale t to

speakers of another dalect than it does in explaining one group't comprehensi n of
another.-

I.

6.1.2.3' Measuring interaction,and contict

One way to gather information about patterns (If interaction is -to ask

them directly. For instance, go into a speech oommunity and aSk, "When you
someone from that other community, 9 you'each speak your own dialects, do you

hid dialect, does,he speak yoursok0 do you both use the trade language?" If both

". use their own dialects, a 4ba1anoed relationship it implied. If the§ usei one

bout
meet
peak

1 s
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diaiedt exclusively, the relationship is imbalanced- in the direction of that
dialect. If they-use a third lanwage, distance or rivalry is indicated.

% The methods de5cribed in the rest of this section refine and validate tNese
initial findihgs bY uncovering the channels of interaction and 'by estimating the
degree oT contact in each direction of the'interaiction. Many.lines of investigation'
are suggested. Not all will be appropridte for every situation, and there will be
exceptions to every.trend I suggest. The approach 1 have used in the field 1.3 tO
follow up lines of investigation which seei fruitful for*the given situation, and )
then perform a statistical analyftis on the findings (Section 6.3) to discover .whataspects of-interaction and contact best explain communication.

As suggested in the preceding section, the one-way contact whichi6 dialect has
with another is more important in, explaining communication than the two-way,
reciprocal interaction between the two dialects. Thus, the methods described.here
concentrate on the observation and measurement of one-way contact rather than
two-way ihtsractidn. The presentation here is brief; the paper by Sandra Callister
(1977) on sociolinguistic approaches to dialebt surveying in Papua New guinea is
probably.the best guide presently available for formulating.questions and presenting
the, results of an investigation of contact relations. She lists manY more possible
questions than I do here, disculw the different ways a(guestfon can be phrased,
and illustratea' the method 49f presenting results in a'matrix. Dblbert Miller's
_Handbook _or Besearcil Design, ana.5ocia1, Measuremen01977) may also be heipful. It
is an exhaustive guide to socfometric methods in general.

a.

The measurement of geographic factors is fairly 3tralghtf5Ward. /Distances can
be measured froma map in miles.or.kilometers. A !mire meaningful. meaSure is perhaps
the traveling 'time between speech domiunities expressed in hours or minutes or .

pe rhaps even days. Traveling -time takes into account some of 'the geographic
barriers to interaction such as mountlain ranges, as well as some of the boosters of
interaction, such as roads or navigable rivers. The taw distance measurement is a
.two-way, reciprocal predictor of interaction. In Section 6.1.3 the concept of
measuring distance relatively with respqct to the dialect-4ystem rather than against

4an absolute,measuring scale is presented. This has the result of giving a,
geographic estimate for one-way contact. This technique is illustrated with the
data in. Appendix 2.1.3 and.Section 6.3.4.

Population can be measured or estimated by means of cepaus teohniquee The
poptilation of one grodp relattve.to a second gives a one-way eetimate of contapt.
A measure of relatiVe population iS computed by dividing the xcpulation of- the
second group by that of the first. A score greater than 0indicates that the
second group is larger and that contact is likely to be imbala ed in the direction_
of the second dialect. A score less than one suggests an imbEv-nct toward the first
dialect. Note that the population of the first'relative to y e secoml is differtnt

. than the second relative to the first, thus relative popula on -estithates 'one-way
contaot

Perhaps a .more meaningful measure is relative densi
measure takes into accbunt the location of neighboring vi
effect they have on attracting interaction from other grdu

, in terme of density, rather than actUtil' number of inh
--measuring population with.tespect to the mvstem rather
Seotion 6.1.3). This' technique,,is illustrated with
The results for the Santa Cruz Island data'show that de
slightly better predictor of intelligibility than popu

I

of population. Such a
ages. and "the possibLe
. To measure population

itants, has the effect of,
than in.-isolation (see

he data in Appendix:2.-1.4#
ity- of population is a

tion (Figure.6.13), but not '
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significantly better.

In measuring the contribution of community facilities to contact, .the firht
step is tro plot the locatje of the facilities within the area of the dialect.system
,on a map. Much of this information may already be on existing maps. Much of it can
be Ifthered from the simpfe obiervations of the investigator. IToenaure a thorough
job, tk.owever, it is generally neceasary tp ask questions ii the villages to

deterMine where each of these-facilities is logated. Some of the facilities to take
note of are: Churches, schools, atores, markets, clinios, hospitals-, government
officea, polic;.stations,.plantations; factories; truck or4 bus depots, a.ir3trip4,
and harbórs. s After -theae Oita are collected a simple measure of .the relative
command over services of dialecta in the system can ,be obtained by'totaling up the
number of facilities in eacKvillage or dialect area. One could then hypothesize
that the direction of contact will be from the dialects with fewer facilities to the
ones having more. .

.'"

A more refined measure can be obtained*sdetermining the domain; or 'area of
influence, of each community facility. Thi44iecdone by asking at each village where
they go to obtain the goods hnd services they require. That is, at a particular
village ask, "Where do you attend church?, "Where do you go,to market?",'"Where do
fipu go to buy store goods?", "Where do your children go to school?", and so on. A

method of tabulating the data is presented at the end of this section.

Gathering data on culturdl associations is more difficult because it requires
home.investigation of the cultural tradititns in the area. Marriage is probably the
easiest kind of association to study. One:approach to studyinamarriage ties is to
treat6them as an indicator of two-way reciprocal interaction. In this approach one
notes the presence of ties between a pair of speech oommunities witilout regard to
the direction the tie might take in terms of residence of the married'couple. The
most simple way to question and record responses-is to use yes-no questions.- For
instance, "Is there anyone from this community who is married to sompone from that
community?" The answers wilj. be yes or no and (thesetcan be recordeOln a table as,
ones or.zeros. For the opposite extreme of complexity, One could take a census

..approach and count or edtimate the ag,tual number of marriages that link each pair of
villages. This would 'involve talking to every couple int a village or to a
representative sample and find out where tge husband and wife are from.:vA level of
complexity which is mictway between and which is.,potobably the best for these purposes
is' to record responses, in 36me scale of degrees. In such an investigation the
queStion dhked would be, "How many marriages are there between a person from this
Community and',a person from that Community?" nip investigator could judge the
response and score it on a three level scale .such as "no marriage ties", "some
ties",. or "many ties!. Or Erscale which approximates the number of marriageb could

1

be.used, such as the following fOur level scare: "zero", "one or two", "three to,.

five", or "six or more". Such scaling approaches are used when*the Ate are pot so
reliable and exhaustive that the investigator can be sure of the coMplete accuracy
of the subjects' responses.

Hy nottng the place of residence of the married couples, .the re:sult is a more
refined method-of measuring marriage ties as one-way indicatOrs of contact. Such an
approach shodld'be preceded by some investigation into the marriage customs of the
people to find out if it is customary for the couple to live in the community of the
wife, of the husband, or,pf their.own choosing. An understanding of the land and
Anheritance rights people rItaitp if they move away and how they.keep claim to them
active might also be relevant. Investigation Of the kinds of contact which result
from marriage ties would also be helpful, such as patterns' of visiting between
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families or the:relationship or marriage 4iea to trading alliances an participation
in ceremonies; In treating marriage fh a one-way fashion, a dist4nction must be
made 6etween the village of residence-and the village fromawt)ich the spouse, comes.
The kinds of! questions used in investigating two-way marriage tiesv_are refined by '
,incorporating place of residence. If place of residence is strictly prescribed asbeing the o?iginal community of the husband.or of the wile, then the questions can
be phrased in terms of Sex rather than placelof residence. For instance, "How many

)women fF-6- .here have married a man from that dommunity?" Methods of tabulating
results are discussed at the end of this section.

,

Measuring other kinds tot' associations, such Nas tradingp, oeremonial, or
political alliances, requires preliminary investigation to discover the nature of
the interaction. Once the presence of a certain kind or interaction' has been.established, it is possible to formulate questions that could be asked in the
dialect survey. "Who?" questions can be used to'establish the fact of interaction.
"Where;?." questions can be uaed to determine the Iirection of contact. "How many?"
and "HoW often?" questions can be used to estimate the degree of Contact in each
direction.

40

The above methods are designed to gather data on interaction and contact. Data
on attitudes can be gathered hy changing the perspective of the questions. Rather
than asking about the facts of past contact, ask about preference for contact with-
one group as against another or ask for a value judgement concerning another
village. Callister (1977:201-2) and Collier (1977:266) both give lists of possible
questions to use. Miller (1977) deacribes methods of developing soCiometric scales

.

and indexes which could be used to develop- schemes for assessing interdialect
attitudes.

For all of the methods in whidh contact i-elations betweenespeech communities
are investigated, the best way to 'organize and tabulate the data.is to put them in a
two-dimension#J. matrix. To simplify the comparison of results from different 'lines
of investigation, all such matrices should be consistently labeled with respect tO
the ordering of dialebts and theditientation of the two dimensions. The data
matrices in Appendix 2.1 exemplify this kind of consistent labeling and should be
referred to for examples as these principles of labeling are discussed in the next
two parairaphs.

The dialects should be'liseed in an order which causes the values for higheatf
coptact to cluster'along the diagonal of ,the matrix and the values for lqwest
contact to occur on the edges. Ascher and Ascher (1965) described an algorithm
which orders matrices in this way. With this arrangement dialects which ,are
adjacent-in the ordering have a high degree of contact and those which are separated
have lower degrees. In general the optimal ordering will fie, close to a geographic
one. Alphabetical orderings are to be avoided, because they fail to bring out the f .

natural ordering relationships which the data values themselves Imply.

All matrices should be laheled with the same orientation of the two dimensions.
I have adopted the convention of labeling the dialects along the left hand aide
(that is, the rows) as the origin and the dialects along the top (that 4a, the
columns) as**,the destination. In 'this way the movement implied in the contact
relations is need from left to right in the matrices. The' following descriptive
labels for tfie dimenaions can be used. For relative distance,'the labels can be
"from" and "to". For community facilities they can be "domaain" (or "users") and'
"location". For marriages they,can be "place of origin" and "place of4isidenc-e",
or simply "women" and ften" if the pr;eScribed pattern is one of residence in- the

1

t.
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husband's. community. For ceremonialatthey can be rvi;itors" and "host": "Origin"
and "destination" are another pair of lAtels that'can be used'to describer. mpvement.

af people. ,Since the contact of tbe origin group with the destinatión group is what
predicts the origin group's intelligibility of the destination group's dialect, in
an intelligibility matrix "hearer" corresponds to origin and- "speaker" corresponds
to destinatión. After labe ng% each.of the contact measurementi is written into
the matrix cell where the Pow fo the 'origin gnoup intersects the column for the
dpetination group.

These methods 1n /which a two-dimensional matrix* is filled in yield a large
number of data points. ;If there are ja, dialects, then there will be _a-squared
possible measurements of contact between them. However, the relationships within
the whole dialect system can be summarized in terms of al ipeasurements of the
relative attraction and motivation 'Of...dialects by summing tbp rows and,columns of
the matrix. When the rows represene origins and the columns represent 'destinations,
then the sum of a row gives a measure of the;'; overall 'motivation of that dialect
group to travel and make contact; the sum of a,column gives a measure'of the overall
attraction of that dialect. Comparing the sums of the rows gives an indication of
the relative mo ivation of the dialects within the system to make contacts; some
will show an utgoing nature while others will show a stay-at-home nature.
Comparing the s of the columns indicates relative attraction; it will become
clear which dialects -attiract a Vt of contact and which do not. This .technicidesis

used.with the Santa Cruz data in Appendices 2.1.8, 2.1.9, and 2.1.10.

6.1.3 Relations defined by interdependence

A third characteristic of dialect systems is that the relations between pairs
of dialects are, defined by the interdependence of all dialects. 'This
interdependence characteristic of systems is one"which hes been recognized and used
by linguists- in defining grammatical systems. Halliday states that "if a new term
is added to the sys,teM, this changes the meaning of all the. others" (1961:247).
Kenneth Pike defines system as a group of two or more units which enter into each
others' definitions (Pike and Pike 1977:139). For dialect systems this principle,is
realized in at least two ways. These may be summar;zed in the observation that (1)

, the, measurement af distance, ts relative to the System, anT(2) the learning effect
of contact is 9.umulative over the whole system.

We are used ta measuring distance in absolute terms. For instance, in
measuring geographic distance we use absolute, universal units such as miles or
meters. In measuring linguistic.distance we might use a standard measure such as
percentage of lexical forms which are noncognate. These absolute measures are
helpful when the observer stands outside the system and attempts to measure
distance. However, when the observer stands inside the system as though he were a
participant, the perception of distance begins.to become relative. That is, the
distance from one 'Vint to another is perceived in relation to the distance of that
point to all ot6er8 1.n the system. This distinction between the perspective of one
standing obtside the system and that of one looking from'the inside as a participant
1.3 like Pike's distinction of the etic and elate perspectives (Pike 1967:37ff, Pike
and Pike 1977:483). For instance, when groWing up in California I gained a view, of
United States geography in which Chicago is situated midway between the East and
West coasts. However, when measUred against an absolute' scale, Chicago is 'three
times further from San FranciSco than it is from Washington, 114 C. As another
example, Americans generally perceive South America as being located directly south
of the United States. However, when measured against the absolute scale of global
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longitude, the whole coastline of G41le turns,out to be Alst of Washington, D. C.
,

. The data from Santa Cruz Island' (see Section; 6.3.4.ands6.35) glveclear
evidence-that diatance measured with reference to perspective from within a dialect
system prolides a' muCh better explanation of communication than distance.which is
measured by lan)aPsolute scale and makes norsference lo the system.

Figure 16.1.gives a map of Santa Cruz Islatnd illustrating this point. The map
illustrates the measurement of distance relative to.two villagesMbanua (BAN) and

. Nanggu (NNG). Mbanua is the geographic center for this dialect system. It is
defined as such because it is, on average, nearer to all the other, dialects in the
system than any other dialect. The loop which surrounds Mbanua is drawn at a radius
equal to the average distance from Mbanba to all other 'speech communities in the'
dialect system. This distance is 180 minutes, or 3 hours, of traveling time. One
way of interpreting this loop is that from the standpoint S? Mbanua, half of the
people on''the, island live within the loop, the other half live .outside ofdlt.
Nanggu, on the other hand, is the most peripheral village in .,Tthe system. wthe
average *stance from Nanggu to all otiher dialects is higher than that for.any other
community. Again,- an arc is circupiscribed around Nanggu at a radius equal to the
average distance,to all other dialeo4a. This distance is 588 minutes, or nearly 10
hours, of traveling timer

/fp
i,,

The map in Figure 6.1 sAould illustrate the relative nature of distancevon
Santa Cruz Island. A traveling distance of 18q minutes is a completely different
thing from the perspective of ganggu than it'is from the perspective of Mbanua. A
villager from Mbanua can meet half of the people on the island by traveling 180
minutes from home. However, if. a villager from Nanggu travels 180 minutes he has
barely left home and still has a. long wai-to go to meet anyone outside of the
neighboring village of Mbimba. My.hypothesis is that for using distance to predict
interaction, the average distance to all other dialects in the system, that is, 180
minutes for Mbanua or 588 mink/ties for Nanggu, are roughly equivalent distances from
the perspective of 'the respective villages.

he4hypothesis rece ve$ iupport from the analysi;In Section 6.3.4 where it is
shown that geographic istance measured by an absolute ,scale explains
intelligibility with 67% aC4rtcy while geographic distance measured by a relative
method explains intelligibt iity: with 83% accuracy. Stated in another way, absolute 41'

distance explains intelligibility with 33% error while relatiVe distance explafns
intelligibility with 17% error, tally half as much.

The. second aspect of interdependence 1st seen in the way that the learning
effects of contact are cumulative. -When trking to,explain communication, the degree
to whidh one dialect understands the speeoh of another does not depend simply on its
contact with that dialect. It depends also on the first dialect't cOntact with all
other dialects. This is beckuse those dialects also bear some similarity to the
original larget dialect. Therefore, the effects of contact with all other,dialects
has a contribution to learning about the speech of another dialect.

An example ,or this principle can also be seen from the data of Santa Cruz
Island. In:l'iturla 6,2/another map of the iSland is reproduced. In this case the
lexical sinitiarity; betven 'four of the dialects is indicated -- Neo (NE0), Lwowa
(LWO), Mbanua (BAN);, and-Noon (N00).. The lexical similarity betwein Nooli and Neo
is only 59%. N:. is well below the level of.similarity for which we normallyAexpect full lifereWing. SQadesh suggested that.81% similarity correlated with,
the lower liMit of11101l,:intelligibiry'i Many investigatoi-s in Papua New Guinea have

. 1L'Pl .
' .
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Figure 6.1 Relative d taince on Santa Cruz Island
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Figure 6.2 Indirect cont'act on Santa.CrUi Island
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considered 70% 'or 75% more realistic for that (Malhanon 1971:134-5). (Note that
the simplified:linear model in Figure 5.9 of Section 5.2.6 indieates an expected
intelligibility of 32% when lexical similarity is 59%.) However, intelligibility
tests shov)ed that Nooli had full utiarstanding of 'the speech of,Neo: The parallel
data whic-h .were collected on interactiod relations indicate no relations of direCt
contact between the two villages. On the basis of this fact alone, we would then
expect that Nooli's contact with Neo would not be 'sufficient to boost
intelligibility to the full Level. . It is the interdependence 'principle which
explains tile presence of intelligibility. The dafa on interactions do indicate that
Nooli has contact with Lwowa and Mbanua. ThiA,..-den, accounts for the full
intelligibility measured for Nooli on the speech of Lwowa. Note now, that Neo is

87% similar to Lwowa and 85% similar to Mbanua. This indicates that Nooli, through
its contact with Lwowa and Mbanua (as well as the other dialects in the same

1Z

vicinity) , has learned up to 87% of the speech o Neo. Thus it is conceivable that'
without any contact Whatsoever with Neo they w ld be able to understand that
dialect at a level.predicted by 87% lexical s milarity. Actually, Neo shows some
similarity to all other dialects with which Nooli has contact. Thus, through
learning to understand differences from other dialects, they have at the same time
learned to understand many aspects of the speech spoken at Neo, Therefore, the

absenee of direct contact b.etween twospeech communities is not sufficient evidence
to discount learning between the dialects. The--I,earning of another dialect is

actually a function of contact with all other dialects and tho similarity of those
dialects with the target dialect.- Gillian Sankoff observes this same phenomenon

among the Buang of Papua New Guinea (1968:184; 1969:848). ,

6.1.4 Cdtmon dependence on a center

A fourth characteristic of ystems is that the relations betwe
dialects are not random; they are su ject.to he common influence of a center. The
solar system gives a good example 6f this roperty. The motion of the planets can

4 be understood only in terms of the common gravitational pull of the sun. .The motion
of a moon within'Tthe solar syspem can be partly explained through the force exerted
by the sun but requires the introduction of a second force, the gravitational pull
of the host planet, to explain the small orbits which are superimposed on the huge
orbit around the sun.

r.

Dialect sistems, tcio, are 'characterized by these common and central forces
which explain the overall patttern of interaction. ip Section 6.12 the imbalanced
pattern of interaction between two dialects was discussed. When many such pairwise
relations are viewed simultaneously, then an overall pattern of a single dialect
dominating interaction with the surrounding dialects may be seen. This kind of
dominance (attraction) defines centers, and thus- dialect syptems are viewed as
centered systems. The center within a dialect system is the primary force in

r.
t explaining patterns of communication within that system. As in the solar system,

there may also be secondary (or even\tertiary, and So on) centers. These subsidary
centers would be "used in addition to the primary center to 'eiplain relations in a

0
specific subsystem of the whole.

A center is defined by recourse to a number of factors. For a giVen system,
the communication center would be the' dialect most widely understdod. The

linguistic center would be the dialect' having the highest ave-rage linguistic
similarity to all other dialects. The geographio center would be the dialect having
the lowest average distance to all ottier dialects. The demographic center would be
the dialect having the greatest population. The center with reSpect to community

faoilities would be the dialect haying the greatest collection of facilities. The
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center for cultural associations would be the dialect a.t4i-acting the greatest number
of married couples, attracting the.greatest numbeli, of people to ceremonials, having
the greatest concentration of traditional wealth,'or having the greateit poligcal
power. All of th'ese factors contribute to defining a central dial.ect. An examples
is given in Section '6.3,2 where the central dialect for Santa Cruz,Is,land.is
determined. For three other examplts of defining a central dialect and a discussion
of the geperal topic, see the paper by Joy Sanders (1977): ,Inection 6.3.5 (Figure
6.13) the hypothesis that relatioas to the central dialect'define relations over the,
whole system ks tested. The predicting models thus derived\ are 88% accurate ,on
average. ', .,/

6.2 A general model for explaining communication

In this stiction A general model foe explaining communication is developed; in
Section 6:3 it is tested with data from Santa Cruz Island. Many possibilities for

-filllng in the general model are suggested; at this point it is too soon to propose
which are best. Therefore, in Section 6.3 many of the Proposals are tested against
the .,field data and. the results re reported. These serve to indicate the potential
oilithe general model.

The model is developed in twp parts. , First, Section 6.2.1 discusses Ole -
relationship between linguistic similarity and contact in predicting
intelligibility. A model involving those three variables alone is given. Second,
Section 6..2.2 concentrates on the contact variable and develops a model for
predicting values of the contact factor-to use in the main fOrmula.

6.2.1 Predicting intelligibility

The basic mpdel suggeited in Section 413 states that intelligibility has two
components, a stmilarity-based component and a ,contact-based compOnent. Another way,
of.saying the same thing is that intelligibility is based on both linguistic factora,,
and social factors. In mathematical terms, one would say that intelligibility is a
function of,linguistic similaritY and contact. That is,

I i f(L,C)

where I tr. intelltgibility,
- L linguistic oimilarity, and

C 2 contact

The goal of this section is to specify the manner in' which these twO variables
interact to

All previous attempts to "specify a model for intelligibility have suggested
that the function relating linguisticisimilarity and contact is an additive one
(Casad 1974191, Stoltzfus41974:46, Collier 1977:256). That is,

I 41 f(L) + g(C)

This model states ttiat intelligibility is equal to tile effect of I.-.. gulstic
similarity, or the effect ot contact, or the sum Of both. When there is no contact,
the factor is zero and intelligibility is based strictly on linguistic similarity.
When there is no similarity, the j factor is zero, and intelligibility is based
strictly on contact. When thdre is both similarity and contadt, inteiligibility is
the sum Of their effects. When'contact is favorable, the effect will bt a boost in
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intelligibility above the level predicted by li
contact is not favorable, the Q factor could have a h
the effect of limiting intelligibility to a level

basis of similarity. (This model therefore accounts
1959.) :

nguistic pimilarity alone. When
egative value which would have
lower than that expected On the

for the cases reported -by Wolff-
\A. .

This mcdel has the disadvantage that it puts no ceiling.on the possible effect
of contact. .If the similarity and contact Yactors were both high, a peVcentage of
intelligibility beyond 100% wouldprobably'be,predicted. This i3 133031.133Qhf,

specifies no interaction between the variable31 a given degree of contact inereves
intelligibility by the same aMount regardless of the degree of similarity. This

cannot actually be the case, however. For instance, 'assume thilt 75% ,similarity -

predicts 50% intelligibility when there ja no contact and that amount of oontact
raises intelligibility by 40% to 90%. Bilt suppose that 90% similarity predicts 80%
intelligibility 'when there is no contact, then 4 amount of contact cannot raise

intelligibility by another 40%. By ,definition, the degree of intelligibility cannot
exceed 100%. Therefore, the degree of understanding which a certaiNvount of
-contact brings about must be restricted by the amount of improvement whiehAs still

possible.

-

This refinement to the model can be formulated as followg:

I = f(L) + g(C(100-L))

Here linguistic similarity .is measured as a fiercentage. The value (100 - L) then
gives the percentage of non-similarity. This model.suggests that the learning. (and.

thus intelligibility boost) brought about by the.eontaet fadtor'is_limited to that
Portion of the language which is n t already similar.

In order to use least-squares regression techniques to test thie 'model, the

model would be reformulated as follows:

b
2
C(1 00-L)

tr.

.14

%....
i

,

Multiple regfessipn ailalysis would then yield values for the three Ja constants in
the formula.

.

......
%

. .;

The techniques of least-squares regression analysis are not appropliate for the
data from Santa Cruz Island because step funtions rather than continuous functions

are required to predict intelligibility (see Section 6.3.3).. Therefore, another
formulation of the basio model is tegted in Section 6.3. It is as follows:

F = L + C(100-L)
= f(F)

In the first place, linguistic similarity andleo et are combined directly (with no
'weighting factors or additive constants) to pyed et the "linguistic 'familiarity", or

The famaliarity is a percentage estimate; ok what portion.of the dialect of the

Speaker is familiar to the hearer, eitherthrough,similarity.,or eontact or both.PIn.
order to prevent .E. from exceeding 100%, the :C. factor must be scaled ita.a range of

zero to one. As long as j ranges from 0% to 100% and ranges-froM zere to' one?,

Will range from 0% to 100%. Intelligibility ib'then predicted as,a funotioh of

familiarity. In Section 6.3, step functions &ere, uSied ,to -predict intelligibility

011
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from familiarity.

6.2.2 Predicting'interaction :and contact

Contact can be measured by some of the techniques sUggested in Section 6.1.2.3
and substituted straight into the abovejormulas; this is done in Section 6.3.5.1.
A complementary method is to predict contact; this is done in Section 6.3.5.2. The
prediction can be based on some of the factors underlying contact, such is distance
between speech communities, population, relative distance from the center, ind so
on. The advantage of predicting from these factors is that they can "be measured
from maps and -census data before goingyinto the field. Predictions can also be
based on overall attractiorih.and motivation relations computed frOM'the raw data
(Section 6.1.2.3). When predictions are,based on general patterni observed over the
whole systeM, the estimated values may turn out to be better than the observed ones
for at least two reasons: (1) the predicted values may afford a more refined
measurement if the original scale had only two Or three discrete levels, and (2) the
predicted values may smooth over gross measurement errors in the raw data. The
Santa Cruz Island data give.evidence that contact pftedicted on the basis of overall'
attraction and motivation relations is a better predictor of intelligibility than
the raw pairwise contact measurements (Section 6.3.5).

, Models for predicting interaction and contact are not new to soc ial science.
They have been used by sociologists to explain human interaction for nearly one
tiundred years. Gerald Carrothers (1956) gives an extensive historical, review of
what are probably the most promising models, "gravitational" models. Quoting from
Carrothers (1956:94): ,'

'

In general terms, the gravity concept of human interaction postulates
that an attraciing force of interaction between two areas of human
activity is created by the population masses of the two areas, and a-
friction against interaction is caused by the intervening space crier which
the interaction must take place. That is, interaction between the twd
centers of population concehtration varies directly with some function of
the population size of the two centers and inversely with some function of-
the distance between them. .

This is, of course, hothing more than an analogy to Newton's law 'of universal
4Wavitation. The dir,ect analogy to Newton's law is stated mathematically as follows
(Carrothers 1959:95):

. ,

.1.

.

F pipi
ii

D 2
ij

where, F
ij

forge of interaction between 51nter,i

and center

P
it

P
j

population of areas i and 1, respectlArely; and

0 0 distance between center i and center lt

123
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FollOwing the analogy from physics, the energy of interaction between the tvo
communities wOuld have'given by multiplying the force times ,the distance. The
result would have simply the distance, i-ather than the distance squared, in the
denominator. Eor the distance term, not only geographic distance but also
linguistic distance could be usesto predict interaction. This would be based on an
assumption that the greater the linguistic difference between dialects, the less the
interaction that might be expected.

T e above formula predicts reciprocal interaction. Of more interest to us than
reel. ocal interaction is one7way contact. In the sociological analogy to physics
the e is such-a measure. It ii termed "potentigitl of population" (based on an
an logy tmor potential energy) and was develdred by Stewart (1941, Carrothers

56:96). It suggests that the potential for interaction oe an individual at J with
the population of communityl, wil be greater as the population of J. is greater,
nd will.be less as the distance between j and J. increases. Stated mathematictllYv

the prediction of contact in these terms would be as'follows:

C Pi
i j

where, C = the potential contact of i with
j

speech c'ommunity i;

P4 = the population ,of community 1; and'

D
ij

= the distance.separating i and 1.

o In this fot4thulation, the population of A serves esaentlai,Ly lie a measure ot tfle
attractioa ofl. The assumptioh ds, the larger j is, the more likely it is to
attract contact. If'we rewrite the formula to replace population with attraction,
the resultis a more general model which can have wider, application in predicting
language contabt.

Another factor can be added,to the model; this is the motivatiola of group 1 to
have contact.- The contact of j with the spegch of community A does not depend
solely ,onXs attraction, but also on motivation to interact. Some communities
may be eager and outgoing; others may be cautious or reclusive.

Anbther'iefinement can be made to the model. When measuring the contact:of one
group'with another, the distance between them can be measured relatively from the
perspective of the group which is making the contact, rather than in absolute terms.
The refined model for predicting contact is therefore,

/

a
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C in ,Jmiii

where, iCj the contact of community i with the

. speech of community i;

A, the attraction of community i;

Mi the motivation of commHnity i; and

D
j

the distance from to i as .

perceived by i.

There are many possibilities for specific factors to plug into the model.
Distance could be geographic, or linguistic, or a combination ,of both. The
followinig factors could be used to estimate the attraction of a geoup: population
size, population density, nearness to the center of the dialect system, or the
number of community "facilities located within that group.. Motivation.could 'be
estimated as the inverse of any of the above factors. Thilt is, as the population of
the group increases, we might expect its motivation to make contacts to decrease.
As a group' 13 nearer to the center of ehe dialeot system, we might expebt its
motivation to make contacts to diminish, and 30 on. Another source of estimates for
attraction and motivation are the,suma of the rows and Cicabmns of the raw data
matrices (Section 6.1.2.3).. It was already suggested that the 3=3 of the rows and
colums reflect the relative motivation and attraction of the dialeoes within the
whole dialect system.

Anahr possible perspective on attraction and motivation surfaced in the
discussion, of patterns of interaction (Section 6.1.2.2). There it waa suggested
that- contact relations are the result of at least two factors, a need factor and an
attitude factor. The degree to whichl attracts J. oould be measured in terms of
need to interact wtthl, and.rs motivation to interact could be measured in termi
of its attitude toward 1.

The possibilities are numerous and at this point no dogmas concerning the best
approach can be suggested. In the next section of this chapter some of- the above
proposals are tested against field data. These results serve to indioate the
potential of theimeral model.

40;
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6.3 Explaining communication on Santa CrUz Island

The models developed in Section 6.2 are now used to explain oommunication on
Santa Crui Island in the Solomon Islands. The island is about 30 milea from en to
end and has a total population of around 3000. .In 1977 I conducted a dig eat
intelligibility survey there following the method described in Section 2.1. At the

. same %ime, Richar:d Buchan conducted a lexicostatistic survey. The resulEs of .b th ;

are reported in Simons 1977a.

The organization of this study is in seven parts. Section 6.3.1 reviews he
data. Section.6.312 is an analysis which locates the center of the Santa C uz
dialect syatem. Section 6.3:3 reviews the statistical methods used to evaluate t e
models for explaining communication. Then in Sections.6.3.4 and 6,3.5 ma y
different models for explaining communicatioh are proposed and tested. Secti n
6.3.6 summarizeethe successive refinements which were achieved at different stag,s
in the modeling process. Finally, Section 6.3.7 draws conclusions, both of
specific nature for explaining communication on Santa Cruz Island and of a genera
nature for explaining communication elsewhere in the world.

6.3.1 The data

A complete description of the data for'this study and all the data tables are
found in Appendix 2.1. At this point I give only a brief review of what the data
contain. The numbers in parentheses refer to the Appendix in which the details are
founa.

Intelligibility was tested in thirteen villages during the dialect survey.
These thirteen villages represent the main dialects on Santa Cruz Island. ,In the
first place, three items of information about each of the thirteen dialects are
given: the villages which comprise them (2.1.1), the population of the dialects
(2.1.2), and the density of population of the dialects (2.1.4). The remaining data
consist of ,pairwise measurements of relationship between the dialects. Thedde

measurements include: the geographic' distance between the dialects measured as
traveling time (2.1.3), the lexical similarity between the dialects measured as
cognate percentages (2.1.5), the lexical distance between'the dialects measured as
percentages of non-cognates (2.1.6), the intelligibility between dialects measued

as described in Section 2.1 (2.1.7), local opinions about intelligibility (2.1.8),
the contact of dialects through yearly church festivals (2.1.9), and the contact of
dialects through marriage ties 12.1.10). Geographic and lexical distance are

mepsured relatively as well as absOlutely. In Appendix "2.1.11 a complete matrix of
estimated intelligibility is _given. The estimations are based on ,the fial
predicting model developed in Section 6.5.

6.3.2 The cehter of th Santa Cruz dialect system

Thd centrakity of a dialect can be measured in several ways. It could be
geographically central. -It. could be a center of population. It could be
linguisiically or cultUrilly central. All these factors must be considered.in
defining a center. Ideally the evidence from many aspects. of 'centrality will
converge on a single'answer. For Santa CrUz Island it does.

The center for the Santa Cruz dialect system is Mbanua (BAN). The evidence is
summarized in the followinglist in which the first and second most central dialects
are listed for each of.the kinds of data presented in.Appendix 2.1.

4.
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Lista

Population
Density
Geographic distance
Lexical distance

}He\
BAN
BAN

. LWO
' Intelligibility opinions BAN,

Festival attendance BAN
Marriage residence BAN

,

LWO
LWO
NEP
BAN

0, NEP, MAT, VEN (tie)
LWO
LWO

The following criteria for defining co eei were used: for population and density,
the greatest population and density; r geographic and.lexical distance, the lowest
average distancer for opinions, feat als, and marriage,.the greatest attraction.

.The evidence olearly points to
evidence whioh has not yet bee
community faoilities. Most of
churches, stores, and' primary
ihteraction on an island-wide s

Eastern Outer Islands,00uncil
located the oniy hospital, gov
airstrip for the isyand. The
oenter is looated midway bet

In Section/6.5 when
the center are tasted, t
These are found ih'Ap
distsinoe) and Table 2.4

6.3.3 The statistic method

4thanua as the central dialeot. A further bit of
mentioned also concurs.- This is the evidence of 6,
e .dialects are self suffioient in terms of w'

schools.. The one faAility which influences
le is the administrative headquarters for the whole

ea'of the Solomon Islands. At this.headquarters are
nment offices, post officw, 'Police station, and
ajor ship wharf is there as well. This institutional

en Mbanua and.Lwowa.

dello which predict contact on the basis of distan9e from
data used ire the distances of the dialects from Mbanua.

dix 2.1 by taking the BAN columns of Table 2.1 (geOgraphio
(lexioal distance).

Unfortunately the statistical methoda uaed in the analysis of lexical
similarity and. telligibiljty (Chapter 5) are not applicable to these data. This
is because intel gibiliti was Measured on a discrete point scale, rather than on a
continuous per ntage abale. This results in two reasons why the least-squares
methods of opr lation and regression analysis used previously are not applioable to
the aurrent a lysis: (1) the techniques are 4tnot, appropriate for ordinal scale
variables, d (2) the functions which predict intelligibility are itep functions
rather thin inear functions.

St sticians distinguish between ordinal level of measurement and interval
level f measurement (Stevens 1946). When a variable is measured on an ordinal
sea each category has a 'unique position with respect to the other oategories."
T it- ls Aigher-:-Aktalue than some categories and lower in vdlue then the
est. -However, ordering is the Only mathematical-property of such a measurement

scale; relative distance between oategories.is undefined. On the other hand, when a
variable is measui7ed on,an interval scalean additional property characterizes the
mea5ure16ts. Not only are' the' categories ordered; the distances .between the
Categories are defined in terms of fixed and equal pnits or the data described in
Section 6.3.1, half of the variables (intelligibility, opiniona 'church festival
attendanqe, and.marriafe ties) are Measured on an ordinal scale. The techniques of
orrelation.and regress on analysis uaed in.Chapter,5 require that the variables be .

measured an an intervalf-scale.

--

1

N.,
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\

In a linear funotion some amount of.change in the independent vaqiable always
results in .11 prpportional amount of ohange in the dependent variable. In a step
funotion, ohange in the independent variable does not always result in ohange in the
dependent variable. Rather, the dependent variable holds a oonstant value for
specific ranges of the independent variable:and whin the dependent variable ohanges
it does so-suddenly rather than gradually. When a 3tep function. 13 plotted on a .

graph, the appearanoe is that (31' a flight of staira. Figure 6.3 illuatrates,a
linear funotion and a step funotion.. The teohdiquea of oorrelation and regression
analysis used in Chapter 5 aspply when the underlying function ia a linear one. In s.

the ourrent data, sinoe intelligibillty 13 measured on a four-point sftle, functiona
which prediot intelligi4lity will be step functions. Even the non-parametrio
oorrelation teohniques (euch aa Spearman or Kendall rank-order correlations) yhich
require no assumptions of linearity or interval soale variables do not handle step
functions. With these techniques, a perfeot step function yields leas than perfeot
correlation.

For the two reasons just Pwesented, it was neoessary to uae different methods
of eveluating models for predicting intelligibility on Santa Cruz I3land. In the
previous chapter, the percentage of explained variation was the main measure used t6
evaluate the adequacy of a model. Here, the Percentage a prediction accuracy is
used. This percentage is based on the ratio of prediction accuracy.- In the
aimplest case, this ratio would be obtained by dividing the number of correct
predictions by the total.number-of predictions, which equals the number of oases.

However, in this formulation tO account is made forlhow far off the incorrect
predictions are. It would be good to distinguish between models with the same ratio

.of incorrect predictions but in which the errors are small in one model and large in
another. The rationale here 13 that If administrative' decisions bad to be based on
one of the two models, it would be better to u$e the one with the smaller errors.
To do this, the number Orcorrect predictions is decremented for predictions which
are very wrong. tIn The-Santa Cruz study understanding is at one of three'levels:
full intelligibility, partial intelligibility, or aporadic recognition. When a

prediction is incorrect it-oan be off by one level or at most by two levels. When a
prediction is off by two levels, one is subtraoted from the number of correct
prediotions. Thus the ratio of prediction accuracy beoomes, .

ratio of prediction accuracy 2

aslassa-Prigisatignil=grasliatilianaaL-123--taM-123-111
total predictions

The same relationship can be foriulated in another way using the condept of
deviations. When a Oediction.is correct, the deviation from the measured value is

* zero; when it is off by one level, 'the deviation is one; when it is off by two
levels, the deviation is two. The following formulation is therefore equivalent to
the preoeding one:

ratio of prediction accuracy =
4..

is
. total prediotiona

The peroentage of prediction accuracy is then obtained by multiplying ple ratio by
one hundred.

12.
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Figure 6.3 A jinear functioh and a step function
sic

100% +

IntelligibilitY

0% +

0%

Intelliiibility I

Full 3 +

I.
Partial 2 +

I

Sporadic 1 +
Recognition I

None

Linear function

Asi.

50% 100%

LexiCal similarity

Step function

I

0%

-

50% 100%

Lex4cal similarity

/ 9
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In the previous ohap er, the computational method of least s area wa used to
find the regresaion line and thua define the parameters of th odel. In this

,

analysis, sinoe those teohniques are not appropriate, the step funoti wh oh best
fits the data is 'found by inapeotion. First, a soattergram of the dat plottedl
Then the outoff points for the stepa are looated suoh that the peroentage of
prediotion accuraoy is maximized by_mikimizing thif sum of the deviations. After

fitting the step funotion, the sum of the deviationa'is totaled and the ratio and,

peroentage of Prediction aoouraoy are oomOuted. The many soattergrams in Appendix
2.2 illustrate the teohnique.

Teats of signifioanoe are uaed to oompare the accuracy of different models.
The exact ratios of prediotion aoouraoy are oompared with i two-by-two ohi-aquare
test. Two types of teats are uaed. A two-tailed test is used to test the
hypothesis that two ratios are unequal when there is no reason to suapeot whioh one
should be greater. A one-taile st is used to teal the hypothesis that one
partiCular ratio is si ioant y greater than or less than another one.

(One-tailed tests are, 3 used unless specifically stated otherwise.) The result
of the one- or two-tailed chi-square test is a significance level. The significanoe

level is the probability that the two ratios are aotually equal and that the
observed differenoe oould be due to ohanoe alone. If this probability is very low,
then we feel safe in acoepting the hypothesis that the ratios are aotually different
(and that one is greater than the other in the oase of a one-tailed test). Sooial
$cientists generally agree on the .05 level as being aignificant. When aooepting a
hypothesis at the .05 level, one is saying that there is no more than a one in

twenty ohanoe that it is wrong. ;n the disoussions whioh follow, differences at
the .05 level or better will be oalled "signifioant". Differences at the .01 level
or b'etter will be oalled "very significant". Differenoes at the .001 level or
better will be oalled "highly signifioant". Oooasionally differences just over
ehe .05'level will pe referred to as "nearly signifioant".

6.3.4 Single variable models

In Appendix 2.2 the soattergrams and the best fit step funotions for single
variable prediotors of intelligibility are given. Six single variable prediotora
are tried: geographio distanoe, lexioal similarity, opiniona about intelligibility,
churoh festival attendance, marriage ties, and predioted marriage residenoe. The
aoouraoy of these $ingle variable predictors is summarized in Figure 6.4. In this
table, 'the peroentage of prediotion accuracy for the single variable predioates is
given in the "With model" column. In parentheses, following the percentages, are
t,he exaot ratios of prpdiotion aoouraoy. This format is followed in all remaining
tables: percentages followed by the exaot ratios. In the first oolumn of numbers
in the table, the peroenthe of prediotion aoouraoy for the worst oase model is'
given. This is the minimum peroentage of accuracy that would be obtained if the
relationship between inteligibility and the prediotor were due to chance alone and
not to any oorrelation bineen the two. In every oase, the worst case occurs if the

model predicts full intelligibility for all values of the independent value .

is because there are many more oases of full intelligilielity than of the other. wo
levels. Sinoe the atrategy in finding the best fit steplifunotion is to maximi
prediotion aoccuraoy, it oan never be Oorse than what would be given by predioting
only full intelligibility.

Note that in every oase, the prediction aoouraoy for the model 13 greater than
. the worst oase. The final oolumn of the table gives significance levels for tests
on the hypothesis that the single variable models are signifioantly better than
chance assooiations (that is significantly better than the worst oase). Three of

11
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Figure 6.4 Single variable predictorts'of intelligibility

Predictor

1'
Geographic distance

'Lexical similarity

Opinions

Festival attendance

Marriage ties,

Marriage residence

Chance alone
(worst case)

,

Qr.

With model
.,

Significance
of improvement

.56% (44/78) 57% (52/7'8) .09

56% (44/78) 77% (60/76) .003.

56% (44/78) , 77% (60/78) .003

61% (35/57) 79% (45/57) .02
)4

56% (44/78) 58% (45/78) .44

56% (44/78) 62% (48/78) -

the predictors are 77% to 79% accurate and are detinitely significant: lexioal .

sipilarity, opinions, and festival attendance. Two are definitely not significant:
marriage ties and marriage residence. .The siith predictor, geographic distance, is
in a middle range where it is nearly significant. In the remaining figures iii this
chapter, significance with respect to the worst case is not computed.in the tables
becaus'e in every. , case the results are significant. An accuracy of 69% is
significantly greater than the worst case of 56% at the .05 level (oomputed on
ratios with a denominator of 78).

When the relations of lexical and geographic distance are made nonsymmetric by
considering distance relative to. the system, the result is a significant
-improvement in prediobien accuracy over the symmetric measure of absolute distance
in Figure 6.4. This is shown in Figure 6.5. The column of signifioanoe figures
shows thaethe increase from 67% to 83% prediotion accuracy for geographic distance
is very signiffcant. The increase from 77% to 86% for lexical distance is only

) nearly significant at 'the .07 level. However, the overall effect of measuring
distance as relative rather than absolute (which is obtained by summing the results
for geographic and lexical distance) is an increase from 72% to 85% which is highly
significant.

Inspection of the scattergramsand step functions for relative lexioal and
geographic distance (see the last three soattergrama in Appendix 2.2) shows that
relative geographio distance is a better predictor of intelligibility in the low
intelligibility range while relativ4 lexical distance is a- better predictor in the
high intelligibility range. That is, the greAteat number of incorrect _predictions
for:relativ e. geographic distance are underestimates when,Tmeasured intelligibility is
"fUll intelligibility" and-thelgreatest number.of inoorreot predictions for relative
lextoal dWance are overestimates when measured intelligibility if "sporadic
recognition". Since the strengths and weaknesses of the two different models ere
oomplementary, it follows that a combination of the two predicting variables might
balance the weaknesses and yield abetter.prediction. This is indeed the case. An

131
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Figure 15.5 Absolute, relative,'and composite distance

Absolute Relative CoMposfte

GeOgraphic distance 67%,(5.2/78) 83% (65/78) 90% (70/78)

Lexical distance . 77% (60/78) 86V(67/78) '90% (70/78)

Overall 72% (112/156) 85% (132/156) 90% (70/78)

SignifiCance of:

Relative > tompoWile > Composite >
absolute - relative absolute

Geographic distance .008 .12 .0002

- Lexical distance .07 .23 .02

Overall .003 .14 .001

oeitimal combination of the two relative measurea of distance would be one which
maximizes the prediction accuracy of the new composite variable. Hy,iterating over
various weightings of the two variables at steps of one-hundredth, it was found that
the optimal combination is a combination consisting of 40% relative lexical distance
and 60% relative geographic distance. That is,

Composite relative distance =
.4 X relative lexical distance +'
.6 X relative geographic distance

Figure 6.5'shows that composite relative distance.predicts intelligibility with
an accuracy of.90%. This is an increase above E0% for relative geographic distance

and 86% for relative lyxical distanoe. However, tests of significance', show thlt the
size of these increases is not _significant. The total imprqvement from the

individual measures of absolute distance, however, :to composite distance prove to be
very signifioant for lexical distance and highly significant for geographic
distince.
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6.3.5 Complex models including linguistic similaritsy and contact

In the preceding section, simple models were considered in . which
intelligibility was miewed as a function of one factor, either linguistic similarity
or contact. In thi$/section, complex models in which intelligibility is viewed as a
function of both similarity and contact are considered. The basic model has already
been introduced in Section 6.2.1. It is as follows,

F L + C(100-L)
I 3 f(F)

First, linguistic similarity and contact combine directly to predict the
"linguistic familiarity", or .E. The familiarity is a percentage estimate of what
portion of the dialect of the speaker is familiar to the hearer, either through
similarity or contact or both. Second, intelligibil4y is predicted from the
familiarity. The function which maps familiarity or-Ito intelligibility is a step
function. When an actual model is specified,it is necessary to make the function
explicit by stating the ranges of for each of the values of .L.

4

Only one measure of linguistic similarity, li, is tvailable in the present data.
That is lexical similarity expressed as a perceritage of cognates in basic
vocabulary. This measure will be used for linguistic similierity in all
formulations.

The object ,of the investigation in this section is to explore different
variables which can be substituted for the contact factor, 2,, in the familiarity
formula. First, measured values of contact are used. Then predicted values are
tried. The predicted values are based on the attraction and motivation model
presented in SectiOn 6.2.2. Attraction and motivation are estimated first from
measured contact, then from population relations, and finally from distance to the
center of the dialect system.

In order to insure that the linguistic familiarity does not exceed 100%, the
contact faator must be limited to a range of zitiro to one. For instance, meaaured
contact through church festivals has the range zero to two. To adjust this variable
for inclusion in the familiarity formula, the values need to be divided by two.

The situa-tiTrn\for a variable like geographic distance is not as simple. The
values of that variable measured in treveling time range from 5 minutes tO 830
minutes. Furthermoi-e, in making the adjustment the values must be inverted; that
is, a high value of geographic distance implies low contact, and a low distance
implies high contact.

Tge method used is this. First examine the distrIbution of values to determine
the Aesired "minimum" and "maximum" Values. These are not the true minimum and
maximum; rather, they are the vafue which is to adjust to zero, and the one which is
to adjust to one, respectively. For geographic distance, 830 is the minimum value.
For the maximum value, 105 was selected on the following basis: on the island, it

. was observed that when neighboring dialect groups were within 105 minutes of
traveling time, 'contact was always so great as to give the appearance of complete
familiarity. The adjustment is made-using this formula:

adjuated value,2 (original value - min) / (max min)

Then if the .adjueted value exceeds one, it is set to one. If it is less than zero,

I 3 3



it is set ta zero, unless negative values are used to reflect negative (attitudes
(they are not in this study). -The minimum and maximum values.for the scaling of all
contact variablea are reported in Appendix 2.3.

6.3.5.1 Measured contact

Five different kinds of measured contact are substituted into the familiarity
formula to prediot intelligibility. The saattergrams, best-fit step functions, and
statistics for these five measures of contact are found in Appendix 2.4. The
peroentages of accuracy for the five predicting models are summarized in Figure 6.6.

In the top half of Figure 6.6 the hypothesis that predictions based on
siiilarity an contact are more accurate than predictions based on contact alone is
.tested. The fiirst coluMn of numbers gives the prediction accuracies for models with
contact alone; these are oopied from Figure 6.4. The next column gives the
prediotion egouracies for oomplex models.which oombine the given contact faotor
with lexioal similarity. The final oolumn gives results of the signifioance tests
on the hypothesis that the oomplex models are more accurate than the simple ones.
In all five oases the compleimodel has the higher prediotion accuracy. In three
oases -- geographic distance, marriage ties, ,and marriage residence -- the

imppovement is significant. The overall effeot, obtained by oombining all the
ratios in the columns, is a highly significant increase in prediction accuracy.

The bottom half of Figure 6.6, teats the 1,hypothesis that the oomplex models
oombining similarity and contact give better predictions than the model based on
aimilarity alone. The first oolumn of numbers gives the prediction accuracy for the
similarity model from Figure 6.4. The second oolumn gives the predictibn accuracies
for the complex models. The final column gives results of.the significance tests on
the hypothesis that the oomplex models are more accurate than the similarity model.

only three of the five oases is there &ny increase in a9curacy, and this is never
signifioant. The overall effect, as well, shows no sigpifioant improvement of the
complex models based on measured contact and similarity over the aimplet similarity
model.

6.3.5.2 Predioted oontaot

Predioted contact is calculated for seven different factors. The first three
are based on overall attraction and motivation measures for opinions about

intelligibility, ohuroh festival attendance, and marriage residence. The remaining

four are based on population, density of population, geographic distance from the

center of the dialect system, and lexical distance froM the center. The basic

formula for predioting contact is the one developed in Section

Contact z (Attraction x Motivation) / istance

Attraction is estimated by the overall atiraotion, the population or its density0 or
the inverse of the distance from fhe Center. Motivation is estimated.by the overall

mótivation, the inverse of population or.density, or the distanoe frOm the center.
Five different measuremints of distance are used: absolute and relative geographic
distance, absolute and relative lexical distenoel and oomposite relative distance

(six-tenths geographic and four-tenths lexical). The method in which each of these

variables was scaled to a range of zero to one is given in Appendix 2.3. The

distance measures were aotually inverted and then scaled. In this way, predicted

contact becomes the product of attraction, motivation, and inverted distance. Since

the'three component variables range from zero to one, the resulting predicted value
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Figure 6.6 Measured contact

Contact varitable

Geographic distance

Opinions

Festival attendance

Marriage ties

Marriage residence

Overall

Contact Alone

67% (52/78)

.77% (60/78)

79% (45/57)

58% (45/78)

:62% (48/78)

68% (250/369)

With similarity Significance

78% (61/78).

83% (65/78)

84% (48/57).

74% (58/78)

77% /78)

of improvement

.05

.16

.23

.01

.2 .02

19% (292/369) .0002

Contact variable Similarity'alone With contact SignilicanCe

Geographic distance

Opinions

Festival attendance

Marriage ties

Marriage residence

Overall

77% (60/78)

77% (60/78)

77% (60/78)

77% (60/78)

771. (60?78)

77% (60178)

of improvement

78% (61/78) .43

\\83% (65/78) .16

84% (48/57) .15

74%(59)(7-13)

77% .(60,/78) .50

79% (292/369) .33 .

* SinCe the second column'is lower, the significance of the

hypothesis that the second Column is- greater cannoi he

tested.
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of oontact is guaranteed to range from zsro to one.
1 '

For eaoh of the seven variables, eighteen different sets of oontact.prediotions
were made.. These eighteen sets /are organited into twcyinterseating dimensions :

containing:three and six members. The first dimension represents'the nuierator of.

the contabt formula. ' Three different 'numerators are,tried: attraction alone,

motivation alone, and. attraotion times motiviti6n.' -the second diMension''representi
the denominator of the contact formula..and six different denominators are-tried.
The firstjs a constant value of one whioh-has the effect of leaving distande\out of:, ,

the formula. The 'other.five are the five, types of, distance already mentioned. The
results of- the .eighteen 'bets of predictions forithe.seven,variables are given-in, .

- full in Appendix 2:5.

The purpose of tryihg ao many possible walts td'prediot cOntaot il.to tett 'some

hypothtaes about which kinds of predfotiods are better and'vhich are' wprse. The'

following hypotheses ,are tested:

Al) Relative distanoe predicts better than.absolute distance;

(2) Relative distanoe predicts better than no dietanoe;

(3) Composite distanCe peediots better than either measure of "relatillt

distance alone;
. .-, ,

(4) Attraotibn and motivation together, predict better than either alone;'
0 , 0I ,

(5) Predioted'contot predicts'better than measured conta*;,.
,

1 .,..

,

(6) ContaCt predictions based on indirectsmeasurements are equally as
accurate aS those based(on direct contact measurements made in the

field.
,

1

.,

As is shown 'in the following paragraphs, hYpotheses (1), (2)., (5),, and (6) can be

aboepted; (3)%fand (4) cannot. AL'
,

The firat'hypothesis, that relative distance in the denominator of the, pontact

formula is a.better predicitor,than ibsolute4istance, is tested in Figures 6.7 and
L,

, 6.8: Figure 6:7 tests the'hypothesis for ,geographic distance;" while FigUre 6.8

testi it for lexical distanc4. The two figUres:are otherwise'comattely parallel in
their layout. The ratios on which the predieti00 acouracies'are oodputed are the

pooled 'results of the three different riumeiators for the contact equation:

attraction alone, motivation alone, andattraotion,,timei motivation,' 'Thus the

iatios are the sums of the columns in the tables of resuits-in Appendix 2.5,

In Figures 6.7 and 6.8, the first column of *numbers . gives the prediotion

acour,a0y for absolute distance -models- wbile the -seoon4" column gives them for

relative disttnce models. -Intl lief column .gives the. signifioanol ,levels .. foe,

acoepting the hypothesis thti the percentages in the second dolumnaare greater than

those in the first...For both geographic and,-lexical distande, the peroentage of'

accuracy for relative distance'models 1.15,alwa3 gréater th01. for -abAolute distance

models. todr models based on Opinlona and,lexical'distance from the center it is

alto always significantly so. .,Forpopulationt,density, and Marriage residence,

howevee, it is not.' For testival attendafide: and,geographic Ostance from tilt',

(center, -the indrease is nearly eignifidant. 'For both.geographid.and lexiot4

distance the overill increase in prediction accurtay (Obtained rby summing the
,

0
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Figure 6.7 Absolute'versus relative geo§raphic distance

A and M predictor Absolute - Relative Sigriificance
distance distance of- imprbvement

Opinkons 4 78% (182/234) (2.08/234) .0008,

Festival attendance 76% (130/171) 02% (141/171) ,07

mairfage residence 75% (175/234) 80% (187/234), .09

Population 78% (184234) 81% (190/234) .21

Density 79% (186/234) 81% (190/214) .32

Geographic center 80% (187/234) 85% (200/234) .06

Lexical center 81% (189/234) '87% (204/234) .03

Dverall 78% 84%- ; .00003
(1232/1575). (1320/1575).

0

Figure 6.8 A6solute versus relative lexical distance

A and M predictor

Opinions

Festival attendance

Mariiage residence'

Population

Density

GeographiC center

Lexica1'4enter

Overall

.

Absolute'
distance

80% (188/234)

78% (134/171)

78%H182/234)

78% (182/234)

79%:(186/234)

Aoy (188/234)

82% (193/234)

80%
1.1

sit

82% (191/234)

81% (189/234)

83% (194/234)

07% (203/234).

pet (206/234)

#15

.21

.17

.03.

.0$

..00004

Relative Significance
distance -of improvement

90% (211/234) .001

04% (144/171) .08

(1253/1575) °-(1338/1575)

-



columns) la highly significant. Thus I accept the hypothesis that relitive distance
in the denominator of the contact formula is a better predictor than absolute

, distance. .

The second hypothesis, that relative distance in the denominator of the contact
formula is a better prediotor than no distance at all, is tested in Figure 6.4. In
ihat figure the test againat relative lexical distance is shown. A test against
relative geographic distance would have very similar results. The table parallels
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 in its oonstruotion. The results in the significance oolumn
show that in only two woes was the inorease not significant, but only nearly
significant. . The overall increase in prediction accuracy is highly significant and
I therefore aooept the hypothesis.

Figure 6.9 No distance versus relative lexical-distance
A

A and M predictor .410 Relative Significance
distance distance of improvement

V. 0
Opinions 82% (193/234) 90% (211/234) .008

,

Festival attendance 76% (130/171) 84% (144/171) .03

Marriage residence 70% (164/234) 82.% (191/234) ..002

Population L._ 73% (170/234) 81% (189/234) .02

Density 14% (173/234) 83% (194/234) .009

Geographic center 82% (193/234) 87% (203/234) .10,

Lexical center '83% (194/234) 88% (206/234) .06

Overall 77%. .0000001
(1217/1575) (1338/1575)

Thekhirehypbthesis, that,00mposite relative distance in the denominator of
the contact formula is a bittemprediotor than either re/ative geographio or lexioal-
distance alone, is tested in Figure 6.10. The theee oolumns of numbers represent
the three different'measures4Qf distanoe: relative geographic, relatiiie /exioal,

and oomposite relative. The ratios are based on wpooling of-the results for the
three different numerators as before. Within the table there are no significant
differenoes. Below the table, tho results of signitioanoo tests.on ihe overall *

trends are.given. The overall trend"is not even in tho direction of the original
hypothesis. That is, relative lexioal distance turns out td have a higher overall
prediotionaocuraoy than Oomposite :distance. Therefore, two-tailed tests of

"c.

signitioanoe are mAde: Thesoltest the hypothesis that the -predictionumouracies are
at All differentie without specifying the directibn of the differenoe. In'the best

Vi
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case, we would be wrong 38% of the time if me suggested that relative geographio and
relative lexical distanoe gave different results:' There is no basis for accepting a
hypothesis that any one of these three measures'of distance gives significantly
better resits than the other two.

The fourth hypothesis, that models withattraotionJes motivation in the
numerator'of the contact formula are. better4- prediotors than models with Justattraction or Just motivation, is tested in Figure 6.11. The ratios in the body of
the table are based on a pooling of three models: with relative geographic distance
in the denominator, with relative lexioa), distance, and with relative composite
distance. These are the _best models: the ones witeabsolute distance and no
distance ere not included since they have been shown to be. significantly lessaccurate. In the overallrtren*, the aittraction-times-mottration models prove to
haVe the highest ratio of prediction accuracy. The tests of significance show that
the increase over models -of attraction alone is aignificantbut only at the .05
level. The increase over motivation alone models is not significant. Lookingwithin the body of the table, it is apparent that there is no strong trend. In one
case the attraction alone model is the best and in two cases the motivation alone
models' are the best. In only four pairs of models is one significantly less than
the other. qtraction alone for.opinions is significantly leas than the other two
opinion models' "and motivation alone for festival attendance is significantly less
than the other two. The results are thus largely inconclusive. ,In is not possible
to oonclude that any particular oombination of attraction or motivation or both
yields better prediction aocuraoy in general.

The fifth hypothesis, that' predicted contact is a better predictor than
measured contaot, is tested in Figure 6.12. ',There are only three contact factors
for which the accuracy of measured and predicted- values can be compared. The
percentages and ratios of prediction accuracy for measured contact are copied from
Figure 6.6. The figures for predicted nontact are taken from Appendix 2.5. For
each of the three contact factor', the most accurate model is chosen to fill in the
predicted contact oolumn. Comparison of, the cdlumns shows that ip all three oases
the acoueaoy with predioted contact is-hlgher than with measured conpiöt. In the
case of opinions-it is significantly higher; iA the oaae of festival attendance flit
is not; in the case of.marriage residence it is nearly so. The overall trend shows
that predicted oontaot raises the accuracy'from 81% to 89% which is a significant
increase at the .02 level.

The sixth ,hypothesis, that contact predictions based on indirect measurements
Are equally as acOurate as those based,on direct measurements in the field, is
tested in. Figure 6.13. For each Of the seven contact factors, the best model from
the tables in Appendix 2.5 is chosen to-represent it. The seven factles are grouped
into three oategories and overall accuracy for each category is oakuted. The .

overall accuracy for+ direot predictions based on measured contaot is 89%, for
indirect predictions based on population statistic* it is 84%, and fOr indirect
predictions based on distance from the center of the dialect system. it is 88%.

/ ,

The percentages for overall direct predictions and overall distance from oenter
. predictions are nearly equal. A tiro-tailed test is used to test the hypothesis that

they are equal. The result shows that the probability that they are the same is
98%. The conclusion, therefore, is that the- models using indirect contact
predictions based 'On distance from the oenter of the dialect system are equally as
accurate as the =dela whioh use direct contact predictions' based on field
measurements of,' ooritaot. The prediction' accuracy for prediotAons based on
population statistics is less than for the other two categories. Thus tests were

c.



Figure 6.10 Composite versus single relative distance

Geographic Lexioal Composite

Opinions 89-% (208/234) 90% (211/i341 90% (210/234)

Festival attehdance 82% (1,41/1i1) 84% (144/171) 83% (142/171)

Marriage residence 80%1187/234) 82% (191/234) 80% -(1818/234)

Ropulation 81% (190/234) 81% (189/234) 82% (191/234)

Density 81% (190/234) 83% (194/234) 81% (190/234)

Geographical center 85% (200/230-'87% (20,3/234) 86% (201/230.

Lexical center 87% (204/234) 88% (206/234) 67% (204/234)

A/

Overall 84% 85% '84%
(1320/1575) (1338/1575) (1326/1575)

Signiticanbe tests on overall trends (two-tailed tests):

Geographic # Lexical).

Composite # Lexical

Geographic.# Composite .78
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.Figure 6.11 Attraction And motivation

,

Attraction
alonv

Motivation,.
alone

Attraction and
motivation

Opinions 86% (202/234) 91% (213/234) 91% (214/234)

Festival attendance 86% (147/171) 79% (135/171) 85( (45/171)

Marriage residence 79% (186/234) 83% (.194/234) (79% (186/234)

Population 81% (189/234) 82% (191/234) 83% (195/234)

Density 81% (1689/234) 81% (190/234) 83% (195/234)

Geographic center 85% J]i99/234) '87%

(88%

(2031234) 86% (2.02/234)

.L.oxical center 1J5% (199/234) (206/234) 89% (209/234)

Overall 83t 85% 85%
(1311/1575) (1332/1575). (1346/1575)

4

Significance tests tor overall irenas:

Motivation > AttracOon

A and M > Ifttivation

A and M > Attradtion

: 15

. 24

.05

Figure 6.12 Measured contact versus predicted coritact

Measured PrediCted Significance
of improvement

-Opinions 83% (65/78) 92%. -(72/78) .04
. r

Festivals attendance 84% (48/57) 88%.(50/57) .29

Marriaige residince 71% (60/78) '86% (67/78) .07

4 f

Overall' 81% (173/213) 89% (189/213) .02
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Figure 6.13 Direct predictions versus indirect predictions

.Direct predictioni based on measured contact:

Opinions- 92% (72/78)

Festival attendance 88% (50/57)

Marriage residence 86% (67/78)..

Overall 891i (189/213)
,

1.

Indirect predictions based on population statistics:

Population 83% (65/78)

Density of population 85% (66/78)

.4

Overall 84% (131/156)

Indirect predictions based on distance from center of
dialect system:

Geographic distance from center 17%.'(68/78)

Lexical distance.from center 90% (70/78)

Oireral1 88% (138/156)

Significance tests:

Overall dfreCt, # overall distance from center .98
. ( two- ta i led)

Overall direct > overill population .09

Opinions > overall population .04

Overall distance from center > overall population
,

0

4.
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made to see if they are significantly less aocurate. The significance levels for
the tests are .09 and .12 so it is not possible to conclude that the indirect
predictions baied on population stattstioa are significantly leab accurate than
predictions based on measured oontaot or ditance from the oenter. However, a' teatof the best single model, the opinions model at 92% aoouraoy, against the overall
accuracy of population statistics shows-that they are signifioantly less acourate
than the best model.

Thus far, no attempt has been made to oombine different oontaot factors in
predioting intelligibility. Obviously, contact has many faoets and predictionswhioh simultaneously a000unt for many aspects of oontaot, rather-than oonaidering'
them only one at a time,.should be betten fwedidtions. A simple way to use stepfunctions in making predictions whioh oombine factors is to select an odd number of
factors and for each case to prediot the level of intelligibility indicated by the
majority of the'factors considered individually. (This method has the weaknesq that
it' &les not oonsider the possible interaotion of faotors.) This is done with thMee
factors -- orposite relative distance alone, predioted oontaot based on opinions,
and predict d contact based on lexical distance from the oenter for"the Santa
Cruz data. In most oases, all three prediotiona agree. Where, they do, not, thelevel estimated by two out of the three factors is taken as predioted
intelligibility. The resulting predictions are 95% accurate: More details on the
method used an0 a oomplete matrix of estimated intelligibility based on thiscombined apOoach are given in Appendix 2.1.11.

6.3.6 Summary of refinements

A summary of the refinements whioh have been made in Sections 6.3.4 and 6.3.5
to models for explaining oommunioation is given in Figure 6.14. In that chart the
percentage of prediotion accuracy for different types of models are ellen. The
arrows show t e direotions of refinement as new factors are combined to improve the
accuracy of th

i models.
Tbe numbers on the arrows are the significance level for a

test of the hy othesis that the model at the head of the arrow-is more accurate than
the one at the tail.

I
\ The initial models are single variable models. A model which explains

intelligibility as a function of lexical similarity alone is 77% accurate (from
Figure 6.4). Overail, models which explain intelligiblity aa a function of some
single factor of contact.are 72% accurate. Thia estimate la based on a pooling of
results from opinions, festiTal'attendanoe, and marriage residence from Figure 6.4;
only these three are oonsiderelk4n order to maintain oomparability st further steps
in the development. These degree, .of accuracy are signifioantly greater than' what
is possible by chance alone. 77% aaturaoy for lexical similarity is greater than
56% for the-oforst' case (10/741) at .003 significance; 72% accuracy for contact is
greater than 58% for the worat case (123/213) at .001. significance.

*,,,

Whn lexical similarity'and contact are combined in a pore complex model to
explain intelligibility, the degree of accuracy increases to 81% (Figure 6.6). This
is greater than the accuracy,for similarity alone by a confidenee level of .20', and
greater than the accuracy for oontaot Alone by ,11 confidence level of .01. The model
used to predict intelligibility ile, .

,

I x f(L + N100 - L))

where 1, represents the level of intelligibility, jd. represents the' percentage of
lexical similarity, and represents the degree of oontact.. The oontaot measures
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Figure 6.14 Summary of Successive refinements to models
for explaining communication

4

Single variable models:

Lexical simi- Contact
larity alone alone

77% 72%
(60/78), (153/213)

.20

Complex
models:

6 \

1.

Similarity and
measureecontact

81%.
(173/213)-

.02

Similarity and
predicted contact

89%
(189/213)

.
(Meaisured contact summarized
as overall attraction and
motivation within the
dialect system)

-

Absolute
distance alone

72%
(112/156)

1.003

Relative
Distance alone

85%
(132/l56)

[Distance measured" rela-
tive to perspective from
within the dialect.system]

.12

88%
(138/156)

[Contact predicted
by distance from
the center of the
dialect system]

.06 .

Combination of
three models

95%
. (74/78)

.01
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used as predictors in the single variable models were scaled to a range of zero to
one and then plugged directly into the prediotion formula.

Ancther kind of single variable model tested was a model based on absolute
geographic or lexical distance between dialects. Those models were 72% accurate
overall (Figure 6.5). When the measure of distance is refined by making it relative
to the perspective from within the dialect system, then the accuracy increases to
85% (figure 6.5). This increase is significant at the .003 level.

A further refinement to models .-for explaining communioation is to predict
, contact rather than to measure it. -The resulting models combine the three. single

variable predictors already'discussed -- lexical similarity, measured oontact, *flf
distance -- and are 89% accurate overall (Figure 6.12). This accuracy ia greate
than the complex models sing me ured contact at .02 signifioanoe, and is greats
than the accuracy for mod14,%h distance aloneLat the'.12 level. The formula used
to predict contact is,

C = AM/D

where 11 represents the hearer's contact with the speech of the speaker,A represents
the attraction of the speaker'a group, 14 represents the motivation of the hearer's
group to have contact, and 2 represents the distance from the hearer's group to the
speaker's. Relative distance is used for the 'distance term. Attraction and
motivation are estimated by the overall attriction and motivation of dialect groups
as indicated in the measured contact data.

,

Another refinement simplifies the task of data collection with no significant
loss -in accuracy or the model. The same formula is used as in the predioted contact
models in the previous paragraph. The difference is that attraction and motivation
are estimated by the distance of the dialects from the center of the dialect system.
This kind of estimation does not require the collection of pairwise contact
measurements in the field as the method in the previous paragraph does. The overall
accuracy of these models which predict contact by distance from the center is 88%.
This is not signifioantly different from the accuracy of the estimates based on
pairwise field measurements (Figure 6,13).

A final refinement is to combine different contact faobors in predicting
intelligibility. Since contact involves many factors, to consider different aspects

.in combination gives better predictions than to consider any one aspect by itself.
When this is done for the Santa Cruz data, the resulting predictions arl 95%
accurate.

6.3.7 Conclusions

6.3.7.1. Explaining communication on Santa Cruz Island

Certain'conclusions conoerning what explains communication on Santa Cruz Island
can be made from this study. First of all, the lexical similarity between dialects
is an important factor. By itself it can correctly a000unt for the level Of
intelligibility in 77% of the cases. 4econdly, contact between dialects, in
gombinstion with similarity, accounts for half of the remaining incorrect oases in
general (88% acourady, Figure 6.14) and over three-quarters of the remaining
incorrect in the .final combination model (95% accurlaty, Figure 6:14).

The results give some indication of what aspects of contact are- most
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significant .in explaining, oommunication on Santa Cruz Island. Marriage ties and
predioted marriage residenoe turn out to be the leaat effective explainera of
communication. The frequenoy with which dialeota have oontaot at yearly ohuroh
feativald proves to be more effeotive. The aignificant increase in accuracy of
relative distance modela over abaolute distanoe models indioates that a Santa Cruz
apeeoh community's motivation to get out and travel long distances to make cOntadt
increases as its. distance (both geographio and linguiatio) away from the other
speech communities inoreaaes. The suocesa of the modela whioh prediot contact on
the badis of distance from the oenter of-the dialeot system auggests that Santa Cruz
Island .13 indeed a oentered dialeot system. The interpretation of those models 13
that the nearer a dialeot ia to the oenter, the more likely it is to attraot oontaot
and the-leaa motivated it is to go out and make oontaot. Conversely, the further a

dialeot ia from the center, the more motIvated it ia likely to 'be to go out and make
oontaot and the less likely it i3 to attraot contact. The reatat'ia a general
directing of oontaot relations-in toward the center.

6.3.7.2 Explaining oommunioation elsewtiere

This atudy of models for explaining oommunioation on Santa Cruz Island suggeata
at leaat three conolusiona whioh oould.have general applioation: (1) the value of
looal opiniona abodt intelligibility, (2) the aystemic nature of dialect relations,
and (3) the potential of the modeling meEhod.

The single best prediotor of intelligiblity turned out to be looal opinions
about intelligibility. Many investigatora have stayed olear of informant opinions
beoause they are 30 open to a subjeotive element. At first glanoe the same
conclusion might be reaohed for ,Santa Cruz Ialand. Opinions alone are only 77%
accurate at explaining intelligibility (Figure 6.4). I would attribute the rrors
not 30 muoh to errora in the informants' judgmenta as to the olumsiness of the
method I used to measure opinions. I found it poasible to elioit responses it only
three degrees of underatanding with any oonsistenoy -- understand all, aome, or
none. Of course, degree of understanding oovera a oontinuous range. However, it
wee possible to reconstruot prediotiona of a oontinuous nature from the original
opiniona. This waa possible when the whole island was viewed'as a dialeot system
and all of the-opinions about a dialeott were viewed ea saying something about its
ability to attraot oommunioation and all of the opinions given by a dialect were
viewed 33 saying something about ita motivation to oommunioate. PrediotiOhs based
on them, refinements of the original opinions are 92% acourate (Figure 6.13); this
15% improvement is sigeifioant at a .004 level. Refinements such ea these'may in
general increase the value of local opiniona oonoerning intelligibility.

_he key to explainine"*newunfoation on Santa Cruz Island iS viewing the
dialeota as compria1n4/1 dialeot ayabem. In the aummary of the reaults given in

Figure 6.14, comments tfi square braoketa are plaoed at three spots in whioh the
system viewpoint plays a signifioant role. These are as follows: (1) The
measurement of distance as relative to perapeotive from within the system rather
than in absolute units (flee Section 6.1.3) proved to signifioantly increase the
aoouraoy of single variable models (Figure 6.5) and coMplex models (Figures 6.7 and
6.8). (2) The pairwise measurements of oontaot taken in the field -- opinions,
festival4attendanoe, marriage ties -- were made in terms of three or four point
discrete scales. The degree of discrimination possible in prediotions baaed
direotly on these measurementi ia therefore not very great. However, when the
individual pairwise measurements are viewed aa being interrelated within a dialect
dystem, all of the\measurementa ooncerning individual dialects can be /summed to

oompute that- dialect's overall attraotion and motivation within the ..system.
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Predictions based on these attraction and motivation estimates are signifioantly
better than those based on the original measurements (Figure 6.12). RelAtions based
on the whole system may not only offer a more disoriminating measure than the
original data, they may also'serve to compensate for measurement errors in the
original data. (3) One of the oharaoteristios of a dialeot system is that general
patterns of interaction can be explained in terms of common relations to, a center
(Section* 6.1.4). It was found that predictions based on distance from/the dialect
center were as accurate as the predictions based on overall attraotion and
motivation relations found in the original contaot measurements (Figure 6.13). A
model which explains communication in terms of relations to a center is one order of
magnitude simpler'than one whioh relies on all of the pairwise relations in the
system. That is, if there are,a dialects, the centered model requiresa raw data
measurements (the distance of aoh dialect from the canter) while the other model
USS3 m;squared raw data measurements (to fill in a square matrix of pairwise contact
measurements). This increased simplioity is significant not only because it roduoes
the complexity of data and model desoription, but it oould alao reduce the
complexity of data collection.

A final conclusion regards the potential of this modeling appraooh. Three
models based on a single contact factor were 90% accurate or better: one based on
composite relative distance alone and two oomplex models with predicted contact
based on mopinions or lexical distance from the center. When three factors were
combine0by taking the level of intelligibiitty predioted by at, least two of the
three factors, 95% accuracy was achieved. When the accuracy of intelligibility
predictions based on linguistic similarity and oontact begins to exceed 90%, one
begins to wonder if the measured intelligiftlity'data themselves are 90% accurate.
When predictions are that aoourate they become usef4l ifidices by whioh to evaluate
the measured' intelligibility. Of course, in this study, prediOtion acouracy was
Measuted by comparing the predioted values to the mgasured values. Thus we could
not have done anything without the intelligibil4y measurements. However, this is a
pilot study. As MS come to better understand the workingi of dialect systems
through further study, it may beoome possible to one da predict ihtelligibility,
even without tirst meaeuring it, with an acouraby greater than that with which we
could have measured it.



APPENDIX 1

COMPLETE DATA FOR THE

STUDY OF LEXICAL SIMILARITY AND INTELLIGIBILftY

1t1 Sources of data

For each set of data six items of information are given: the souroe of thq)
:intelligibility data, a brief note on the method of intelligibility testing, the (-
type of adjustment used to control for intelligibility measurement error (SectiOn
5.2.4), the source of the cognate percentages, the type of word list used, and the
correspondence of three letter mnemonic codes to village or dialect names. The ten
studies are considered in alphabetical order of the name by which they are
referenced.

(1) 21.1.11141- Biliau is spoken in the Madang Province of Papua New Guinea, The
dialect survey was conducted by myself and my wife, Linda, in 1976. The
int'elligibility testing followed trio method of Cased with .two exceptions: the
questions were asked in the trade language and tests were administered to groups as
well as to individuals. The raw intelligibility sooi.es are adjusted by the hometown
method. The word list used was the Swadesh 100-word list. The correspondence of
mnemonic codes to village names is:

BIL s Biliau
YAM s Yamai ,

SUI s Suit'

Unfortunately, the data here represent only the results of a pilot study; sickness
prevented the completion of the full survey. Neither the data nor the results have
been published elsewhere.

(2) Imajaa Buang ii spoken in the Morobe Province-of Papua New Guinea. The
survey of Huang, dialeota was .00nducted by Gillian Sankoff between 1966 and '1968.
The intelligibility and lexioostatistic data are taken from -Sankoff 1969.- The
approach to intelligibility testing is similar to that of*Casad though not as xaot.
Subjeots listened to a test tape and then answered three questions about it in order,
to judge. comprhenaion of events in the. story (see.SectiOn 2.2:4 for a fuller
description). A proportional *djustment for subjects is used tO adjust 44MC
intelligibility scores. The est list -Wed for lexioosttatid oomparisog was 'a 162

.., item list comprising the Swadesh 100-word list plus a. number of cultural items
spebifio to New Guinea. The correspondence of mnemonic codesk village names is:

pm' * Buweyew
MNB a Nambump

WIN e Wins
CHI a Chimbuluk
PAP e PaPekene
mNG sjianiga'
KWA e Kwasang
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Although the intelligibility teats were adminiatered in seven different villages,
only three dialecta were used in teit tapes MB', CHI, and MNO. Thus for four of
the villages tilere are no proper hometovn !scores. For theme four the hometown soore
for one of the other three villaget is used as an estimate. The one used ii the one
in the same dialect group, a000rding to Sankoff's grouping into three Aialebta:
Thus the hometown score for MMB aervea ale() for BUW, the hometown score for CHI
serves also for WIN and PAP, and the hometown score for MNG serves alio for KWA.

(3) 14.14,japjat - The data from Ethiopia oome from the intelligibility aurvey.
the Sidamolanguages.conducted by Marvin Bender and Robert Cooper (1971). The test
method consisted of playing the teat text, then having the subjecta (wlio were achool
ohildren) swer mmlttple ohoioe questions with four pdasible riaponaes about the
oontents o the story. Theae testa were written, and were oonduoted in the national
language. I The method is described in more detail in Seotion 2.2.4.

Sincie the tests consisted of choosing the oorreot one oui of.four poadible
ahswers,,it is Tossible that a group of subjebta w1th no knowledge of language

could score 25% correot aimply by chance. Therefore, when subjeots scored leaa than
25%, it can be assumed that there wag' no comprehension. Thus the raw scores must
first be adjusted to remove the chance element.. This is done by recomputing the
scores as the percentage of correct rOsponaes above thechanoe level. The score for
coreect responsea above the chance leVel ia given by aubtracting 25% fromrthe raw
score or by 0%, whiohever is greater. The total posaible above the ohance level 13
given by .subtracting 25% from 100%, or.75%. The percentage of intelligibility

. adjusted fbr ohanoe 13 obtained by dividing the oorreot by the total possible and
multiplying by 100; That is,

adjusted for ohanoe = max(raw r 25, 0) / 75 x 100

The "raw" soores reported in Appendix 1.2 have already been adjusted in this way.
Bender and Cooper made no suoh adjustment; the teohnique wee suggested by'Ladefoged,
Glick, and Criper (1972:68). The adjueted soores for this aet of data are further
adjustments on these raw scores. For this, the hometown Ojustment waa used.

The cognate percentages to accompany the intelligibility acorea,ave found in '

anotcher souroe, Bender (1971). The word list 'lead was the Swadesh 100-word, ltat
with.modifioations diotated by experienoe in the Ethiopian field, .Colvespondence of J'

mnemonic codes to dialect names 13:

ALA = Alaba
KEM 2 Kembata
HAD Hadiyya
SID it Sidamo .

DER = Derasa
BUR = Burji

iroauoia - The intelligibility survey among the Iroquois Ianguages,
northeaStern United States, wee conducted- by Hickerson, Turner, and. Hiokerson
(1952), Their method wee basically one of text translation and the study has been
described in more.detail in Chapter 2, Sectibn'2.2.1. A proportional adjustment for
subjects was used tb compute the adjuated intelligibility scores'. The oognate
percentages are takW from Floyd Lounsbury (1961). Ate word' list used for

, comparison was the Siitadeeh 200-word list. Hiokerson, Turner; and Hiokeraon teated
intelligibility among six dialeots, resulting in 36 pairwise measurements. The

9 I,
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lexioostatistio comparison; by LoUnsbury involve only fobr of those six dialects.
Within the set'. of lexidostetistio comparisons, the percentage for one pair of
languages (Tusoarora with.Cayuga) 13 missing. As.a result, corresponding lexical
data werq ,found .for only fOurteen of the thirty-six intelligibility meaaurements.
Only these fourtien data.points are included 'in the sample. The correspondence of
mnemonic names to dialeet codes is:

SEN = Seneda
-CAY Gayuga
ONE = Oneida
TUS = Tuscarora

(5) .1411zatec - The intelligibility survey among the Mazateo dialeots of Mexico
was oarried out by Paul Kirk. The rqsults of the survey were first published by
Kirk (1970) and then reprodubed,by Cased (1974:34-35, 47-49). The method used in
the testing WILS the Cased method (Seotion 2.2,3). The ,raw intelligibility scores
are adjusted by the hometown method. The lexioostatistio comporison of the Mazateo
dialects Was done by'Sarah Gldsohinsky (1955). The Swadesh 200-word list mos used
for the oomparison. The correspondence of mnemonio.codes to village names is:

HUAs= Huautla de Jimenez
MAT = San.Mateo
MIG 's San Miguel
IXC = Ixoatlan
SOY =:Soyaltepeo
JAL = Jalapa de Diaz

(6) Polynesia - Intelligibility Along the Polynesian languages and dialects was
tested by Jack Ward (1962). The method of-testing used was a sentence trinelatign
test. A constant adjustment for subjedts was used to adjust- raw intelligibility
scores. The lexicostatistio comparisons were performed.by Samuel Elbert (1953). t

. The oompirisons are based on Swadésh's earlytasio vocabulary of 165 words' which
Elbert expanded to 202 words, The dorrespondence of mnemonic codes to language and
dialect names As: ,

.o

EAS =,Easter Island
HAW 2 Hawaiian
KAP = Kapingamarangf
MAN 2 Mangareva
,MAO 2 New Zealand Maori
MAR 2 Marquesas
RAR 2 Rarotonga,
SAM 2 Samoa
TAH = Tahiti
TON 2,Tbnica

TUA 21. Tuamotu

UVE a Uveav

(4) Siouan - The intelligibility sui,vey *among the Siouan languages of the Greit
Plifns area of the United States and Canadavas obnduoted by Warren Harbeok and
Raymond Aordon .in 1968. The reSults'of the survey are reported in an unpublished
pAper,(Harbeck ms4(1969)). ..The method. ,used foe ehe testing waa one of text
teanslation. The testa weilhOltored in two waks: the first computed the adduracy of '
an item by item tranilation ahd the sioond measured general coMprehension by

IS()
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oheoking for the presence of ten key pieces or infordation in the translation. The
raw intelligibility scores used in this study are the average of the.resUlts-of the
two different scoring procedures. The raw intelligibility soores are adjusted by
the hometown method. The cognate percentages are from the same sOurce and are based
on the Swadesh 100-word list. The correspondence of mnemonto codes to dialeot names
is:

STO = Stoney -

ASS = Assiniboine
MAN 2 Manitoba variety of Dakota-Nakota
NDK a North Dakota variety of Dakota-Nakota
LAK Lakota

(8) Triaue - The intelligibility survey of the Trique language area of Mexico
was carried out-by Eugene Cased in 1970. ghe results of the survey ere reported in
his Manual on dialoot entelligibility testing (1974:78-81:191-192). The method of
testing was the question approach described in detail in .the mamma (Section 22.3).
The raw intellig,ibility scores- are adjusted by the hometown method. The.
lexicostatistic comparison was based on the Swadesh 100-word The
oorrespondepce of mnemonic codes to village names is:

4."

MIG San Miguel
ITU = ItUnyoso
LAG = Laguna ,

CHI 2 CHIcahuaxtla
SAB Sabana

(9) llama - These data are the results of intelligibility tests conducted with
speakers of two Bantu languages in Uganda by. Peter Ladefoged ,(1968). The
intelligibility test results were extracted from page-67 of Ladefoged, Gliok, and
griper (1972), and, the oognate percentages are extracted from page 71. The tests
were addinistered to literate school ohildren. A short story from another language
was played andithe listeners were asked what it Was about. They were presented with
three-.possible answers which were also 4ritten in a test booklet and were asked to
write down the number of the appropriate response. ,The raw scores reported in
Appendix. 1.2 ars,adjusted to acoount for the element of,ohanoe as already described
in the description of the Ethiopian data, the only 'difference being that here the
chanae level ii computed at 333%. The adjusted scores reported in Appendix 1.2
have undergone-a further proportional adjustment for subjects. The mord list used
for lexicostatistic comparison was a list designed eaPecially fon the Ugandan
survey... In setting-up the new list the guiding principle was not to use basic
vocabulary 'which is supposedly more resistant to'ohange4 but to 43e meanings which
elioited reliable answers and which were valid indicators of the communicative
possibilities of the language. as a.Whole (Ladefoged and others 1972:54-55). The
correspondence of mnemonic codes to language names is:

LUG Luganda
'RUN.= Runyankore
RUT 2 Rutoor6 ,

'RUK Rukiga
LUM = Lumasaba
LUS 2 Lusoga
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1

( 10)i Una - The intelligibility .survey along- the Yuman langauges of the
southwestiern United States was conducted by Bruce Biggs (1957). The method was
basically a text OanSlation approaoh and is described .in detail in Chapter 2,
Section 12.2.1. The cognate percer)

,t
ges which oorrespond to the intelligibility

percentages are reported by Biggs. T
,.,

ro taken,from Werner Winter (1957). A
10D-worq list was used. The word li items twere chosemat random, though with
oonsi4e0able emphasis on words from Swadesh lists" (Winter 1957:19). The
correspOndence of mnemohio codes ti.o dialeot names is:,

, MAR g Maridbpa
WAL a Wilapai
YAV Yavapai" '

MOH g Mohave
HAI/ a Havasupai

1.2 *Complete listing of data

The following pages are a oomplete listing of the data, presefited study by
study. The data are presented in eight columns. They are, in order: (1) "HEAP,
the 'hoiarera, the mnemonic code of the village or dialect taking the intelligibility
test; (2) "SPKR", the speaker, the mnemcnio code of the village or dialect which is /
epeaking 'oh the test tapb; (3) "LEX", the percentage of 'lexical -cognaOss;
(4) 'UNT RAW", the raw percentage of.intelligibility; (5) "INT ADJ", the adjusted
percientage of intelligibility (-for each set, the method of adjusting is described in
Appendix 1.1); (6) "EXCLUDE", an "X" is- listed if this case is excluded due to
,nonsymmetric intelligibility attributed to soctal faotora; (7) "SUBJ", the hometown
score for the group of subjects (used ip adjuseing raw intelligibility); (8)."TEST",

homeeown score for the test whictf is being administered (used in adjusting raw
s- .

v

1 5 2

I.
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(1 ) Bittau

HEAR./ SPKR LEX INT RAW INT ADJ EXCLUDE SUBJ TEST'

- BIG B IL 100 92 100.0 , '92' 92

Fin , YAM 98 90 90.0 92 95

B IL SUI 82 $8 88.0 . 92 95

YAM BIG 98 100 100.0 95 92
- .,

YAM YAM
,

100 95 100.0 95 95

YAM SUI 81 40 90.0 X 95 -95

SUI BIL 82 100 , 100.0 X 95 92

SUI YAM. 81- 80 80.0 95 95\
"

SPI SUI 100 95 '1,00.0 95 95



1 49

(2) Buang

HEAR

BUW

BUW

BUW

.MMB
...

SPKR

MMB

CHI

MNG

MMB

LEX

88

78

6 5

100

INT RAW

67

4_4

14

73. ,,

MMB CHI 83 67

MMB MNG 61 25

WIN .MMB 83 .73
:-

WIN CHI 88 60

WIN MNG 67 23

CHI MMB 83 43

CHI Ctil 100 67
r

CHI MNG 66 452:

pAP MMB 80 53

PAP CHI 93 ,, 53

PAP MNG 69 53

MNG MMB 61 , 43

MANIG

i
CI4I 66 43

/MNG MNG 100 68

KWA MMB 60 50

KWA , CHI 66 52

KWA MNG 94 57

INT ADJ EXCLUDE

91.8

60.3

19.2

100.0 v
a

91.8, X

34.2

100.0 X

89.6

34.3

64.2

i100.0

,77.6 X

79.1 x

79..1

79.1

63.2 X

63.2 ,,

41.0
73.5 X

76.5

83,. 8

at

SUBJ

73

73,
73

73

TEST

73

67

68

73 ,

73. 67

73 68

67 73

67 67

67 68
. tV.
67 73

,v67 .67,
,

67 68
C

67 . 73t

67 67

67 68

68 73

68 67

68 68

68 73

68 67
,

68 68
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1

4- (3) Ethiopia .

HEAR SPKR ,ttx INT 'RAW INT ADJ 'EXCLUDE 'SUBJ. TEST

ALA ALA 100 91 100.0 91, 91

ALA KEM 81 95 94.7 X 2 91 99
4

,,

ALA. HAD 54 61 , 61.3 91 89

ALA SID 64 28 28.0 91 '95

ALA DER 49 .6 16-.0 91 81
N

ALA BUR 40 13 13.3 91 f, 91

Kem ALA 81 79 ' 78.7 , 99 -91

KEM- KEM 100 99 100.0 99 99
..

KEM HAD 56 49 49.3 . 99 89

KEM . SID 62 23 22.7 -99 95

KEM DER 49 9 9.3 TO 99 "ga
el ,.

.,

KEM BUR 39 24 '''', 24:0 99 91

HAD ALA 54 67 66.7 89 91

HAD KEM 56 65 65.3 X 89 99

HAD HAD 100 89 100.0' 89 8-9

_HAD ,\-- SID 53 252, ..25.3 89 95
....,

HAD-, DtR-----112 33 33.3 _
X 89 91

41k

HAD BUR 39 20- 20'.0 89 91
,

SID ALA 64 40 40.0 X 95 91

SID KEM 62 16 16.0 95 99

Sib HAD 53 25 25.3 95 99

SID SID 100 95 103.0 -95 , 95
..

SID DER 60 13
.. 13.1 95 91
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(3)' ,Ethiopia cgritinu.
re.

HEAR n SPKR LEX INT RAW INT ADJ EXCLUDE SUBJ TEST

SID BUR 41 29 , 29.3 95 , 91

DER ALA 49 3?4, 32.0 81 . '91

DER KEM 49 24 24.0 81 99

. DER HAD 42' 21 21.3 . 81 89

DER SID 60 41 41.3 81 95

DER DER 100 81 100.0 81 81

DER. BUR 37 15 14.7 81 91

^

$9')
-



HEAR

-SEN

. SEN

SEN

SPKR LEX

SEN 100

CAY 72

ONk 65'

SEH TUS 50 '

CAY SEN 72

CAY CAY . 100

CAY ONE '73
I.

ONE SEN ^.65

ONE CAY 73
0

ONE
e

aNE 100

ONE TUS 59

4:t TUS S EN 50

TUS ONE . 59

TUS -TUS 100

;

152

(4) IrOquo is

INT RAW INT ADJ EXth,UDE TEST

83 100.0 83 ., ;83
,

82 98.8 X -83 : 80

30 36.1 83 46

- 0 0.0 8A 8S

54 67.5 80 83

80 100.0 80 80
-,-

7 8 :7 80 , : 46

17 37.0 - '46'; 83

16 39.1 X 46 %,, 80

46 100.0 46 4'6

,O 0.0 , . 46 83

0 .0.0 83 . 1:13 '
,!

0 0.0 83 46

83 10060 83 83

157

4

(
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HEAR SPKR LEX

(5)

INT RAW

Merzitec

INT ADJ EXCLVDE

HUA HUA 100 92 100.0

HUA JAL 74 35 35.0

MAT HUA 94 90 9040
,

MAT MAT 160 93 100.0

MAT JAL 82 3,3 33.0

MIG HUA 94 93 93.0
,

MIG MIG 100 106 100.0
,

MIG JAL 82 56 .e 56.0 ,,

IXC HUA 78 76 76.0

IX6 MIG'1 85 77 77.0 -

IXC 1XC 100 8,9 11)0.0 .

IKC SOY 85 * 70 70.0

IXC JAL 82 64 64.0

SOY HUA 80 , -73 73.0 ''

SOY SOY 100 98 100.0

SOY JAI 8_0 43 43.0

'JAL HUA 74 73 73.0 X

'JAL SOY 80 51 .51.0 X

JAL JAL 100 95 100.0

158,

SUBJ TEST

92 92

92 95

9/3 92

9,3 .93

9 95

00 92

C

.t

100 4-100 ,
100

89

89'

89-
-

8%

89

98

96

98

05,

95

"95

95

100

89
r

98
.,

95 :

92
ts,

98

.95,

92

98 '
4.:

95



(6) Polynesia

\

TEST REF LEX INT RAW INT ADJ EXCLUDE SUBJ

'HAW EAS 64 28 34.0 94

HAW HAW 100 94 100.0 94

HAW KAP 49 15 21.0 , 94

HAW MAN 69 33 39.0 " 94

HAW MAO 71 25 11.0 94

HAW MAR 70 32 38.11 94

HAW RAR 79 25 31.0 94

HAW SAM 59 25 31.0 94
,

HAW TAR 76 39 45.0 94
i

HAW TON 49 3 9,0 94
, -

HAW TUA 77 39 45.0 94
..

HAW UVE 55 9 15.0 94

MAV EAS .48 50.0 98

MAN HAW , 64 41 43,0' 98

MA14 KAP 49 ,,26 . 2810 , 98

MAN MAN 100 98 100.0 98

MAN MAR 73 58 60.0 98

MAN RA R 75 74 761.-0 98

\ MAN SAM 55 24 26.0 98

'MAN TON 49 6 --8.0 98

MAN TUA ' 72 96 '98.0 X 981

MAR EAS 63' 43 50.0 93

MAR 'HAW 70 50 57., 6-v X 93

;71,'S

15 9

TEST

96

94

96

98

96

93

93

97

95

98

97

96

94

. 96
.i.

98

93

93
,

97

98

-4.7

96

94
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(6) Polynesia, continued

HEAR

MAR

,
MAR

' MAR

MAR

MAR

MAR

MAR

RAH

RAR

,RAR

RAR

RAR

RAR

RAR

RAR

RAR

SAM

SAM

SAM

SAM

SAM

SAM

SAM

SPKR

/
KA P

MAN

MAR

RAR

SAM

TON
I.

TUA
.

EAS

HAW

KA P

MAN
,

MAR
. .

RAR

SAM

TON

TUA

EAS

HAW

KAP

MAN

MA9

MAR

RAR

LEX

45

73

100

73

52

45

69

64

7,9

54
,

75
..

73

100

67

58

83

53

59

53

55

57

52

67.

0

INT RAW

59

59

93

58 -

30

8

97

34

30

19

57

32

93

19
.

4,

90

13

26

15

,29

28

16

1-7

INT ADJ

66.0

66.0

100.0

65,0

37.0

1k, 0

100.0

41.0-

37.0

260
64.0

39.0-

100.0

26.0

11.0
.____. .

97.0c

16.0

29.0

18.0

32.0

31.0

19.0

20.0

EXCLUDE

X

X

X

..

.. ..
., ......

X

'.

i
_

SUBJ

93

93

93

93

.93

93

93

93

. 93

93

93

93
,
93

93

93
/.

97

97

97

97

97

97.

97

..

TEST

98

98

, 93

93

97
IF

98

97 .

96

94

96

98

93

93

97"

98

97

96

94

96

98

96,

3..
93

,

.

r

_

r

r k

'

-
: A ,

, fr
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(6) Polynesia, continued

HEAR SPKR LEX INT RAW

SAM SAM 100 . 97

SAM TON
,
66 16

*,
SAM
A

TUA 62 18

SAM UVE 70 33

TAH EAS 62 30

TAH HAW /6. 36

TAH KAP 50 12

TAH 'MAN 68 39

_:\) TAH

TAH

MAR

RAR'

67

85

-42
,

64

.-
TAH SAM 60 22

.TAH TAH" 100 95

TON EAS 48 15

TON HAW 49 10:

TON KAP 45 12

TON MAN 49 24
,

TON' MAR -45 10

TON RAR 58 24

TON SAM . 66 32

TON TON 100 98

, TON TUA - 53 8

TON UVE 86 73

.TUA EAS 62 30

INT ADJ

...

100.0

... 19.0

21.0

36.0

35.0

41,0

17.0

44.0

47.0

, 69.0

-27.0

100.0

17..0

,

12.0

14,.6

26.0

12.0

26.0

34.0

100.0

10.0

75.0

33.0'
.

. 1

go.

161

EXCLUDE SUBJ TEST
I

97 97

, 97 98

. 97 97 :

.. 97 96

95 96,

95 94

. 95 96

95 98

.95 93

95 93

95, 97

95 95

98, 96

. 98 94
,

98 96

X 98 98

.98 93

X 98 93

X 98' 97

98 -98
*

98 97

, 98 96

97 96
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HEAR SPKR ,LEX

(6) Polynesia, contintied

rINT RAW INT EXCL'1J DE SUBJ TEST

TUA HAW 77 '34 37. 91 94

TUA KAP 51 13 16s1 974 96
,

TUA MAN '72 56 59.0 97 , 98
k

TUA MAR 69 56 59.0 97 93
;

TUA RAR 83 74 77.0 97 93

TUA

TUA

TUA

SAM

TON

TUA

62

53

100 97

26.0.

9.0

100.0

97

97

97

97

98

97

rr,

*a.
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(7) Siouan, cdntinued ,

e,

HEAR SPKR LEX INT RAW INT AD,1 EXCLUDE SUBJ.' TEST°

LAK MAN 91 79-\ 'c 79.0 ,, 96 :,87
..
LAK NDK 9'0 90 90.0 X 96 89,

,, LAI LAW- 100 916 100..0
.

96 96
,

\

t

,

P

I.

o

sa,

1")

/

,
N

641
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(8). Tr iqteit .-

HEAR SPKR LEI INT RAW INT ADJ
,

EXCLUDE

.

SUBJ TE§T'-'

,,A,
MIG SAB 100 99 10040 99

%

98

MIG ITU 84 56 56.0 . 99 "- 99

MIG LAG 78 58 . 58.0 99 98

. ITU SAB 84 92 92.0. X 99 98

ITU ITU 99 100.0 99 99,100
,

ITU LAC 87 98 98:6- A 99 98

-LAG SAB 78 ' 83 83.0 X 98 .98

LAG

1.,AG

ITU

LAG

87

100

,

,
86

98

86.0

100 0

98

98

99

98

CHI SAB 78 74, 74.0 X 97 98

CHI ITU 87 83 83.0 97 99

CHI 'LAG 100 97 100.0 97 98

SAB SAB 100 98 100.0 98 98:

SAB ITU. 84 64 .64.0

.SAB LAG 78 57 57.0 s,
98 98
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(10)

'06

Yuman .

HEAR SPKR LEX INT RAW INT ADO EXCLUDE SUBJ TEST-

MAR MAR 100 96. 100.0 96 96

MAR WAL 57 18 22.0 96 96

MAR YAV 57 13 17.0 96 94

MAR , MOH 85 67 71.0 96 84

MAR HAV 58 10 14.0 96 91

WAL MAR 57 14 18.0. 96 96

WAL WAL 100 96 100.0 96 96

WAL YAV 91 96 100.0 X 96 94

WAL 'MOH 63 27 31.0 X 96 84

WAL HAV 95 91 95.0 96 91

YAV MAR 57 12 18.0 94" 96

YAV WAL 91 -82 88.0 94 96

YAV YAV 100 94 100.0 94 94

YAV MOH 62 20 26.0
,

94 84

YAV HAV 92 78 84.0 94 91

MOH MAR 85 77 93.0 . X 84 96

MOH WAL 63 '27.0 84 96
_

.11 .

MOH YAV 62 13 29.0 84 94
.

.. MOH ,

f

MOH , 100 84 .100.0 .84 . 44

'MOH HAV 63 16 32.0 484 91

HAV MAR .58 11. 20.0 . 9.1. 96

- HAV WAL 95 4 98 100.0 X 91 96



1.63

(10) Yumen, continued

it

HEAR SPKR LEX INT RAW INT ADJ EXCLUDE SUBJ TEST

HAI/ YAV 92 83. 92.0 91 94

HAV MOH '63 18 .27.0 91. . 84- ,

HXV HAV 100 91 100.0 .

91' 91

1

,

/
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1.3 Scattergrams for raw data

(1) .Biliau

INTIMLIGIOILIre
I

11,10% Ix xL
v

.4°

40'
.00

.4"

.4"

s-.11

014

4,11 10,4/
LEXICAL 5IhILARITy

OEM

All points ( ): Int = ,284 Lex .+ 66.3
*

Excluding x's (- - -): Int = .519 Lex + 41.5

N %EV Corr

All points -9 18.1 .42487

A

Excl x's .0 74.2 .86156

. f, A -I

z

ME=

MA.

Sig SEE Lex-100 Int-0

.2543 6.1 . 94.7 -213.5

.0274 i 3.2 . 93.4

!

1 69

-79.9
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tmTELLIGINIATv

(
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(2) Suang

teds- " I I I I I I I 1_

0944

0.

LEXICAL SIMILARITY,

I
S.

All poipts 1 Int .812 Lex - 12.4

_Excluding x's Ipt .988 Lex - ?.8

o Lyt

MN.

1111

alma

N %EV Corr pig SEE Lex-1t0 Int-0

All points 21 49.3
r

Excl x's 15 65.8

c

.70232 4,0004 11.8' 48.8, '15.3

.81090. %.0002 10.7 68.0, 31.1
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wrIELLIantlaw
tows -"

SOX -
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(3). Ethiop a .

1

-
I I

ox
0

o,

-0\

0

7

c-
4,4 ses

L6,(ICAL SIMILARITY

IMMO

NINO

emm

0.

Allpoints (

Excluding' x's

): 1.217 Lex, -* 30.5

-): Int wd1.208 Lex 32.4

N %EV Corr 'Sig SEE' Lex-140 Int-0

All points 30 71.6 ,84592 .0001 16.2- 91.2 25.1

Excl x's 23 75.1 .86677 .0001 16.1 .88.5 26.8d.



1.04,1 I 1

411.

0,4 "b0
Oat

167 4k.

(4) /roquois

v

X

6 . t - V
q

LEXICAL SIMILARITY

0

All points ( )s Int 1.519 Lex 76.9

r
Leek

Excluding x's (- 7 -): Int 1.540 Lex - 81.3

All points

Excl x's

N %EV Corr Sig SEE Lex-100 Int-0

14 66.0 .81267 .0004 21.0 75t0 30.6

12 80%9 .89944 .Q001 15.8 72.7 52.8

7 2
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INTELLIGIBILITy
111104.71 1

41.

411.

4,-
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(5) Mazatec

SOX
LEXICAL SIMILARITY

All peints ( ):, -Int 113 1.766 Lex - 81.5,

100%

Excluding x's (- - -): Int 1.957 Lex - 99.4

-0

N %EV Corr Sig SEE Lex-100 Int-0
All points 19 65.1 .80659 .0001 13.1 95.1

iw
Excl x's 17 71.7 .84672 .0001 12..1 96./3 50.8
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(6) Polynesia

irrret.t.zontuliv
towv-I II II

xx

Cirs-

OX-

All points (

Excluding x's

OM.

0

9° 0
9 0 0

LEXICAL StMILARITY

(- :NS

fnE "ne 1.588 Lex - 67.2
Int us 1.563 Lex - 68.0

MIR

gm=

4111111,

011

.N %EV Corr Sig SEE -Lex-100 Int-0,
All points 77 74.6 .86350

Excl x's 67 83.0 .91091

.0001 14.4 91.-6 42.3

.0001 11.5 -88.3 43.5
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(7) Siouan

if
MIM

0.0

1 t,0 -
X 1

100

IP% o

LEXICAL SIMILARITY

All points ( ): int 4.385 Lex -.336.0

MM.

OMR

ANN.

100%

Excluding 7's - -): Int in 4.560 Lex - 355.4

IN1:° %EV Corr Sig SEE Lex-100 Lnt-0

All points 25 64.9. .80543 .00 18.1. .102.5...- 76.6,

Excl x's 20 74.2 .86156 .0001 15.9 _100.'6 77.9

Ji
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(8) ,Trique

tNTELLIGIIRLITy
100%-1 I 1 $

x
Vit

.11108-.

-4

41,0-

,

MIR

411111.

2:eco+

LEXICAL. INIMARITY

\
,

.41 points Int si Lix - 4.1.3

Exclud,ing x's (- -): Int is 1.894- Lex - 90.5

IC %EV

All points 15 58.5

;Exp1 x'sA. 11 88:7

11,4

Corr Sig SEE
,

Lex-100 Int-0

.76503 .0009 11.2 99.2 29.4

.94174 .0001 '6.7 ,.'98.9 47.8,

I 76

,
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(9 rVgandb
,

VITIELLIGISIUTY
14111 s'

I

LEXICAL SIMILARITY

All poirtts ( ) Int a 1.325 Lex - 52.2

Excluding x s (- -) : Int - 1.459 Lex

k

All points
Excl x' s

4

I

N ciEV Corr Sig SEE Lex-100

10 81 8 .90457' .0003 12:8 80.3

9 021- .98010 '.0001 6.3 80_.1

oak

6 5:. 8
n

394
'45.1
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ItvnILL/0/11ILITy
.104126-1 I

ay,

(1.0) Yuman

Wow

ONO

ONINI

.11111 41.1111. r

All points (

ISO%
LEXICAL SIMILARITY

Int 2.040 Lex *- 106.2

Excluding x's (- \-): Int .1.978 LeX - 103.3

points
sExclsixs

N

25

21

%EV

96.6

98.1

Corr

.a310

(.99066

Sig

.0001

10001

SEE

7.0

5.2

Lex-100

97.9

.04:4

Int-0
52.0

52:2

9
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Adjusting'raw intelligipility scores ,

.

This section of the appendix sets forth eight tables which were used to select
the method bf adjusting intelligibility scores for each set of data. Each table has
ten rpws and six columns. There is one row for each of the ten field studies. The
first column is for statistics pertaining to the raw '-intelligibility ecores; the

remaining five ate' for the five different methods of adjusting soores'which were
tried. See Section 5.2.4 for a description of each 'adjusting method and the
rationale behind each, as weq as for the general rationale behind the selection
process which iS about to be, illustrated. 'In 'each table, the underlined values
indicate the adjustment which was ultimately.sokected for each data set'.

3

Table 1.1, gives. the slope of the regression line for (Predicting the gtven
measure of intilligtbility from lexical similarity. Table 1.2 gives the-.intercept
of the .intelligibility axis for these sathe lines. Thus from thepe,two,tables, one
can reconstruct the predict ng Tor ula for-the given set of date; ana-the,given type
'of intelligibilitt adjustth nt That is, Predicted peroenttigt,of
equals the slope times the percdntage of-lexical similarity;',plus tIle Intercept. .

.These regression analyses are performed"only on the data pointshie4;dre'dot,4
suspected bf nonsymmajwic social,factors; only thm ps.Pints.. pl?tte14! circLes n.O-,
Appendix 1.3.are.included.

,

Ta e 1:3h. replits' the4 percentage of, explained variation icor daCh.of the
regress n lined. In Table 1.4 the percentagegof e5iplained variation fdr,'ehe raw,
intelli ility--model'is subtracted-frdm tkle percentage for each ot4the molels'with',
.adjusted inteIligibiliq.. .The'resulting figares show' ale, ngt- laprovement ill' the
ability of ,the,,l near model to explain:intOlsigfesilitiyefterthe intelligibility.
.sOores are adjusted' A negative.value, of course, 'Indicates that, the particular
adjqstaent actuall 'lessens the -pqrcentage of pxplained xariation. ,One goil in_
selecting hn adjustment Was to'find the value,inIA eow" which was taghest,:that isy_*--------
gave the .highest improvementniq explained yariafton.% 2

- ..- .

.. , .;-., .

Table 1.5"reports,. the'percentage 'of intellig0 which the-regression Iineg
predict when similarity 13:100. Table 1.6 show %Couch thid value deviates from
-the theoreticaiiy exPected Value of 10%. One gOil in eelectang an adjustment was
to find "'the value in the 'row '69.itter posj.t1ve.Orttie4atiVd) WhtcH Aga; neatest zero,

. . that is:,- was netufest the thediettcal'expectation. -

. ,

. , ' ,
4.

. -

, ,
: , e.

, .

M'/ .' . .' i

-Table 1.7'reports,the value'ef similarity.Wtich Oridi0WWintelligibilitin -'
OthelOkor s, the intercepts on the similarity "axis. 7ilia,nump3r; give., an idea*. of

, -
how m 'the eppk1ibtions from the.different model dperge.(0 expect till liffeb-to,

fcony 'on 1(10%,100 30 'any alfferendes Willlippear,a-t the low end, .. 'of the..).4rie:)-.. ,1

Thee mr4ai value . of the' ,siltitaritY "ihterTcept -Waid coi(putetl* for alltitx models'.r 4, t
.0 .cedcerniNk the;eigAit field 4udies-which.give stpi1ar4reaUltd.(altau end Siouan

exc,lilded%; Thia,yields a'meah intercept ydlue. of 40.8%..' ;n'Table 1.4.8, ..th4s. bleak
, Value is ...aubthoted from $11,the.iptercepts,in Table 1..4.7..the resgtia figures

f 0
indicate how.pearly theltiven reAression line i*.jike alt' 'others. ,-Qh4,1goal. in

.-setecting *n_v'aajustment wad .to. fiddi.bhp 'yalde :in ther60.:,(eit4her.positiye.'or
. degatiye) wht4h(waasilearast zero..-that ...i#, which was,qaarest the Dye;441. Irehd of

all-stu'dies.,',' ,- ,p-t .-'..,
.

. _ \,-,
,. .

4. 'lii. no°.. Past did *ail hre4 of -the 1,1.4t-ed goils poinf to the,- silme:a"djt.(46ent . , 'A -. -
t

-4Lit'Seitilie4:Rothocl of judgingthe, relatiye 4mportanc.e .ot the.t.iiirge gdals:was uded '..tO . .

4e:140-the adjustments.' .4)blet-otivi'mothoda' of ranlOg acijcialhients and then dele0V1nt
-t,Itf4' Adjuitpmnt wth !thiS higliest ,r average:100K proyefd Uniatisfactory beoause Mily.;

..

i
.

.,. I '' &.

V

. . ii - ' 1
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404
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could not account for the qualitative differences between options. For instance,
for Buang the hometown adjustment gives the best ithprovement in explained variation
(Table 1)4) and the model with the similarity interoept nearest the, average .(Tablo
.1.8). On the strength ofk the ,highest rank on these two goals, the hoketown
adjustment,eturns out to have higheat average rank, even plough ror the deviation
from 100% (Table 1.6) it -has the second lowest rank. However,,a model which
deviates by 14.8% from the theoretioal .ex0e6tation of 100$ intelligibility .for
c9mplete similarity is unacceptable. Therafore,-the proportional adjustment for
subjects which ranks second on the other t:wo.goal,s, but deviates from 100% tity .only'
1

. % w ted.
21

4 . o

40.

Lk

:

,

1,4

Ns%

o

.

.C" 1.0 I
9

.
fr

1.
4
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s ,

-Raw

Table

Home2.-
town

1.1 SXope

Subject
Prop Cons Prop

Test
Cons

Biliau 0.5-2 0.79 0,54 0.52 0.59 0.56
'IC

Buarig
.

0.99 . 1.43 1.02
..

1.39 -0.941.57
.

Ethtopia 1.21 1.36 1.31 1.19 1.32 1.17
I.,

Iroquois - 1.54 2.10 1.56 2.07 1.552.16
*
Mazatec 1.96 2.20 -2.00 1 88 2,9.8

ff

s

Poliinesia

E'iouarf ,
,

Trique

1.56

4.56

1.89 -

1.63

4.99

1.63

4.95

1.43

. 1.58 1.64

5.00*

4.93

.1.59.,

4.76,

'1.90

4.59

..

1.901.99

Uganda Th.-.46 1.74 1.79 1.44 1.81 1.46
.-

.Yuman 1.98 2.11 2.13' 1.95 2.15 2.00

. Biliau
_.

Buang ,.
,

Ethiopia

Iro.quois

Mazt.._,ec
.

Pcayneila

Siouan

Trique

Uganda,-
.

Yuman
4

T:able 1.2 /nte11igibi1ii7 ,interept
tr.

_Raw Home= Subject Test
town Prtip Co'ns Prop Cons

: .

)

41.5

.. -30.7.

. -32.4.

-81.3

=99.4.

-68.0
ebo ..

-355,4

-90.5

-65.8
.

-103.3

19.4. 4'5.4

=44.5

, 48.3
.

-2.1
, ..

-23. 1

-55.8.

-86.6

=64.6

39.7

-41.1

. -34Y7

-106.7

-1Q6.4

-71.6
,

-390.8

-92.3*.

-82,1

-112.0

-72.2
,

. .

.-39.5 `-35. r

1-110.2-118.3

,-199.3 -98.6

-71..2

.

it386.5

-92.2

\

-80.4

. ..

-72.0

--393..4 -351.5

...-

, -89:3

-44.8
,..

-93.8

., -98.4

-83.0

-11.1.4 -E10.9

42.8

4.3"
.

-20.3

-5.2.6 ... -

-95.8

73
.,.!"---

:,

6;9 ---

-9,9,,a :...-.
....1 ..
.-47.1

I

-97..3.
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Table 1.3 Percentage of explained.variation
0

41.4

Raw Home-. _Subject .
g Test

/

Biliau 74.2

Buang

Ethiopia :75.1

Iroquois 80.9

,Mazatec '72/.7-

Polynesia 83.0

Siouan '74.2

Trique 8.8.7

Uganda 96.1

Yuman 98.1

town. Prop Cons Prop Cons

77.2 67.9 67.5 78.0 78.0-

71.21, 65.5% 64.3 64.2 - 63.1

78.9 75.,4 -71,5 75.1

92.0 88.6 80.4 85.2: 84,13

77.6 .67.9. 66.6 71.1, 70.8

83..3 83.6 84.3 83.0 83.2

79.7,,, 74,4 7411 74.5 75.3/

90.0 .87.9 .87.7 89.0/ 88.8

93..5 96.4 96.0 96.2' 96.3

98.9" 99.9 99.4 '98.4 97.8'
,

Table. 1.4 Improvem'ent. over raw intelligibilfty
i , ,

, N

Raw ," pme- Subject , Test
town Prop Cons -Prop Cons -

f 4 7 . 0
0

, Biliau 0. 0 -6.3 , -6.7 3.8 -", 3.7
) ,

. ,A
. ,. f. .

,

. Buang 4 \
N v. 0. ,,..5.,4 ''., .:=11.2 , -1.4 ..74,7,..,,5,..., -:6J......

.
,

. i .----,,,
. ,

Ethiop115.' 0. 1.8 0.3 -3,5 0.0 -1./ -, ,

.
,

,

0. 11.1 7.7 : , -0.5 43 0.4Iroquoii

74,

;.%

, Mazatec 0. . '5.9 -3.8 --5.1 -0.6- -00.9 )

1 .,

Polynesia 0. .. 0.3 0.6 1.4
,

0.1 0.,2

Siou'An' _ 0-. 5.5 0.2 70..). 0.3 . 1.1 .

. ,

,

Tr ique ,O. 3'. -0..81,- -1.0 0.3 0.,.1.
d s,-o

s Uganda ' 0. ,-2.6 0.3.' '-0.1 .0.1.,:,.. 07.2
.. A.

. , o
,

YUman 0. 0.7 0.7- .. 1:3 0.2 -.0.3

A
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tl

;;
10111-

SI

Mazat"ed

PolyneVia.

1 7

:.- . ...., .
. Tab . 1.5 .Predittod Aptel;ligibility for 100% simtla'rity

Reili HOme- Subject

43.4'

town Prop

98.1 99.8

Buang 68.1) -85.2 .98.6'

Ethiopta 88.5 96.0 96..2

Test '-
Cons Prop

99.8 99.1

99.3 98.2

95.5. ,97.1

Cons,

99.2

.18.6
97.1

Iroquois 72.7 97.6- 99.4- ..,100..3 100.1. 102.6
:

Mazatec , .?6.3 100.9 101.7 101.5.102:0' 141:9

Polynesia q8.3 91.Q 92.3 93.0 92.7 '93.4-,
Siouan , 100.6 105.8

Triquei. ,,s. 98.9 100.6
..

, fUganda' -, 80..1. . 90.6
. c.. 4

,Wuman
:, .

§4'..4, 99.3

, ,(1

.% 148.6 '107.7

100.8 , 100.8

98 8 .99.2

101.6' : ,1,0 14 , 6

.109.2. 109.0

6.100.5 100.4

:99.3 99.4

102.7 102.8'

Tabre ,1.6 p!Ivi-ation from 100% in,tel

,Buang s

Ethiopia
s,

Iroquois,

,

.71.4

2.9-, ,7.-2..9
. .

0.1 '276

-26-0

.9.0
0.4.t

a 7
0. .1

0,6 5.8 .8,.6 7.7 9 2Siouan

Trique

Ugandaif:719' .9, 79.4

0 6 0.8 -13.8 0,5

-1 ,2 -0.8 -0.7. .-0.6

Yuman .,-5.6 1.6
I

2.8
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Tabl 14-7.. Perdentage of similarity for

predicted 01 intelligibility

Biliap

Raw,

-79.9.

Home.--
town

-24.6

Subject-
Prop cons

-83.4

,Buang 31.1. 45..9 31,1- 2.3

Ethiopia , 26.8 29.2 26:7 19.5

trbguois, 52.8 54.8. *49.2 35.8"

Mizatec ..50.8- 54.2 49.2 46.0

Polynesia 43.5.. 4-4.,2 43:6 41.0

Sibdan 77.9 .78.8 18.1" ,76.5'

/r-igue 47.8 49.4 A7.8 47.0

Uganda 45.1 47.8 44..-9 31.1

Yuman . 52.2 ." 52.9 52.2 48.0I

47

- Test
solprop Coils

-61.8 -75.9

, 29.5,

26,3 17.3

51.6 33.4

51.0 ,, 48.5
-

43.6 41.2

'78.2 77.1

47.9 47.6

45.3 32.1

52.2 ,48.6

.Tab1e 1,8 Deviation from the mean value,ofye0.8%

(1.

Raw Home- Subject "Test
town

Biliau -00...7 -6'5 .46

:Buang -9.7 . 5.1

Ethiopi:a -,14.0 -11.6

-Irc,uoiS 12.0 14.0

,t4i la tec 14y#
M.,

,.Polynesia 2.7 ' 3,4'

ttl

4

...,

'Siouan likt 37..1 38 .0tr'
.,

,

, Tr igue

Uganda

Yunian
A

7.0 ,

4.1
,...

11.4

.. i
"' 04

8 .6

7.0

Prop . Cone

1-124.2 -134.5

-9.7 -38.6

-14:1 -21.-3'

'11.8 -5.0

8:4 5.2

0.2
(

37.3. 3-5;:7.
7.0.,,. 6.2

4 .0 --.9. 7
o

11.4: 7.2

1.

Prop Cons

-107:6' "6-116.7

-11;',3 745.4

-14.5 -23.5

,. 10.8 -6.9

10.2" 7.7

2.8' 0,4

37. 3 3. 3
, 7 .1 6.3.

-4 5'

r . .

iflo; .-)

-8.7; -
)

f P

11.4 7.8

4.

4.
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1.5 Scettergrams for .adjusted intelligibility

(1) Biliau

INTELLIGIBILIW
t ow) S I Te I 1 I Ix I

11.

ID

541144`

11114 -op

e.

4

ft

Afl points (

Excluding-x's

LEXICAL IMILARITY'

Imt r .506 Cex + 48.0

Int = ..788 Lex + 19.4

am*

Cgrr Sig REE, ,Lex-100 Int-a

All points 9 40.6 ,N3679 6.1. 98.6 -94.8'
k

Excl-x's 6. 77.,2' .87855 .0212 4.5 ;98.1



toolt-

416,

410

All points (

Excluding, x!'s-

180a

(2) -Buang

qv

o
Itok 0X'

X 0

// 0 0

SOX .

Up(ICAL

4.

): Int 1.148 Lex -.16.0

- -): Int is 1.431 Lex - 44.5

I. %EV Core
* I

..SEE Lex-100'

A1.1 points 21 49:3 :-.70216 ..000.4!. 16.7 9p..9,.

'Excl xis 15 65.5 .80949 .0003 .15.6 98.6

'OHIO

.11=

MM.

OM.

11

100ft

Int-0 .

4

:,13.9;.

311.-

,

4
.se
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(3) Ethiopia

K.

I

41%

sztizuwet
Tk9

4

Ali paints ): Int al 1.354 Lex

Excluding s -) Int 1.356 Lix '-ro39.6
ft,

MN*

01

N. smy -Corr . Sig- SEE . Lex-100 'Int-b
points. 30 .76;0 .87187 .0001 16.0 %9.8.1

Excl ,23 ..7.a.9......_..1/11827 .9001 16.40,96.0' 29.2
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(4) Iroguoi's

4

INTELLIQUItLITY
iNts I t . t Ix

11,

#

$ % 100%
LINICAt SIMILARITY 4.

All points.( ): Int = '2.069 Lex ..,104e3

Excluding.x's (- -): Int = 2.096 LeX 110.2 4.

,....,"
,--,

.

N %EV Corr Sig'

All p3ints' 14 77.1 .87796 :0001---Excl x's 12 88.61k .94131 4.0001

,-,--i

SEE I.:ex-100 1- Int-0
, . - ... .

,

21.8 02.6 50.4 4
'

.4, . 'A

'15.9., 99.4 . 52.6

/
i

i -

. .

't A

4

-
. 11114 .

.
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(5) Mazatec

0
x

0 4

II X :AO%
LEXIFAL.

All points (-): Int 1..995 LeX - 99.8

Excluding xels Int% 2.202,Lex - -119 3

N %EV Corr Sig SEE.

All, points 19 71.0 .84272 .00.031

.Excl x' 17 -77.6 .88111 ".0001.

Lex-400

12...9 9.6

11.7 00.9

Int-0
50.1

54.2

4.
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(7) Siouan

SO*

All'OOints. (

Excluding x ' s

LEXICAL SIMILAiltIre
. .

N Coir

All points 2 70.8. '484143
, -

Excl xe'S 20: 797 ..119298

Iht m 4.792 Lex -.. y71.8

Int 4 992 Lex -

as!:

WI=

Siq SEE Leic.400

.0001 17.2 107.4

,78.123 .

4
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(E) triqu$.,

X

../

\ t 1

Lolbat.

,5

6101.

01.

1111.

.1111111

I r
s.eiob

g411 points (---)z Int 1.49' Lex -A8:6
ExCiuding X's (- ): Int 1.990 'Lex - 98.4

"

N %EY' Corr gig .SEE Lex-100, Ini-;
`-

An' pOinte 15. 61.8* .18600. is1.2 1004
x's 11 s,..4864' .0001 6.5 100.6.

, .

. .,
. .
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Irrretutorentyy

1137

(9) Uganda

-foots " I I ' I 1

514-

0%
0% go%

LEXICAL WILARrrv

S.

All points ( ): Int = 1:632 Lex - 64.0

Excluding x's (--
I

- -): Int = 1.792 Lex - 80.4

N %EV Corr Sig SEE Lex-100 Int-0

15.3 159.2, 39.2

7.4 98.8 44.9.

Allspoints J.0 .82.7 .90952 .0003

Excl x's 9 96.4 :98174 .0001
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(10) Yuman

INTELLIGIBILI
41110%,.,1 t

'

1 4

)

All point(
I It I

.91

Exdluding Is (

fre

.r

v

. 04
LEXIOAC eir4ARiTY

.\

)1 I t-',4 .2,015 96.7

in
P

in 1.955 Lex - 93.8

%)4

. ttlEV,
,

Co
r/ Sig SEE Lex-100 Int-0

..)., ;
.. ,

\All points ;5;; 97.6 .4 712- ._0001 .5.9 104,8 4140 .

'....r.10 '

Excl x's ; .21 f 9 9..c4 . 9745 .00 1 2.8 101.6 48..0
I.

, 1

100%
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.4PpENDIX 2
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*
.CQMP4ETE DATA FOR THE'

STUDY OF INLLIBILI1Y ON SANTA CRUZ ISLAND

.f
(

? i ,

2.1 ,Descri tion of the data
. .

.

, )
.

, .

The -raw ata from the Santa Cruz dialect survey aPe reported in full in Slions
. 1977a. Por the urrent atudy those data have been preprocessed in a Pew ways,

1
, primarily in orde to gilye uniform dimensions and dialect labels to all data tables.

In the raw data, iffaPent sets of datatave different numbelis or rows and c'olumns
or different row and column label-s.-For the:present study, many of those. rows and
qfplumns are oombined,and man911;+late renamed to maki all data tables uniform 4nd )

comparable. 1 -

Thirteen dialpotajare used IA bothNlimensions of all tables. These are the
thirteen goints faq 1which intelligibility was tested. The first section of this
appendix gives tpe'mn4monic coAs fbr the thirteen test ppints and a listing of the
villages they frejoiresent:- In the% sections that follow all the data used in the
analysis are delopOed and listed. ,

2.1.1 The t rfeen dialects
1.

,The t ptpen dialects uaed throughout this study are listed below. Each is
viewed as áY.unique dialect made up of one or' more,villages. When a number of
villalies re oombined; the villages are near neighbors and their Speech varieties
are Ide tiCal or very nearly so. The term dialect is used loosely here. It makes
no sugg stion of how different the speech virieties arev it only imOlies that the
speech 'communities are in some way diatinot, either spatially or linguistically, or
both.

Figures 6.1,and 6.2 in Section 6.1.3 give sketch maps of the island showing the
lo tion of the dialects. It ahould be noeed that the"Villages along the northeast

re of the island are omitted. This is because they are small andoare all reoent
grations from more populous Villages which are included in the,atudy. Likewise,
he eastern tip of the island', which' does nOt appear in the maps% is inhabited only
by recentimmigrants from anothen island. "The mnemonic codes for,the dlilecte and
the villages they represent are as follows:.

(1) NEO a Neo
(2) MAT z Matu
(3) ,BAN Mbanua, Noole, Lwepee Moneu, Monao, Nou, Uta
.(4) NEP Nepa, Palo, polo, Mateone, Nepu, Iol Napo
(5) LWO LWowa, Maio
(6) YEN a Venga
(7) NEM * Nembd,:.
(8) BYO * Mbanyp; Marioputi, Manamini
(9) NOP a Noepe, Mbapo, Monan
(1,0) NEA a Neal Nemboi

189 .
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(11) NO0 = Nooli,
(12) MBI = Mbimba
(13) NNO m Nanggu,

190

Nonia, Mbonembwe

Utongo

2.1.2 Population

The population of the thirteen dialects is as follows:

. 2.1.3 Geographic distance

.
NEO 200
MAT 120

BAN 450
NEP 320
LWO 370
VEN 290
NEM 180
BYO ,180

NOP 140 (

NEA 220
NO0
MBI

.280

140
v

Total 3090,

The 4istance between dialects is me#sured between their main villages. The .

main village is tbe one listed first in the list just given. Distance is measured
in terms of the,umber of.minutes required to travel between'the dialects. These
figures must be viewed aa approximations at.best. In most casesl-thei are walking
times. In the case of Neo, Matu, Mbimba, and Nanggu, boatidg (either sailing or
paddling or both) is involved for certain stretches. With the eecent advent of
roads, vehicles," and Autboarld motors within the past one or two decades, many of
these distances have-beOn shortened. However, su0 means of transportation. are
still not available torVeryone.

Table '2.1 showethes minuie- of traveling time between t1e'41alect3. The
figures on the diagona 'wtiph represent the distance from a dialect to itself, are
an approximatiOn tojtfie radius of the dialect. When the dialeottoonsidte of only*a
single vil the .distance isigiven as 5,minutel. If 'it consists af.two or more
villages, he average.distance from the central village to the-others is given.

elk
"I

1

fhe last colUmil of Table.2.1 gives the-average distance from a speaker of.tbe
given dialect to alllother inhpitants of the island. A simple average %ore the
distance to all ,dtalects coeild.have been computed by summing.the figures in a row.'
and dividing by thrteen. However, euch a statiatic does not take into'acoount th4

differing populations "of the dialects. Therefore the average distance from
individual to all other individuals is computed. This is done by multiplying

, distance .in a row 6y the population of the timlect for-the column. 'Then the r
summed and divided by the tOtal population of the island, t'hat is, 3090. The

is,the average distance separatd.ng an individual from.that dialect from all/ the
individuals on the island. For instance, for BAN the average dist*no p 1

miriutes. One waY to-Interpret this figure is that 4 traveling more n 18o .

minutes from NOme, w tAN person could odme into ooffeaot with half of the sidents
of the island.

r P.
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i Table 2.1 Geographic distance
1

Values are minutes of 6aveling ttme

0 MkBAN NEP UWO VEN NEM BYO NOP NEA N00 MEI NNG
4

Mean,.

NEO 5 120 155 185 95 155 260-330 435 345 415 775 805 276

MAT 120 5 lqg 210 150 210 3A 385 4p0 370 440 860 830 313

BAN 155 180 10 30 60. 70 175 245 295 190 260 620 650 180

NEP 185 210 30 15 90 100 205 275165 160 230 590 620 185

UWO 95 150. 60 '90 15 60 165-235 340 250 320 .680 710 20d

VEN 155 210 70 100 60 5 105 175 280 260 330 690 720 202
a

NEM 269 315 175 205 165 105 5 70 175 280 415 775 805 262'

BYO 330 385 245 275 235 175 70 -36 105 210 345 705 735 .281

N0r.435_490 295 265 340 280 175 105 10 105 240 600 630 299

345 370 190 160 250 260 280 210.105 10 135 495 525N 238

OW 415 440 260 326 320 330 415 345 240 135 15 360 390

mBi ,775 800 620 590 686 690 775 705 609 495 360 5-'30' "562

NNG 805 830 650 620 710,720 805 735 630 525.390 30 5 .588

p.

island.

* S.
In Table 2.2, the distances in each row of table 2.1 are divided.by-the aVerage

.ditatance for that dialect and then multiplied by 100 to convert it to a percentage.
The result is a table of distances measured relative to the perspective of each
'dialect (see Section 6.1.3). The rows are labeled "From:" while the columns are
labeled "To:". -For ins4ance, the distance ?i,om Nanggu. (NNG) .to Mbanua (BAN) is only
110% of the average distance from NNG, while from' BAN to NNG it is 360% of the
tverage distance from BAN. This suggests that from an tnsider's perspective, a NNG

Jspeakersviewis BAN as,bring nearer to hii own village than a BAN speaker would view
the d'istanv to NNQ. Note that the distances in Table 2.1 are symmetric (that is,'
the same in both directions), while those in Table 2.2 are not.
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Table 2.2 Relative geographic distance

Values are peecentage of mean distance from the origin point
a

Tot

NE0 MAT BANINEP 640 VEN NEM BYO NOP NEkNO0 MBI NNG

. NE0 2 43 56 67 34 56 94 120 158 125 150 281 292

MAT 3k 2 58 67 48 '67 101 123 157 118 141 256 265

BAN 86 100 6 17 33 39 97 136 164 105 144 344 360

NEP 100 113 16 8 49 54 ill 148 143 86 173 318 335

lid0 48. 75 30 '45 8 30 3.118 170 125 160 340 355

VeN, 77 104 35 50 30 2 52 87 139 129 164 342 357
11.

From: NEM 99 120 .67 78 63 40 2 27 67 107 158,295 307

BYO 117 137 87 98 84 62 25 11 37 75 123 251 261
. .

NOP 146 164- 99 89 114 94 59 35 3 35-80 201 211

NEA .145 156 80 67 1054409 118 88 44 4 57 Coe'221

"NO0 142 1151 89 79100 .1!13 142 118 82 46 5 123 134
,

MBI, 130 142 110 105 121 123 138 125 107 88 64 1 5

NNG 137 141 lld 105%121 122 137 125 107 89 66 5 1

2.1.4 Density of populaition

4

n Appendix 2.1.2, population was measured in absolute terms. It can allo be
measured relatively with respect to the whole dialect system (Section 6.1.3) by
computing density of population.. When populatfon is, viewed in terms of its density,t
rather than in absolute numbers, one is hypothesizing that the attract.ion of a

dialect could be enhanced by the nearness of its neighbors; likewise, motivation for
ite speakers to travel widely to engage,in contact might be dirinished.

Here density is computed roughly in terms of people per square mile. Actually,
no miles are measured. Rather, the traveling distances in minutes are divided by '\

twenty to give a rough approximation to miles. The density at a dialect is computed
as the density.in the squire mile id which the dialect is located. The contribution

'cot the dialectitself is arbitrarily set at its population (even when it may cover
more than A square mile), yhe contribution of,the other dialects is computed as
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follows. The population of another dialect is viewed as evenly distributed over a
circular area which has &radius equal to the diltance between the,twb dialect's.
This distance is squared andithen multiplied byj (3.1416) to compute the density
at the first dialect. For each dialect the contributions of the other twelve are
computed and added to the population of the original commynity. The esult is a
measure of population density at each dialect. 'rife resultp are as follows:

NEO 212
MAT 128

BAN 520
NEP 397
LWO 407
VEN 324
NEM .194 -
BYO 191
NOP 148
NEA- 229
NO0 285-
MBI 10
NNG 221 f,

2.1.5 Lexical similarity

Lexical similarity, between the dialects was measured as a gauge of their
linguistic similarity. The computation of. cognate percentages is based on the
Swadesh 100-word list. The lists were collectel by Richard puchan and.are
reproduced in full id Simons 1977a. The percentage of lexical cognates between all
the .speech communities is given in Table 2.3. 'ter were judged cognate simply on
the basis of phonetic similarity. No attempt was made to distinguish between direct
inheritance and indirect inheritance through borrowing.

2.1.6 Lexical distance

ha linguistic distance between dialects is approximated by computing lexical
distance. Lexical distance is the percentages of basic vocabulary that Is not
cognate. This is computed by subtracting the cognate percentages in Table 2.3 from
100%

The lexical dtstance between dialed,ts is given in Table 2.4. In the last
column of the table, the average lexical distance separating an individual of each
dialect from all other individuals on the island is given. This averiage,distance is
computed just as described for geographic distance ip Appendix 2.1.3. In Table 2.5
the lexical distanqe figures in each.row are divided by the average distance for the.
row to derive a relative, nonsymmetrio ,measure of linguistic distance. The
interpretation of these figures is analogous to the interpretation discussed in
Appendix 2.1.3 for relative geographic distance.

2.1.7 Measured intelligibility'

Intelligtbility between dialeCts was measured using the technique'described in
Section 2.1. The responses were scored on the four point scale desóribed in Sectioll:
2.1.4. The results of the intelligibility testing are displayed in Table 2.6. The
responses given are wpat I fudged to be the normi for the dialects taking the test.
When an individual hairing alosCcontact with the dialect on the test tape doMinated
the beginning of a test, I directedquestions,to other members of the group in order

J

9 \
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,Ttble 2.3 Lexical similarity

Values are percentage of tognates

NEO MAT BAN NEP U00 VEN NEM MO. NOP'NEA .NOO'MBI NNG

NEO s100 87 85 83 87 86 78 70 68

MAT 87 100 95 86 97 95 .85 75 72

BAN 85 95 100 87 96 93 85 77 74

NEP 83 86 87 100 89 87 83 75 78

L140 87. 97 96 69 100 98 87 77 74

11111EN 86 95 93 87 98 106 86 76 72

NEM 78 .85 85 83 .87 -86 100 IA '78'

.

BYO 70 75 .77 75 77 76 84 10 88

NOP . 68 72 74 78 74 72 78. 88 100

NEA 65 68 72 74 72 .70 .75 80 88

59 63 65 66 .65 63 70 73 78

MBI 59 63. 65 66 65.-63 70 (II 78

NNG 50 .53 $4 54 54 53 59 63 4'

4

N.

65 59 59 50

'68 63 63 53

72 65 65 54

74 66 56 54.

72 65 65 54

'70 63 63 53

,75 70 70 59

80 73 73 63

88 78 78 54

100 85 85 68

85 100 100 72

85 100 100 72

68 72 72 10?

ht

1
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Table 2.4 Lexical distance

4

Values are percentage of non-Cognates

44E0 MAT BAN NEP LWO VEN NEM BYO NOP NEA MOO MBI NNIG Mean

13

3

4.

11

\

NEO 0 13, 15 17

MAT 13 ' 0 5 14

BAN 15 5 6 13

NEP 17 44 13 0
.

LWO , 13 3 4 11

VEN 141 5 7 13

NEM 22 15 15 17

BYO 30 25 23 25.

'NOP 32 28 26 22

NEA '35 32 .28 26

NCO 41 37 35 34

MBI 41 37 35 34

NNG 50 47 46 46

a

2

.11

23

26

28

35

35

46

14, 22- 30

5 15 25

7. 15 23

13 17 25

2 -13 23

0 14 24

14 0 16

24 16 0

28 22 12

30 25 20

37 30 27

37 30 27

47 41 37

2 0 1,

32

8

26

22'

26

'28

22

12

0

12

22

22

36

35

27,.37

41 41 50

.47

23.1

J7.8

3 35 15 46 16.8

26 14 34- 46 19.0

-28 35 35 46 15.9

30 37 .37 .47 17.4

25 30 30 41 19.3'

,20 27 27 37 22.8

-12 22 22 36 23.1

0 '15 15 32 23.7

15 0 0-28 27.6

15 0 0 28 27.6

32 28 28 0 38.7

4
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Table 2.5 Relative lexical distance

Values are perCentage of mean disiance from origin,point

To:

NE0- MAT BAN NEP IWO VEN NEM

NEO 0 56 65 74 56 61 95

MAT 4''73 9 28 79 17 28 84

BAN- 89 30 so 7Q 24 42 89

NEP 90 74 69 .0 58

I1410 82 19 25 69 0 13 82

VEN 80", 29 40 7,5 11 0 80

NEM 114 78- 78 8.8 67. 73. 0

BYO 131 110 101 116.101 105 70

NOP 138 121 112 95 112 121 95

NEA 148 135, 118 110 118 126 105

O 149 134 127 123.127 134 109

MBI 149 134 127 123 127 134 109

NNG 129 121 119.119.119.121 106

From:

BYO NOP NEA

130 139 152

140 157180

137 155 167

69 90 132 116 137

NO0 NMI NM

177 177,216

208 208 264

209 209 274

179 179 243

145 164 176 221 221 290

138 161 172 213,213 270

83 114 130 156 156 213

CL 53 88 118 118 162

52 0' 52 95 95 17

84 51 0 61 63 135

9.8 80' 54 0 0 102

98 80 54. 0 0 104

96 93. .83 72 72 0

t..

.*
to assess how well the majority was 'understanding. This latter .assessmtnt
eported in the table of sames.,: The peeiods indioate that iiitelligibility'was nOt
tested for that pirticular'pairing of dialects. The dialeats listed along the lift,

-hand *side of the table aee those which listened to the test tapes. Those listed.
/along the top are tOse which were the speakers on the test tapes. Thus, the 62" in
the- tOp row of the table means that tpe people from Neo scored partial
intelligibility when they lietened to the dialect.of Nea.

2.1.8 Opinions'abodt intelligibility
I 01;1

Before intelligibility tests were given, the members of the gi,oup itere asked
hOW well they understood the other dialeats oh Santa. Cruz. The question asked
was: "How 'much' of the speech of village X do you upderstand?" The answers were
scored on a three voint scale: 2'2,all of it, 1 = some of it, 0 = none-of it. The
4

) fe

2 02
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Table 2.6 Measured intelligibility

3 = Full intelligibility
2 = Partial intelligibility
1 = Sporadic recognition

Dialect of speaker:

NEO.MAT BAN NgP UMO VENHNEM BYO NOP NEA NO0 MBI NNG

. . .

. MAT 3' . . . 3

-\
...BAN 3 3 , 3_ . . 2,

NEP 3. 3 3 . 3

LWO 3 . . . 3 .

Dialect'
VEN 3' '. . . . 3 3

NEM -3

BYO 3 . . . . .

hearers: ,

NOP 3 . . .

NEA 2 . 3 .

,
NO0 2 .- 3 . .

MBI 2 . . 2 ..

NNG 3 . , 3
. .

V

2

1 . 1

. 2 .

2 1

. .

2

2 1

3 1

3 1

3 \-

3

3 3

3 .3

3

3322
.3 3 2

. 3

3 . 3

3

. 3
..

3

3

3

-,, results of this investigation are giiren in Table 2.7. .The dialeatslis ed.along the
left hand side of the table are those to whioh the question was asked. hos% listed

, along the top are the ones Which were asked about. Thus the score o "0" in the.
. top row of 'the table indicates that the people of Neo said they could not nderstand
any ofothe speech of Ninggu.'

?The bot1Aom row and the rightmost column of the table give the attraction and
motivation ,of the dialects .as indicated by these opinions (see Section 6.1.2.3).
These ate weighted by population ift the same manner as thew average geographic and
lexical distUnce. That is, they ere computed as an average intelligibility'per
.individual, either't4ian per dialect. This is done by multeplying the opinion scores
by the populatibb of- he intersecting 'dialect,--lilimaing, and dividing by total

2 o3

4
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Table 2.7 Opinions about intelligibility

*How m46 of the speech of village X do you understand?"

NEO

MAT

BAN

NEP

1140

VEN
Dialect'

NEM
aske0-

'BY0

NOP-

NEA

NO0

MBI

NM

Att

2 = undeest4nd all of it
1 = understand wine of it.
0 = understand none of it.

4

Dialect asked about;

NEO-MAT BAN NiP. ENO IAN NEM Bop NOP NEA NO0 MBI NNG1 Mot

2 2 2)1, 2 2 . 2 '2 2 2' ,2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1. '0 0 0

2 2 2 2 2 2' 2 -1 '1 1 1

:2 : 2' 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ,

2"- 2 2 -2 2 2 2 2 2. 2j2

2 2 2 2 -2 2 2 - 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2- 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2. 2 2 2 i '2 2' 2

2 2 2 2 . 2 2 2 2 .2 2 2

2 2 .2 2 2 2 2 2' 2 2 - 2-

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2'.

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

.98 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .98 .90 .88.88 .88

2 0 .93

0 0 .61 '

. 1 0.)

2 1 .96

2 0' -.93,

_2 1 .96

2 1 .97

2 k, .97

2 1 -.97

2,. 1 :.97

2 1 ..96

2- 2 .97

2 2 40

.88.13

population. It'should be noted that these computations do not include the diagonal
in the martix; they refer only to the other.twelve dialects.. The_scores are further

divided by two in order to convert them to a range of zero to one make them-
easier to Interpret. The attraction figures (Att) can be'interpreted.ts the
proportion of,the island's population which clait to understand ttie 'given dialect.,
Thus we see that 100% of the islanders claim to understand Mbanua.(BAN) while only'.
33% claim to understand .Nanggu (NNG). !The motiVfition figures (Mot) din be
interpreted as the proportion of the,laland's population which the given dialect'
claims to understind. Thus, we flee that NNG claims to understand 100% of' the
islanders while BAN claIMs to understand only 74%.

- 20,4



2.1.9 elantaCt through church festivals

With the exception-4; of some small newly established'settlements and. Graciosa.

199

Bay; where) four churches Serve the 14 villages, every village on-pante. Cruz has a
,church. Each chiirch takes its, name from a saint or a feast day within the church
year (e.g.,Resurret4Ion, Trinity, Ascenslon). Once-a year, on the appointed tidy ,of
'its saint or feaJC: each church holds a fe.dtival. The festival begins with a
special communion service in the church. This'is followed by feasting and dancing
which continues all night. the young people participate in sports competitions as

. well. -These festivals are a high point of the'social year for the villages and they
are in fact the only timesrof feasting and deriding which are regulartyAcheduled- on
the calendar.

.1+

Anyone has an open invitatiOn to attend a festival and people always come from
many of the surrounding villages. Thus the trequency with which the people of one
village attend the festival of other villages gives a rough measure of the amount of
bontact and interaction between the villages.

To determine the patterns of 'Church festival attendance the following question
was asked of the group of. people aSsembled for an intelligibility test: "Hoi often
ei people from your village attend the church fes,tival at village X?" The responses
tO the question were not always reliable. In some cases the person answered,eat
they wedt to.all the festivals eve6i time, but meant that they could go to dny of
them at _any time if they wished. In some cases an intlividual wOuld answer only fdr

. himself, instead of the villdge, telling how often he -personally goes to the
t festivals. In the first case the answers were consistently too.high; in'the second

tliey were consistently too low. In spite of attom4s to rephrase the question, the
proper kinds of response were not obtained in NE0,,!LWO, BAN, and NOP. Thus missing
:talUes (signified by periods) are reported for these four villages. The responses

Nange(NNG) look suspicious on first glance as thei claimed that they attended
': all of the festivals at least AM,. of the time.' Thia claim is,)-lowever, consistent

with their results on the intelligibility tests, their pattern of marriage ties, and .

their own opinions al,to how well they,understood the other dialects.

The results of the church festival queOidn are set out in Table 243. The
results are not strictly dialecteto dialect oontaCt; they are from central village
of a dialect to central village. The list of villages on the left hand side Of the
table are the villages which were asked the questiony_jhe villagep listed along the
top are the 'villages where festivals are held. Thui, the fir5t-"2" in the second
.row of the table indicates that the people of Matu (MAT) attend the festival at_ Neo
(NEO) every year.

Attraction and motivation are computed as they were for the opinions in the
preyious section. 'The attraction figures can be interpreted as .the proportion of

- the, islanee Population which attend the festivals atthat location. It must be
;membered, howeVer, that attendance records for ,four of -the dialects are not
included in the sum of the attending population; but are still included in the total
population figure. Thus the proportihns are lowerthan they would be if comparable
data from the four were added,. The motivation figuresscan be interpreted' as the
proportion of the island's population which that group contacts in ita festival
attendance. These two set, s of proportions should be qualified by stating that. hey
do not apply to all individualswithinthe communtties, but only to the delegations
which represent them at festivals.



Table 2.8 Attend)ance at church festivals

"How often do people from your village attend
"the church festival at village X?"

.2 = eVery year
1 = only some years
0 = never (ot very seldom)

Village where festival is held:

'NEO MAT BAN NEP UWO VEN NEM BYO NOP NEA NO0 MBI NNG Mot

NEO
MAT 2 2 2

BAN

NEP 1 2 2

UWO

VEN 2 2 2'

Village

asked:
NEM 1 1 2

BYO 1 1 1

-NOP

NEA G 0 2

NO0 0 0 1

MBI 0 0 0

NNG 1 1 1

Att .29 .30 .55

.

2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .55

.

2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 .70

. . ,,. '01

2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0'

2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 .65

. , . . .

2 l' 1 1 2 2 2. 2 1 1, .68

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 .48

0,00 1 1 b 1 2 2 .26

1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 22 .52

.41 .53 .41 .36 .40 ...35 .41 .34 .15 .13
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2.1.10 Contact through marriage ties

The present day network of prriage ties on Santa Cruz is set out in Table. 2.9.
At eaoh of the thirteen intelligibility.test points the people were asked how many
people (either male br female) from their immediate dialect group were married to a
persoft from each of the other dialects on the island, The answers to this question
should produce- reciprooal responses'. That is, tHe pe le of MAT should answer the
same number of marriages with BAN, as the people of BAIL nswer for marriages With
MAT. Any discrepancies in the original data betwe46 the number of marriages Et3
reported by different villages were rectified by assuming th4t the higher number was
the cbrrect number. This was done on the assumption that it was more likely that
people would fail to think of a marriage with a paf..ticular dialeat than that they
would report one that was not really true.

The question, "How many people from your dialect are mirried to 'people froth
dialect X?" was sbored as follows: 0 none; 1 m one; 2 2 some (two to four);

.3 many (five or more). When asking the question, the actual number of people 'was
requested for the response. Sometimes, when many marriages were involved, the
Reople were not able to think of every one and give an absolute number. This,
combined with the fact of the discrepancies for which figuresowere adjuste'd and the
different size-of populations represented by the different dialects makes a scale of
"none, one, some, many" preferable to the absolute numbers. The scale values which
appear in Table 2.9 were assigned on the basis of the adjusted actual number of
marriages reported.

Since the data in Table 2.9 are symmetric, measures of attraction and
motivation 'cannot be computed. A better alternative to asking how manyparriage
ties link a pair of dialects, would have been to ask, "How many people from dialect
X have married someone from here and are living here?" :"This would yield. a
nonsymmetric table of results. Since-thts question was not asked, the next bat
thing is to use the available data tosredict what the.results might be. To do this
the following hypothesis is made: the number of couples residing in a particular
village is proportional to the size of the village. Thus, if 'there are X number of.
marriage ties between two dialects with'populations A and B, the number of those X
couples living in dialect area A will be (X)(A/(A+B)) and the number of the couples
riving in dialect,area B will be (X)(B/(A+B)).

Q

In Table 2.10, the data in Table 2.9 are transformed as detailed above in order
to reflect predicted patterns of marital residence. The dlalects listed along the
top are labeled place of residenoe, and those along the left hand side are labeled
place of origin. The data are now nonsymmetric and measures of attraction and
motivation can be computed. The row and column means are divided by three in order
to'compute a proportion from zero to one. The attraction figUre can be loosely
interpreted as the proportion of the island's population which haa contact with that
dialect because of marriage ties into that dialect. The motivation figure can be
loosely interpreted as the proportion of the island's population with which the
dialect has contact because of marriage ties outside that dialect.

.2.1.11 Estimated intelligibility

In the field it was .posaible to test only 78 'out of the possible 169
intelligibility relations among the 13 dialects. On the basis oft the models
developed in Section 6.3 to explain those 78 eases, the remaining uritested relations
can be estimated. Table 2.11 gives a complete matrix of estimated intelligibility.
The estimates agree with the measurements in 95% of the cases. The four oases where

3

297

,-
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Table 2.9 Marriage ties

Number of marriage ties between dial#Cts

0 = no marriages
1 k one marriage
2 = some marriages (two to blur)
a many marriages (five or more)

NEO MAT BAN NEP UKO VEN NEM BYO NOP NEA NO0 MBI NNG

NE0 3 0 2 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

MAT 0 3 3 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RAN 2 3 3 3. 2 3 1 0 2 1 1 0 3

NE? 0 1 3 3 2 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 2

LV.3 0 2 2 3 3 2 0 110 O. .3

V E N . 1 2 3 0 3 3 2 2 r. 1 0 2 0 1

NEM 0 0 1 0 2' 2 3 3 0 1 1 1 0

BYO 0 0 0 0 0 2 3. 3 2 0 ,2 0, 0

NOP 0 0 2 3 1 1 0 2 3 3 1 0 1

NEA 0 0 1 3 1 t 1 0 3 3 3 0 1

,MBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 3 2

NO0 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 3 3 3 3

ft

NNG 1 0 323 1. 0 0 1 1 3.23
1

,208
. . .

**a
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the estimate differs from the measurement are underlined.

'Table 2.16 Predicted marital residence

Place of residence:

NE0 MWf BAN NEP UWO VEN NEM BYO NOP.NEA 1100 MBI NNG

NEO 3.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 1.9 0.6 0.0 0:0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 .19

MAT 0.0 3.0 2.4 0.7 0.0 1.4 0:0.0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.b 6.0 .19

BAN 0.6 0.6 3.0 1.2 0.9 1.2 0.3 0.0,0.5 0.3 0.:1 0;0 0.9 .22

'NEP 0.0 0.3 1.8 3.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 1.2(0,0 0.0 pa. .21

U00 1.1 0.0 1.1 0.9 3.0 1.3 0.7 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.0. i.1 .22
Place

VEN 0.4 0.6 1.8 0.0 1.7°3.0 0.8 0.8 0.3 0.0 1.0 0.00.4 .27

. -

of NEM. 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 1.3 1.2 3.0 1.5 0.0 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.o .21

BYO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 1.5 3.0 0.9 0.0 1.2 6.9 0.0 .12
Origin:

\NOP 0.0 0.0 1.5 2.1 0.7 0.7 0.0 1.1 3.0 1.8 0.7.0.0 0 6 .31

NO: 0.0 0.0 0.7 1.8 0.6 0.ie 0.4 0.0 1.2 0.0 1.7 01.0,0,

NO0 0.0 0.,0 0.6 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.4 0.8 0.3 1.3 3.0 i.0 1.2.,.18

MBI 0.0 0..00.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0.(1.0 0.0 24340 1.2 .10

-NNG 0.5 0.0 2.1 1:2 1..9 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.5 1.7 0A 1.01' .36
* ,.

Att .10 .06 .40 .23 'Al .10 .15 .18 .22 .06 ,:23

Igf/'

The method used to estiate intelligibility was', tworout-of-three, method fon
combining the threwbest predicting models. In most oases, the three models agree.
In the cases where they do not, the level predicted by two of the moda4s is taken as
the eitimated intelligibility..

The finit4Oodel is based on composite relative distance alone (Section 6.11)
where composite' relative distance' equals six-tenths times.'relative. geographic.
diMance (Table 2.2) plus four-tenths times relative lexical distance (Table 2,5).

. The step function for predicting 'intelligibility is. ,(see final s4ttergram
Appendix 2,2),

2o9
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Int = 3, if composite distance 134%1
.= 2, if 134% <. composite distance 185%;

1, if 185% < composite distapce.

This model is 90% accyrate,%

The second model is-a complex model (Seotion 6.5) with\predicted _contact( The-
it contact .factor is predtoteby the overall motivati of the listener's dialectiaa

indicated by opinions aboUt4telligibility (Tablf,' 7) divided by the relative
g'ographic 44st/ince from the listener's dialegtjo the speaker's (Table 2.2). The
sOaling factscii4i for these two variables are descill) ,inAppendix 2.3. After 'thA
two v'ariablesere scaled, they ere multiplieltto compute the factor which plugs
into the formit.,,for familfarity

F = L + C(100-L)

The step function, which predicts intelligibility i then,

\J

Int = 3, if 89% <% Familiarity < 100%;
= 2, if 82%,4 Familiarity 89%;-
= 1, if Familiarity < 82%.

This model is 9? %accurate.,

The third model is alsosa Complex mode wbith predicted contact. Lexical
distance from the center is used to.estimate attraction and motivation. Contact is
predicted by the attraction of the speaker (i verse of distance from center) times
the-motivation of the hearer (distance fro center) divided by nelative geographic
distance. The scaling factor& for these thr e variables are deactibed in. Appendix

(1,

.2.3. -Contact is plugged into the familiar ty formula as above. The step function
which predicts intelligibility is,

Int = 3, if 75% < Familiarity 4 1 %;
2, if 64% < Familiarity 7 IS;

= 1, if Familiarity 64%. -

This model is 90% accurate.

1

Ips

A.

I.

/
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Teb1e 2.11- Estimated. intelligibility

3 Full intelligIbiiity
2 II Partial intelligibility
1 au Sporadic-recognition

iialect of speaker:

NE0 MNT BAN NEP r146 VEN NEM BYO NOP NEA NO0 MBI NNG

NE0

MAT

B A N

NEP

I M O

Dialect
VEN

of NEM

BYO
hearers:

NOP

NEA

N O 0

MBI

N N G

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

4.

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

)11.
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

, 3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3 2

2 .2

2 2

3 3

3 2

3 2

-3 3

3 3

I3 3

3 9 3,

3 3

3 3

3 3

2

2

2

3

2

'2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

1,

.2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3
3

3

3

1

1

1

1.

1

1

1

1

2

3

3

r3

3

1

1

1

1)

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

3 p.

fAr

In't 3, if composite distance S 134%;
2, if 134% < composite dist.ance 4 1850

-A, if 185% < composite distance.

'This model is 90% accurate.

,-2 1

5.
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st.
2.3 Scattergrams and step functions for-tsingle variable

Rtodels

In the scattergrams, intelligibility is plotted on' the

vertical axis and the predicting variable is plottedmon the

horizontal axis. The plotted values are the letters of the

alphabet. A incloicl;tes that one observation'is plotted .a,t

that point, B indicates that two are, a.nd so on: The steps

of the step functions are indicated by.undersCores. Below

elch scattergram three values afe given: the sum of the

deviations of predicped values of intelligibility from the

measured values, the ratio of prediction aocuracy, and- the

percentage of prediction accuracy.

r

e..
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1.41

-Lexical S'iittlarity

11

Imte11igibility

3 + A A

r

AAAAGCBADACEBF A L

2 + B A DB .B 'BAA A

1 + BB A BA A

0 +'

40 50 60 70 80 . 90 '100

Ltxical similarity
(Percentage of cognates)
,

t,

99

(

Sum of Deviations =

Riiio of Accuracy = 60/78

Percentage of Acc = 77%

3
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4

Absolute Geographic Distahce'

Intelligibility

_ 3 + DFD D4BDDAABCC ADA 8 A A AAA A

.2 + A. AC ABC A B

1 +

A

A A AAA AA A A

0 + 4
I + + + + + +

0 200 400 600 .800 1000

Geographic Aistance
(Minutes' traveling time)

Sum of peviations = 26

Ratio of Accuracy = 52/78"

Percentage of Acc 20,267%
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Intelligibility
'

3 +

2 +

1 '+ C

0 +
I +

0

209

Opinions about Intelligibil,ity

1
.

Opinions aboue intelligibility
(Understand none, some, all)'

Sum of Deviations 18

Ratio of Accuracy mi 60/78

Percentage of Acc, m 77%

21

1,

1

=.11..=

2
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<3
Tkttendance.at -Church festivals

Intelligibility

2 + D

1 + F

L.

A

Attendance at church festivals
(Never, sometimes, ever9 time)

Sum of Deviations Im 12

Ratio of Accuracy 45/57

Percentige of Acc 80%

p.

2

o
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3 + M

1 + D

211

Marriage Ties

A

1 2

Marriage ties
(none, one, some, many)

r-

Sum of Deviations = 33

Ratio of Accuracy = 45/78

Percentage of Acc = 58%

217

3

F;1

11,
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A

Predicted Marriage Residence

Intelligibility

1
3 + M AA AAABABA A AABCA ACA AB A

I 0.

2 + J AB A A A

1 + D AAA A A

0 +
I + +

0 1 2 .

Predicted marriage residence
I (none, one, some, many)

Sum of Devikttons.- 11.

Ratio of Accuracy if 47/78

Percentag4.44of Acc 60%

els

3

4
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Relative Geographi6 DiStance

Intelligibility

I ,

3 + EGB BACBDBDCBCCCBCA A

0 2 + B DAD BBA

p.04'

t.

A AA AA A AF.

S.

0 +
I +

100 200 300 400

Relative geographic distance
(Percentage of mean distance from origin)

, Sum of DeviationS' 13

Ratio of Accuracy 65/78

Percentage of Acc = 83%

CI
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. Relative-LexIcal Distance

Intelligibility

.

3 + L A BBAADDDCD ACADCA B
6

(

+ A B DB ABA AAA

1 + A AA

1

1

0 +

, t +
0 100 200

P

AA A AAA

300, 400

Relative lexical distance
(Percentage of mean distance from origin)

Sum of Deviations = 11

Ratio of Accuracy = 57/78

Percentage of Acc = 86%
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Composite Rejative DiRtance

4'

I

3 + GD BEBABBACBCACDCAC BA A

2 +

1 +

-at

A BBE AAAAB

A B A AA

100 200

Composite relative distance
(Percentage of mean distance from origin)

Sum of D iations 11

Ratio of -.Ccuracy = 70/78_

Percentage of Acc = 90%

221

J

300

:in
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.

2 3 Scaling of variables for inclusion in contact factor

The contact factor in the predicting equation must take

on e .range or zero to one to prevent predicting more than

10011 i telligibility. The Variables are scaled by tSe

followi g formula:

scaled value in .blw value - min) / (max - min),

Min is the value for that variable whicil should scale to

zero,.max is the value which should scale to one.' . Scaled

values less, than zero are set to zero-, and those greater

-than one are set tO one.- Note that when the min value is

zero, the formula reduces to a simple division:

caw value/max:- In -the case of the vieas9re0 ,contac..t -models,."

the raw values are divided by the max values listed below

apd plugged straight *into the prediction forMula. In the'
.11

case of the .predicted contact models, as many as three

variables are involved: - attraction, motivation, andN

distance. In the, case of opinipnse festivals, and

marriages, the raw values for attractfon and motimation

take- from th* outer

Appendix 2,A. In

raw *alues aro

center (yanua).

associated with

row' and column of the data tables in

the case)of the other four _factors,: the

population, density4, or distance from the

In all cases,,the Attraction, measure ii

the speaker and th4 motivation measure is

associaed with the.hearer,. The

predictions, is distan6e. The diatance measures are scaled

third vattable involved
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SO AS to invert them, that is', far dlstance yields a low

value and close distance yields a high value. In this way

the three scaled variablee can be multiplied to compute a

contact factor in the scale of zero to 'one. The scaling of

poPulation arid density was handled a Jittle differently.

The equations used are rePorted in the following table.

Also, for these two variables, the product of attraction and

motivation was further scaled as indicated in the table.

With all of this information it should %be possible to

repliciite the results. I report in the remaining sections of

this appendix,,,

Measured contact

opinioni 'AMU
festimals
marriageties.
marriage residence

Predicted contact

absolute geographic distance
relative geographic distance
absoluta lexical distance
relative lexical distance
opinions, attraction
opinions, motivation
festivals, attraction
festivals, motivation
marriages; attraction
marriages, motivation
geographic distance from center, attraction
geographic distance from center, motivation
lexical distance from center/ atiraction
lexlcal dibsteince from center, motivation
poOulation, attraction.
population, motivation
population, attraction x motivation
density, attraction'
density, motivation
density, attraction x motivation

min max

2

2
3

, 3

min max

830 105
361 40
50 5

290 30
0 1

0 1

0 .55
0 .76
0 .39
0 .35

650
60 550
46 5
5 46-

raw/450
120/raw

(atte)(mot)/167
raw/520
1?9/raw

(attr) (mot)/.67
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2.5 'Scatterq ams for complex models with measured contact.

Opinions as measure of contact

3 +

2 +

1 +

0 +
I +
50

AA A

4

A A

A A AAAA

A B

60 70 80 90 100

_Familiarity

Sum of Deviations' 13 ,

Ratio of AccurAcy se 65/78

Percentage of Acc'm 83%
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Festival atten?nce as measure of contact

Intelligibility

3 +

2 +

rs

A A AA BCCBA .BA

A AA A AA B

1 + BA

0 +

°

+ + + +
50 60 70 80 90 100 .

,i

Familiarity --.

Sum of Deviations is 8,

Ratio..of Accuracy al 49/57

Percentage of Acc 85%

2?

.z
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Marriage ties as measure of contact

Intelligibility

3 + A AAA AAB AAECA DA BA

2 + B CB A. A B AB A A

1 + A A B A A A A A

0 +
I +
50

0

80 4
+ +

70 80 90 100

Familiarity

SUm of Deviations is 20

Ratio of Accuracy vs 58/78

Perciht7 of Acc IN 74%
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Marriage residence ak measure of contact

A

Intelligibility
J

3'+ A A AAAA BAACAEBDAACAA CCB AL

2 + B CB 'AA DAAA

1 + A B B AA AA

0 +
I +
50 60.

+
70 ad 90 100

Familiarity

Sum of Deviations = la

, Ratio.of Accuracy 50/78

Percentage of Ace = 77%
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2.5.\ Results for complex models with predicted contact

410 Following are seven tables, one for each of the

variables used to predict contact. Fox each variable,

eighteen different combinations of values in the numerator

and denominator of the contact formula were used. The three

row§ represent .three different numerators: attraction

Alone, moti/ation alone, 'and'attraction times motivation.

The six Columns represent six different denominators: no'

distanCe (a constant value of one) , absolute geographic

distance, relative geographic distance, absolute lexical

distance, relative lexical distance, and composite relative

Aist.ance. At the intersection of each row and codumn tWce

values are given. The first is the sum of the deviations'of

predicted from measured values of intelligibility; the

second, in parentheses, is the perdentage of predictf.on

accuracy. Th4 total number of predictidns on which, the

percentages are based is given in the heading for- each

table.

4,
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Opinions about intelligibility
(78 total predictions)

None Geographic
Absolute Relative

Lexical Composite
Absolute Relative Relative

Attraction 13 (83%) 20 (74%) 12 (85%) 18 (77%) 9 (88%) 11 (86%)

Motivation 18 (77%) 16 (79%) 6 (92%) 14 (82%) 8 (90%) 7 (91%)

Attr & Mot 10 (87%) 16 (79%) 8 (90%.) 14 (82%) 6 (92%) 6 (92%)

None

Attraction 8 (86%)

Motivation 20 (65%)

Attr & Mot 13 (77%)

Church festival attendance
(57 total predictions)

Geographic Lexical Cbmposite
Absolute Relative Absolute Relative Rlelative

12 (79%)

17 (70%)

12 (79%)

8 (86%) 112(81%), 7.(88%) 9 (84%)
11

12 (79%) 15 (74%) 12 (79%) 12 (79%)

10 (82%) 10 (82%) 8 (86%) 8 (86%)

Marriage residence
(78 total predictions)

J
None Geographic

Absolute Relative
Lexical Composite

Absolute Relative Relative

Attraction 23 (71%) 19 (76i) 16 (79%) 17 (78%) 16 (79%) 16 (79%)

Motivition 25 (68%) 21 (73%) .15 (81%) 18 (770 11 (86%) 14 (82%)

Attr & Mot 22 (72%) 19 (76%) 16 (79%) 17 (78%) 16 (79%) 16 (79%)

:
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Population
(78 total predictions)

None, Geographic
Absolute Relative

Lexical
Absolute itelative

Composite
Relative

Attraction 23 (71%) 17 (78%): 16 (79%) 18 (77%) 15 (81%) 16 (79%)

Motivation 22 (72%) .16 (79%) 13 (83%) 16 (79%) 14 (82%) 14 (82%)

Attr & Mot 19 (76%) 16 (79%) 15 (81%) 18 (77%) 16 (79%) 15 (81%)

Density of population
478 total predictions)

None Geographic
Absolute Relattve

Lexical
Absolute Relative

Composite
Relative

Attraction 21 (73%) 18 (77%) 16 (79%) 16 (79%) , 14 (82%) .15 (31%)

Motivation 22 (72%) 15 (31%) 15 (31%) 15 (81%) 14 (32%) 15 (81%)

Attr & Mot 18 .(77%) 15 (31%) 13 (83%) 17 (78%) 12 (35%) 14 .(82%)

Geographic distance from center
(78 total predictions)

None ,Geographic
Absolute Relative

Lexical
Absolute Relative

Composite
Relative

Attraction 16 (79%) 19 (76%) 13 (83%) 17 (M) 10 (87%) 12 (RS%)

Motivation, 14 (82%) 13 (83%) 10 (37%) .14 (82%) 11' (W%) 10 (87%)

Attr & Mot 11'(86%) '16 (31%) 11 (86%) 15 (81%) 10 (37%) 11,(36%)

Lexical distance from center
(78 total predictions)

None. Geographic
Absolute Relative

Lexical
Absolute Relative

Composite
Relative

Attraction 14 (82%) 18 (77%) 34 (85%) 15 (81%) 11 (86%) 12 (85%)

Motivation 15 (81%) 13 (83%) 10 (87%) '13 (83%) 8 (900 10 (87%)

Attr & Mot U. (86%) 14 (82%) 8 (90%) 13 (83%) 9 (88%) 8 (90%)
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